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-	 The results of physiological investigations during the Gemini
and Apollo programs led to certain hypotheses concerning man`s physio-
~yy
	
logical.adaptation to zero-gravity. Investigation of some of these
d .	hypotheses required measurement of pulmonary blood flow (cardiac
output) during exercise and.parameters.describing.compartmental
volumes of the lung obtained by standard pulmonary function, tests.
These investigations were conducted pre- and post--flight during the
C
Skylab program. The results of these , investigations  indicated a
E
need for monitoring the time course of observed changes.after in
sertion to zero-gravity.
In the previous Spacelab simulations, experiments demonstrating
potential Shuttl e experiments investigating pulmonary blood fl ow
and pulmonary function were proposed, implemented, and conducted.
Valuable knowledge about procedures; time i1* 	 requirement
documentation, and other facets of implementing a Spacelab experi




After the previous simulation, the crew members offered several
suggestions for improving operations of the experiment hardware. In
the experiment system, data were acquired and analyzed by a dedicated,
general purpose minicomputer, and the flow of the computer software
was controlled through a standard computer terminal. As a result,
it was necessary for the crew members to learn to'operate.the
i
^l	 _
computer in addition to learning to perform the experiment. This
increased the training required and potential sources of experiment 	
1
problems.
In addition, the. system, as implemented in the previous
simulation, was not representative of hardware that will be flown
on Shuttle. First, the monitor system was large (1 1/3 racks) and
required substantial power (1000 watts). Second, all data were
stored on mass storage devices in the experiment system; no inter-
face to an onboard data system was included.
The experiment system has been totally redesigned, Instead of
using a general purpose minicomputer for transducer control and data
acquisition, analysis and storage, the system uses a dedicated micro-
processor for transducer control and data acquisition and analysis.
No data will be stored in this system, but the data will be trans-
mitted to the on-board data system. In comparison, the data system
will require approximately 12 inches of rack space versus 1 1/3
racks, and will consume only 100 watts versus 1000 watts of power. The
computer console and terminal have been replaced by an experiment specific
control panel. This control panel, through a series of lighted buttons,
will guide the operator through the test series providing a smaller margin
of error.
It was the purpose of this OTR to evaluate different aspects of this
new system. The experimental validity of the system was verified, and the
reproducibility of data and reliability of the system checked. In addition,
improvements in ease of training, ease of operator interaction, and crew
acceptance were evaluated in actual flight conditions.
To minimize subject interaction with the hardware and thus
minimize both time expended and possible operator error, an
experiment-specific control panel has replaced the standard
computer console.
The experiment control panel (Figure-I) uses a series of step-
monitor lamps and lighted pushbuttons to guide the subject through
the test. The panel is separated into -Four modules (from left to
right, front view): Module 1-Initialization, Module 2-Pulmonary
Function Test (PFT), Module 3-Physiological Time Constants/
Pulmonary Blood Flow (PTC/PBF) and Module 4-Output. The Initial-
ization Module provides subject and mass spectrometer identification
and test selection (PFT or PTC/PBF). The PFT module guides the
subject through Nitrogen Washout and Forced Vital Capacity Maneuvers.
The PTC/PBF module controls an exercise protocol which includes
cardiac output maneuvers (also cued by panel lights). The output
module includes the controls for selection of the output devices
(printer, video, and/or on-board data system). Computer controlled
software illuminates the pushbuttons to cue the next step and then
after the button is depressed, lights the corresponding green light
to indicate the process currently taking place.
Program execution starts with the initialization of all signals
on the I/O Bus and the lighting of the IDLE light and the two buttons
within Module 1 on the control panel. The subject selects the de-
sired output device(s) in Module 4, and then returns to Module I to
enter the subject number, mass spectrometer type and the desired test
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(depress either PFT or PTC/PSF). The appropriate test light at
the top of Module 2 or Module 3 is lit. From this point on,
pushbuttons are lit as cues to the next step and the green monitor
lamps are lit to indicate the current process ta ping place.
The Pulmonary Function Test is started by calibrating the mass
spectrometer (CALMS). If the calibration is successful, the WO
button is lit; otherwise, the CALMS button is relit. After hoses
have been attached between the mouthpiece/valve assembly, the
oxygen supply, and the spirometer, the subject depresses the WO
button. He then inspires room air and inserts-the mouthpiece
into his mouth. Next, he exhales slowly to residual volume (RV),
inspires a vital capacity (VC) of oxygen, and again exhales slowly
to RV. This initial maneuver should take 10-15 seconds. The sub-
ject continues to breathe normally with the mouthpiece retained
in his mouth until the washout is complete. During the entire
washout maneuver, the tidal volume and the FN2 for each breath is
displayed on the video monitor and/or the panel printer. The end
point is signaled when the green WO light goes off and the yellow
FVC button is lit.  This end point is also indicated  by watching
for two consecutive FN2<3% on the video monitor or the printer.
Next, the washout hoses are stowed and the FVC hose is attached to
the spirometer exhalation port. A cardboard tube is inserted in the
hose. The FVC maneuver proceeds as follows: Depress the FVC push-
button (its light turns off and the green monitor lamp is lit), don
the noseclamp, inspire maximally to total lung capacity, place the
mouthpiece in mouth, and exhale as rapidly as possible to RV. At
this point, the RPT button is lit indicating completion of the FVC
maneuver. The subject; now depresses the RPT button to display the
PFT results on the printer and/or video monitor. The test is complete
when the printout is finished and the END TEST button is lit. If
the subject wishes to repeat any of the maneuvers, he pushes the
desired button and proceeds from that point (this also holds true
at any other point during the test when a button is lit). Depress-
ing the END TEST button returns control to Module l and the system
awaits further subject action (depressing PFT or PTC/PBF button).
The Pulmonary Blood Flow Test also starts out by calibrating
the mass spectrometer (CALMS). If the calibration is successful,
the ROOM button is lit; otherwise, the light is relit requesting
a re-cal. The subject then attached a flexible hose between the
spirometer and the mouthpiece. The mass spectrometer capillary is
exposed to ambient air while the ROOM button is depressed. Successful
sampling of room air is indicated when the START button becomes lit;
otherwise, repeat the ROOM air sampling procedure. Next, insert the
capillary into the mouthpiece. Verify that the subject has donned
the ECG electrodes and the blood pressure cuff. Insert mouthpiece
assembly into mouth, don noseclamp and depress the START pushbutton.
Breathe normally until the computer requests a cardiac output maneuver
(that is, when the Q pushbutton is lit). When the Q pushbutton is
lit, the computer expects to see a single breath maneuver within the
subsequent minute. To perform a cardiac output maneuver, the subject
inspires a slightly larger than normal breath of air, depresses the
Q pushbutton, then exhales fully but slowly at a constant flow rate.
If the initial maneuver is thought to be unsatisfactory, the sub-
ject may repeat the procedure anytime within that minute after de-
pressing the Q pushbutton again. The test is terminated when the
END TEST pushbutton is lit upon completion of the five-minute
protocol. During the test, data are output to the video monitor





Initial investigations concerning man's response to weightless-
ness required the measurements of pulmonary blood flow during exer-
cise and parameters describing compartmental volumes of the lung
obtained by standard pulmonary function tests. These investigations
were conducted pre- and post-flight during the last three Apollo
flights, and during the Skylab program.
The three experiments (pulmonary function, pulmonary blood flow,
and physiological time constants) supported by this data system, have
been conducted in a laboratory environment, previous SM.5 tests, or
both. A similar complement of transducers is used to monitor totally
different parameters. This common use of equipment allowed all three
experiments to share the data system, transducers, and software device
handlers, with only the control and analysis software being unique for
each experiment. The only resulting restriction is that certain experi-
ments are not able to function concurrently. The two experiments that
can . function concurrently, pulmonary blood flow and physiological time
constants, monitor the same parameters, but differ in normalization
times and reporting time intervals.
	
3.1	 Pulmonary Function Test
This particular pulmonary function test represents a logical exten-
sion of knowledge gained during Skylab investigations which included: in-
flight vital capacity measurements, and measurement of maximum sustained
minute ventilation (maximum exercise testing) together with the evaluation
of ventilatory equivalents (VE/V0 ) during rest and exercise.
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Although these measurements permitted only gross evaluation of pul-
monary function, they were sufficient to show that man can endure
3 months exposure to zero-g without serious pulmonary impairment.
However, this exposure included a daily regimen of strenuous physical 	 -
exercise. An approximate 10% decrease in vital capacity was observed
although the crewmen were able to sustain exceptionally high maximum
ventilatory rates. These high ventilatory rates were possible because
of the 3.47'x10 3 H/m2 (5 psia) ambient pressure.(Life Sciences SMS II,1977).
The integrity and proper function of the body require adequate
oxygen delivery to and carbon . dioxide removal from the body tissues.
Thus, the primary function of the pulmonary system is to arterialize mix-
ed venous blood through elimination of carbon dioxide and addition of
oxygen. This is achieved by ventilation which, in turn, is a function
of tidal volume, respiratory frequency, and intrapulmonary distribution
of the respired air. Superimposed upon these gaseous factors are the
quantity and distribution of pulmonary blood flow. It is believed that
the measurements proposed herein comprise the minimum number necessary
to quantitate pulmonary function in zero-g, thereby providing data to
support the contention that man could be qualified for space flights
of long duration.
A simple,useful test of pulmonary function is the measurement of a
single forced expiration. The subject inspires maximally and then ex-
hales as hard and completely as he can. The volume exhaled in the
first second is called the forced expiratory volume or FEV1.01 and the
total volume exhaled is the forced vital capacity or FVC. The mean
flow rate occurring between 0.2 and 1.2 L of the expired gas volume is
the maximum expiratory flow rate or MEFR. The rate of air flow during
forced expiration in a healthy young man is initia4ly very rapid, though
there is considerable slowing at the end-expiration. A marked reduct-
ion in flow rates indicates that a mechanical problem exists which
may be present during expiration or inspiration, or both. The
maximal flow is limited by the rate at which the muscles are able to
transform chemical energy into mechanical energy and also by a rising
flow resistance. Thus, the flow rates are reduced in persons who
have any airway obstructions (Comroe,1970).
In the curve generated by the FVC data (volume vs. time), the in-
itial and terminal portions are relatively variable due to non-broncho
pulmonary factors present during these phases of expiratory effort. The
terminal phase involves neuromuscular factors, such as maintenance and
coordination of effort. The initial phase not only involves neuromuscular
factors, but also mechanical equipment factors as well, such as inertial
distortion. The measurement of maximum midexpiratory flow rate or MMFR,
avoids both initial and terminal phases of the.expiratory effort.
Although MMFR is slightly less reproducible than other commonly used
measurements of ventilatory capacity, its sensitivity more than makes
up for this disadvantage.
The forced vital capacity, forced expired volume, and expiratory
flow rates are relatively easy to measure using simple spirometry
methods. Since there is always a residual volume in the lungs that
cannot be expelled by maximal expiration, this volume must be measured
Measurement	 Definition
	 1
Forced Vital Capacity (FVC) The maximum volume of air that can be ex-
haled in the smallest possible time.
Forced Expired Volume	 The maximum volume of air that can be
1 sec. (FEVI)	 exhaled in 1 second.
Maximum Expiratory Flow	 The mean flow rate between 0.2 liters
Rate (MEFR)	 and 1.2 liters of the forced vital
capacity maneuver.
Maximum Midexpiratory 	 The mean flow rate for the middle half
Flow Rate (MPI;R)	 (0.25*FVC to 0.75*FVC) of the forced
vital capacity maneuver.
PARAMETERS DERIVED FROM FORCED
VITAL CAPACITY (FVC) MANEUVER
TABLE I
IMeasurement	 Definition
Residual Volume (RV) The volume of air remaining in the lungs
after a complete exhalation.
R	 Delta2 The change in nitro	 (g en concentration	 %)
between 0.35*VC liters and 0.65*VC BTPS
liters of the first exhalation after the
first inhalation of 100% oxygen. 	 This is
the slope of the alveolar plateau of the
so-called single-breath washout test.
Closing Volume (CV) The volume of air displaced from the apices
following airway collapse at bases near the
end of a full exhalation to RV.
VA/RV The amount of alveolar oxygen ventilation
- required to washout one liter of residual
volume from the lungs.
Vital Capacity (VC) The maximum volume of air than can be ex-.
haled starting from full inspiration.
indirectly.
Traditionally, the single breath maneuver for measuring vital
capacity (VC) and the nitrogen washout; maneuver for measuring residual
volume are performed as two separate maneuvers. To minimize subject
interaction with the hardware and thus minimize both time expended
and possible operator error, these measurements were integrated so
that only two subject activities were required during the maneuver.
The first required the subject to don a noseclip, place the mouth-
piece of a respiratory valve assembly in his mouth, and exhale complete-
ly to a residual volume (RV). The subject then took a full inspiration
of oxygen (inspiratory vital capacity) and following that he again
exhaled (at a low flow rate) completely to RV. After this initial
activity, the subject continued to breathe normally through the
mouthpiece until his end-tidal nitrogen level was below . 3% on two
consecutive breaths (approximately 3 minutes).
The second activity requires the subject to perform a maximum
flow/volume inhalation and exhalation. Total test time was reduced
by combining both procedures.
The open-circuit or nitrogen washout method involves the inspira-
tion of pure oxygen and expiration into a spirometer. If the subject
has been breathing air, the gas remaining in his lungs is 78% nitrogen.
As he begins to breath the pure oxygen, it will mix with the gas still
in his lungs and a certain amount of nitrogen will "washout" with each
breath. By measuring the amount of nitrogen in each expired breath,
a washout curve is obtained from which the volume of air in the lungs
initially can readily be calculated.. The initial alveolar nitrogen
I	 concentration is the maximum nitrogen fraction (FN2 T ) recorded during
the first expiration (before inspiring pure oxygen). The alveolar
-	 nitrogen concentration after washout is the maximum FN2 F recorded dur-
ing the final expiration. Using these alveolar concentrations and the
total volume of nitrogen exhaled, the functional residual capacity (FRC)
can be determined using the equation:
N2 Volume Exhaled - 0.0312T
FRC =
Max. FN 21 - Max. FN 2F
The 0.0312T, a traditional. correction factor based on subject body sur-
face area and the time of washout, represents the amount of nitrogen
washed out of the blood and tissues. Since the FRC is the volume of
gas remaining in the lungs at the end expiratory level, the difference
between the the FRC and the amount of anatomical dead space in the lungs
(approximately 0.02 liters) is the residual volume. The residual volume
represents the air that cannot be removed from the lungs even by force-
ful expiration. This is important because it provides air in the alve-
oli to aerate the blood even between breaths.
After the residual volume is computed, the VA/RV -ratio is computed
by dividing the total volume of gas exhaled by the residual volume. This
ratio represents the amount of alveolar oxygen ventilation required to
washout one liter of residual volume from the lungs.
Using the single-breath portion of the data,(Figure 2), the maximum
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that is, the maximum volume of air (in liters, BTPS) that can be exhaled
starting from full inspiration.
Following a single inspiration of 100% 0 2 S the N2 concentration
rises as the dead space gas is increasingly washed out by alveolar gas
(Figure2 ). Finally, an almost uniform ras concentration is seen rep-
resenting pure alveolar gas. This phase is often called the alveolar
plateau. The slope of the alveolar plateau can be computed using the
volume/nitrogen concentration pairs from the single breath maneuver.
The data pairs (volume, F14 2) corresponding to 0.35*VC and 0.65*VC
are used in a linear regression routine to compute the best straight =
line expressing nitrogen -Fraction as a function of volume within the
0.35VC to 0.65VC interval. The slope of this line multiplied by 100
is the slope of the alveolar plateau in %/L.
Using the linear regression line from above, the closing volume
can be found by searching backwards from the maximum volume through the
volume/nitrogen concentration pairs until the first FN 2 less than the
predicted FN2 is found (Figure 2). The volume at this point is sub-
tracted from the VC and stored as the volume of air displaced from the
apices of the lung following airway closure at the base of the lung near
the end of a full exhalation.to
 RV, or Closing Volume (CV).
Looking at Figure =2, the abrupt deflection of N 2 towards the end
of the expiration defines the closing volume (CV). This pattern has been
interpreted by the following sequence of events. When starting the man-
euver from maximal expiration,.a larger fraction of the RV is contained
in the upper parts of the lung than in the dependent regions. During
the succeeding inspiration of 0 21 the N2
 in the lower lobes becomes more
diluted than in the upper ones. During the following slow expiration
	 +
the upper and lowe,, ,
 regions both contribute to the alveolar plateau	
I
but toward the e;id of expiration, some of the airways in the dependent
zone collapse due to compression and reduce the contribution with low
N2
 to the expirate. At this point the contribution from the upper
regions with high N2 predominates, producing the upward deflection of
N2
. The closing volume increases when the elastic recoil of the lungs
and/or the caliber of the smaller airways are reduced. 5o far, know-
ledge of the CV seems to be particularly helpful for detecting early
pathologic conditions in the airways. It might also be useful in the
evaluation of more advanced stages of pulmonary disease with respect to
progression or regression of the disorder or the effects of therapeutic
measures. To date, there are relatively few reports concerning the .CV
phenomenon and its relation to other tests of pulmonary .function.
(Lovelace, 1975).
Once the forced vital capacity maneuver and the nitrogen washout
maneuver have been completed, the resulting data are combined to produce
a set of secondary pulmonary function data (Table III).
The total lung capacity (TLC) is the . total volume of the lungs at
full inspiration and can be computed as the sum of the residual volume
(RV) and the vital capacity (VC).
Four ratios are then determined from the combined data. The first
is the percent of forced vital capacity (FVC) than can be expired in one
second (FEV1.0/FVC) In restrictive diseases (ex. pulmonary fibrosis),
both FEV and FVC are reduced but characteristically the FEV1.O/FVC % is
Measurements Description
Total Lung Capacity (TLC) The total volume of the lungs at full
(TLC=Rig+VC) inspiration.
FEV1/FVC% The percent of forced vital capacity
that can be exhaled in one second.
FVC/VC% The ratio of forced vital capacity to
vital capacity expressed as a percentage.
CV/VCS The ratio of closing volume to vital
capacity expressed as a percentage.
CC/TLC% The ratio of the sum of residual
volume and closing volume to total
lung capacity expressed as a percentage.
PARAMETERS DERIVED FROM COMBINED FORCED VITAL
CAPACITY AND NITROGEN WASHOUT MANEUVERS
TABLE III
normal or increased. In obstructive diseases (ex. bronchial asthma),
the FEVI.0 is reduced more than the FVC giving a low FEV 1.0/FVC .
(West, 1974).
The third ratio is the ratio of the closing volume to vital
capacity expressed as a percentage. Normal CV in young normal adults
is about 10% of the VC. The CV increases with age and, usually by the
age of 65 years, it is equal to 40% of the VC (West, 1974).
The final ratio is the sum of the residual volume and the closing
volume, divided by the total lung capacity.
The data system for this experiment (PFT) interfaces with the
on-board-data-system and transmits certain data to it. These data
	 =
include the parameters in Tables I, II, and III. In addition, the sam-
pled data for the single-breath portion of the washout and the sampled
data for the FVC maneuver is transmitted to "ground s' and recorded for
"ground" processing ("ground" is referring to the earth, as in trans-
mission from the spacecraft to the "ground").
3.2 Physiological Time Constants/Pulmonary Blood Flow (PTC/PBF)
Significant changes in the astronauts' cardiovascular and cardio-
pulmonary systems as a result of exposure to the zero-g environment of
space have been observed during the Apollo and Skylab programs. Tests
on Skylab astronauts revealed significant reductions in blood flow and
stroke volume in the immediate post-flight period. Steady state heart
rates obtained.during exercise stress tests were-elevated. Systolic
time intervals were significantly altered. These parameters returned to
preflight values within two weeks after the flight.(Buderer, 1976). All
of these parameters were obtained during steady state conditions. It
was hypothesized that these changes were associated with the replen-
ishment of blood volume lost during the period of weightless exposu!-e.
3
	 This blood loss is presumed to occur as a result of a cephalad shift
in blood voltime accompanying entry in to the zero-g envir:nment. (Life
Sciences SMS 11,1977). Thus, in zero-g, blood tends to be shifted from
the lower extremities and abdomen toward the thorax and the head.
It has been postulated that the increased thoracic or "central"
blood volume encountered in zero-g will produce at least transient
increases in pulmonary blood flow (cardiac output) and more uniform
pulmonary perfusion. The lead times required for the Skylab medical
experiments did not allow for the inclusion of the in-flight measurements
of pulmonary blood flow, and thus the presence of these flow transients
could not be verified. It has also been demonstrated that the time
course of various cardiopulmonary parameters during exercise stress
testing is related to the physical condition of the subject. The tran-
sient responses of cardiovascular parameters have never been observed
on astronauts before, during, or after space flight. However, the
Physiological Time Constants experiment was -included in SMS I I . (Life
Sciences SMSI1 Report, 1977).
The purpose of the Pulmonary Blood Flow experiment (PBF) was to
develop an experiment which would measure the time course and magnitude
of changes in central blood flow and volume relationships in zero-g,as
determined by measurements of pulmonary blood flow (cardiac output), as
well as to provide information on the initial effects of zero-g on
peripheral circulatory function. The parameters of interest are
heart rate (MR), % , VCa , minute volume (Ve), respiratory rate (RR),
. 2	 2
cardiac output (Q), systolic and diastolic blood pressures (SBA and DBP).
Similarly, the purpose of the PTC experiment was to develop a
method of evaluating the dynamic response of the cardiopulmonary
system during exercise stress tests. The parameters of interest are
heart rate (HR), oxygen consumption (VO 2 ), carbon dioxide production
(VCO2 ), and minute ventilation (Ve).
Because of the similarity of measurements, protocols, and trans-
ducers involved, these two experiments are conducted at the same time.
The data requirements for both will be documented as a single set of
requi rements.
It is the .functional objective of these two experiments to
quantitate HR, workload, oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production,
minute volume, respiration rate, cardiac output, systolic blood pressure
and diastolic blood pressure. heart rate is measured by using an ECG
preamplifier to identify each QRS complex of an electrocardiogram, then
counting the beats over the specified interval. For PBF, this interval
is for one minute; for PTC, five seconds. Workload is sampled every 5
seconds. For PBF, each minute, the corresponding twelve samples are
averaged to represent the workload for that minute. For PTC, the sampled
workloads are saved. Oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production, and
minute volume are calculated on a breath-by-breath basis as described
later in the gas exchange calculations. For PBF, these values are summed
over the reporting interval (1 minute). For PTC, the values for each
breath, and the elapsed time from the start of the test until that breath
1	 is saved. Systolic and diastolic blood pressures are determined for
PBF by sampling the output of an automated blood pressure system at the
end of each reporting interval.
The procedure for determining pulmonary blood flow (cardiac
is
output) analyzes the gas concentration at the mouth during a single,
prolonged exhalation. During any exhalation, the gas concentration at
the mouth changes, with oxygen concentration decreasing and the carbon
dioxide concentration increasing. These changes in concentrations are
not linear, as shown in Figure 3.
1
The cardiac output maneuver requires the subject to take a slight-
ly longer than normal exhalation, depress the Q pushbutton whether
mounted on the ergometer or the test control panel, and then exhale
slowly at a constant flow rate. During the maneuver (next exhalation),
data pairs of 02 fraction (FO 2) and CO2 fraction (FCO2 ) representing
the curve in Figure 4 are stored for further analysis. This storing
of gas concentrations does not interfere with the computation of gas
exchange values, but occurs in addition to these computations. Because
the sampled data are used to describe the curve of FCO 2 vs. F02 , not
each of these versus time, the sampling procedure does not simply sample
at a fixed frequency. Gas pairs are sampled and checked from the be-
ginning of the exhalation to the end of the exhalation, If the F0 2 , FCOZ
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Example of a single prolonged expiration












Selection of points on the Single Breath


























use in the analysis routine:
1) The CO? fraction must be greater than 0.02 (2%)
Data below this level is not consistent with method
assumptions ;
2) The 02 fraction must be less than the previous stored
02 fraction by at least 0.0025 (.25%).
The later criterion guarantees that the F02 values are monotonic, a
necessary assumption for many derivative methods.
After the end of the breath, the FCO2 , F02 data pairs are
analyzed by first finding the derivative of FCO 2 with respect to
F02
 for each pair. The analysis which has given the best results
to date has been the cubic spline, described in Appendix C (Lovelace,
1973). For each point (except the end points), the instaneous in-
spiratory respiratory exchange quotient (R at each data pair), Rinst'
is determined from the following formula:
R	 = s - (s*F02) - FCO2
inst
- s 2 - FCOZ
where s is the negative (or absolute value) of the derivative at the
sampled data pair. These Rinst values are then used with FCO2 to
compute a least squares linear regression of FCO 2 as a function of Rinst.
The absolute value of the slope of this regression is stored for output
and is used at the end of the reporting interval to calculate cardiac
output (Q) using the formula:





where: Voz = oxygen consumption (Iiters, STPD)
slope = -1 x slope of the Rinst - FCQ, regression line
4.7 = slope of the standard carbon dioxide dissociation
curve (ml/liter/torr PC©2)
Q = cardiac output (liters/minute) .
The data from the- PBF experiment is printed on the panel printer
and is transmitted to the on-board -data-system each minute. The data
from the PTC experiment is transmitted to the on-board -data-system each
minute.
3.3 Gas Exchange Calculations
The functional objective of the gas exchange calculations in this
experiment is to measure the difference in the volumes of a particular
gas or gases, inhaled or exhaled. The volume of a particular gas (x)
inhaled or exhaled during a given time interval, is equal to the total
volume inhaled or exhaled during that time interval multiplied by the
fraction Fx of the gas contained in that volume.
Z). VIX - Fix * V I	 (Volume inhaled)
2). VEX = FEX * V 	 (Volume exhaled).
The volume of that gas consumed by the body can be expressed as:
3) `
 V  - FIX * VI - 
F
EX * V  = VIX - VEX.
The volume of that gas (x) produced by the body can be expressed as:
4).. VX _ FEX * V  - FIX * VI = V
EX VIX.
Since nitrogen does not readily dissolve in the blood and referring to
the steady state, it can be assumed that the volume of nitrogen
inhaled equals the volume of nitrogen exhaled. Therefore, equations
1) and 2) combine to -Form:
5). 
VI FIN = VEFEN2	 2,
rearranging terms, equation 5) becomes:
VEFEN2
FINZ
Substituting equation 6) into equation 3) and letting x represent 02.
the equation for oxygen consumption (VO 2 ) becomes:
zN2
Collecting terms, the final equation for oxygen consumption becomes:
7).
	 Vol = V  * Flo
2
FIN * FEN2 - FE022
where:	
FIO2	 = oxygen/nitrogen ratio of inspired air obtained
FIN from ambient air measurements
v 
	 volume of expi red air per unit time
FE02 = oxygen fraction of expired air
FEN 
2	
nitrogen -Fraction of expired air.
Substituting equation 6) into equation 4), and collecting terms, the final
equation for carbon dioxide production becomes
Flo
 * VEFENZ
V =02	 F	 - FE02*.VE
}8 . Vcoz = VE	
FECO2 - FFCO2
	




expired fraction of carbon dioxide,
VE = volume of expired air,
FICO2 = carbon dioxide/nitrogen ration of inspired air
F1^2 obtained from ambient air measurements,




 -increases Iinearly with the magnitude of work. As an
exercising subject approaches the point of exhaustion or fatigue, his
V0 will reach a maximum above which it will not increase even with
2
furthur increases in work. This peak value is referred to as the indi-
vidual's maximal oxygen uptake ( 1102 max,);.this variable appears to be
a fundamental physiological limitation for an individual.
Carbon dioxide production (VC0 } is roughly the . mirror image
2
of oxygen consumption. As oxygen is burned by the active tissues, car-
bon dioxide is produced; as oxygen is withdrawn from the lung gases,
carbon dioxide is released. The amount of carbon dioxide produced
di vi ded. by the oxygen consumed is the respiratory exchange ratio,




. Values for R vary from lows of 0.65 to about 1.0 at rest,
to more than 1.5 during recovery following short-term exhaustive exercise.
Elevated R values indicate that more CO 2 is being produced than 02 is
available to support metabolism. Under these conditions, an "oxygen
debt" accumulates and metabolism begins to rely on anaerobic processes.
	4.0	 HARDWARE	 >
The cardiopulmonary monitoring system hardware requires 36
i	 vertical inches of rack space (Figure 4). This system includes
an exhalation spirometer, oxygen demand regulator (mounted on the
spirometer panel), the experiment control panel, the CPU, the blood
pressure measuring system (BPMS) and the video monitor. The micro-.
processor (mounted behind the control panel) contains the control
hardware for the equipment (A/D, printer, control panel and video
monitor), and the acquisition/control hardware for the transducers
Lspiratter, ergometer, BPMS, MS, and ECG). The mass spectrometer
(MS) (Perkin-Elmer fixed-collector, magnetic sector) is mounted in
the rack adjacent to the spirometer as part of Experiment 58 (X58,
West, U. C. at San Diego) and the ECG preamplifier is part of Experi-
ment 50 (X50, Sandler, ARC).
	
4.1	 Microprocessor
The DEC LSI-11 microcomputer is the center of this microprocessor-
based system. The CPU, parallel interfaces, serial interface, A/D
system, bootstrap, terminator and mamory modules are mounted in
a DDVII-B Backplane and H0341 card cage assembly. This mounting
has room for 1 CPU board and up to 16 option modules including a
terminator module. The assembly also has 18 user-defined slots
for custom applications. The positioning within the rack for




































The LSI-11 system includes a KDII-F microcomputer (Figure
01, Appendix D). The 16-bit central processor (CPU) functions
are contained in four silicon gate N-channel metal oxide semi-
conductor (MMOS), large-scale integration (LSI), integrated
circuit chips. These chips provide all instruction, decoding,
bus control, and arithmetic/logic unit (ALU) functions of the
processor. The central processor contains eight general reg-
isters which can serve as accumulators, index registers, auto-
increment/autodecrement registers, stack pointers, or program
counters (PC-Register 7).
The KDII-F module normally requires 1.8A (+5V) and 0.8A
(+12V) and operates at 400 ms based on a 10 MHZ oscillator
signal. A power fail/auto restart feature provides jumper
selectable restart through a power-up vector, a defined lo-
cation, or an octal debugging technique (ODT) microcode. The
LSI-11 bus has a high- speed, 38-line parallel bus. Sixteen
lines are used for time multiplexing of data and addresses.
All data and control lines are bidirectional, asynchronous, open-
collector lines capable of providing a maximum parallel data
transfer rate of 833K words per second under direct memory access
operation.
The KDII-F also contains a 4096-by-16 bit read/ write MOS
semiconductor memory. CPU resident memory can reside in either
i
the first or second 4K address bank. One of two jumpers can be
installed on the module to select the desired bank'(bank 0 or 1).
User-selectable options on the KD11-F (by the removal and
insertion of jumpers) include the power-up mode, resident memory
4K address selection and memory refresh (from CPU or another
device).
The power-up mode selected for the Cardiopulmonary Monitoring
System, mode 0, places the processor in a microcode sequence that
fetches the contents of memory locations 24 and 26 and loads their
contents into the Program Counter (PC) and the Program Status Word
(PS), respectively, after application of power. The program then
begins execution at the address contained in location 24. This
option is selected by removing jumpers W6 and W5 from the KD11-F
modal e.
The resident memory 4K address is selected using jumpers Wl
and W2. W1 installed selects Bank 1 (addre-ses 20000. 37776) while
W2 installed selects Bank 0 (addresses 0 - 17776). If neither
jumper is installed, the 4K resident memory will not respond to any
address. For OTRI, the resident memory is selected as Bank 1. This
allows the use of PROM in Bank 0 to hold the vectored interrupt pairs
in locations 0-376 and program code from 400-17776.
Dynamic RAM requires a memory refresh cycle. It can be control-
led by the CPU (jumper W4 removed) or another device (jumper W4
installed). Refresh by the CPU is initiated once every 1.6 ms. It
is the highest priority processor interrupt, and cannot be disabled
i
by software using the Processor Status Word (PS) bit 7. The-
process takes approximately 130 us during which external interrupts
are ignored. This large time requirement for memory refresh prompted
i
-'	 a choice of the RFVI1-C Bootstrap, Refresh module to refresh the
2 RAM modules utilized in 0TR1. The RCVII-C refreshes memory using
a cycle stealing process which does not disable external interrupts
thereby allowing normal data interrupts to occur at user-set
intervals.
4.1.2	 Microprocessor- parallel Line Unit (PLU)
The DRVI1 parallel line unit (FLU) is a general-purpose device
interface module that connects parallel I/O devices to the LSI-11
-^	 bus. This unit features: 16 diode-clamped data input lines, 16
latched output lines, 16-bit word or 8-bit byte program-controlled
data transfer rate of 90K words per second (max.), user-assigned
device address decoding and LSI-11 bus interface and control logic
for interrupt processing generation.
-y	The control/status register (CSR) and the data registers of the
PLU are compatible with POP-11 routines. Addresses for the DRV11
can range from 16000 through 17777X$ . The least significant three





Addresses I77560-177566 are reserved for the console device and
should not be used for DRV1I addressing.
Two interrupt vectors are jumper selectable in the range of 0





A complete. list of devices in this system and their corres-
ponding mnemonics and addresses can be found in Table E2, Appendix
E.
4.1.3	 Microprocessor - Serial Line Unit (SLU)
The DLV11 serial line unit (SLU) is a general-purpose device
interface module that connects asynchronous serial I/O devices to
the LSI-11 bus. This unit features: either an optically isolated
20 mA current loop or an EIA interface selected by using the approp-
riate interface cable option, selectable crystal-controlled baud rates
(50-9600 baud), and LSI-11 bus interface and control logic for in-
terrupt processing and vector generation.
The control/status register and data registers are compatible
.with PDP-11 software routines and can be directly accessed via
	 --
processor instructions. The least significant three bits address
the desired DLVI1 register as follows
Address	 Device Register
177760	 RCSR address





177766	 Transmit data register address
Appendix E contains a complete list of devices in this system
and their corresponding mnemonics and addresses. The diagram in
is
	 Figure 3 shows the peripheral connections with the various DRV11's
and DLV11's.
	4.1.4	 Microprocessor - Read-Only-Memory Module (ROM)
The MRV11-AA is a read-only memory (ROM) module that allows the
use of user-supplied, preprogrammable read-only memory (PROM) and
masked ROM chips in a compact, nonvolatile memory subsystem. Depen-
ding on chip type, the module's capacity is either 4096 16-bit words
or 2048 16-bit words, using 512 by 4-bit or 256 by 4-bit chips,
respectively. The 4K bank address is set using ,dumpers on the
board.
The cardiopulmonary monitoring system (OTRI) required 6K of ROM.
The data was programmed on 48 Signetics 825131 bipolar fusible-link
(512 by 4-bit) PROMs with the first 32 chips forming 0-4K and the
next 16 forming 8-10K. The QdVll Prom Formatter Program, from DEC,
was used to punch the binary paper tapes; which were then used as
input to a DATA I/O Model V ROM programmer, to burn the data into
the chips.
	
4.1.5	 Microprocessor - A/D Converter
_	 The ADAC Model 600-LSI-11 Data Acquisition and Control System,
manufactured by the ADAC Corporation in Hicksville, H.Y. fits
directly into the backplane of the DEC LSI-11 minicomputer. The
imodule is built on an 8 1/2"x10" printed circuit board and contains:
1
- a 32 channel analog input multiplexor;
a programmable gain amplifier with automatic zeroing;
- a differential input and amplifier;
- a high speed sample and hold amplifier;
- a high speed 12-bit analog to digital converter.;
- 2 digital to analog converters, with the bus interface.
The ADAC 600 uses the +5 volts from the backplane to power its logic
as well as to power a self-contained DC to DC converter which supplies
+15 volts and -15 volts to the analog circuitry mounted on the board.
This unit requires +5V, +5% @ 2.5 amps for normal operation.
A flat shielded ribbon cable assembly is attached to the end of 	 -
the board opposite the I/O bus connector to bring the analog signals
into and out of the computer. The cable is attached to a terminal
strip mounted alongside the LSI-11 chassis (Table D2, Appendix D).
4.1.6 Microprocessor - Power-up and Oscillator Circuit (Appendix D)
The power-status signal BPOK H on the . LSI-11 backplane must be
asserted or negated in a particular sequence as do operating power is
applied or removed. Initially BPOK H is passive (low). As do voltages
rise to operating levels BINIT L is asserted by the processor module.
Approximately 3 ms (minimum) after +5V and ±12V power are normal, an
external signal source produces an active BDCOK H signal; the processor
responds by negating BINIT L, and waits for BPOK H. The BPOK H
signal, produced by the external circuit in (Figure D3, Appendix D) ,
goes true (high) 70 ris (min.) after BDCOK H goes high. The processor
responds by executing the user-selected power-up routine.
The center of the power up circuit is a 555 timer which is
a highly stable device for generating accurate time delays or
oscillations. At 0.11 seconds (RC constant = 0.005pFd * 22Mn
-	 .11 secs) after power is turned on, DPOK H is pulled low for 2.2
secs. (RC constant = O.IpFd * 22MQ = 2.2 secs) after which it
goes high causing processor power up.
The timer circuit (Figure D4, Appendix D) provides the 100
Hz signal which is used as the general interrupt frequency for
data collection during actual program execution. The 10 KHZ
crystal is set up as a dead short at IOKHZ and an open circuit
at any other frequency. It serves to stabilize the oscillator
output (555 timer) at pin 3, eliminating a 5% (max.) drift. The
l OKHZ output of the timer is then divided by 100 (using 2 SN7490's
in a divide-by-10 configuration) and passes through a SN7404 in-
verter
.  (to remove the notch) to provide a clean 100 HZ signal.
4.1.7	 Microprocessor Interrupt Acknowledge
-
	
	 The.interrupt acknowledge board is a DRV11 that has been
modified to acknowledge any unanswered interrupt. A recurring
problem was the generation of unanswered interrupts by an un-
debounced pushbutton interrupt. The LSI-,11 bus latched onto the
interrupt, but by the time the processor went to acknowledge it,
the request disappeared.
This malady had its source within the DEC circuit in the
DRVII Select and Acknowledge section (Figure D5, Appendix D).
f
	
The request line is also input to the interrupt acknowledge
flip-flop; thereby causing the interrupt acknowledge signal to go
passive (low) upon removal of the interrupt request (caused by the
pushbutton bouncing).
The solution was to modify a DRV11 by removing the acknow-
ledge flip-flop and tying the interrupt acknowledge signal high.	
1
The board was then mounted as the last device on the LSI-11 bus,
above the terminator (TEV11). Any unanswered interrupt would be
answered by this board, preventing the processor from entering
the halt mode.
4.2	 Control Panel
The control panel was designed specifically for this set of
experiments. The series of 12 lighted pushbuttons, 13 green LED
indicators, 2 BCD Thumbwheel switches, and 3 two-position toggle
switches are connected to the LSI-11 and OTR1 software via 2
parallel interface modules (DRVIIA and DRV11B). The data bit
assignments for the two modules are in Tables E6 and E7 in Appendix
E. The wiring lists and a labeled diagram that shows the control
panel with each light and button labeled to correspond to the wiring
diagram are in Tables D6, D7, and D8, Appendix D.
The panel itself is made from 3/8" thick aluminum alloy and
measures l0 z" by 19". All buttons, indicators, and switches
are connected to a connector on the back of the panel. The 4
cables from the DRV11's are joined in a connector that plugs directly
into the back of the panel. This allows for quick disconnect of
the panel from the rack and the data system.
The lights and switches are controlled by the DRVI1's and the
user software. To turn a light on, either indicator or pushbutton,
the corresponding bit is cleared ( 1 0 1 ) to turn it off, the
_	 corresponding bit is set ('I'). The reverse is true for the push-
buttons, a 'I' indicates depression of the button and a '0' in-
dicates no depression of the button. Further discussion of the
subject is treated in the software section of this document.
4.3	 Panel Printer
The Armnerex mosaic printer, type 60SA:is capable of printing
all characters that can be formed within a 7x5 dot matrix; i.e.,
5 vertical columns of 7 dots. The type 60SA prints directly onto
a self-acting paper and uses a paper-roll of standard Width (60 mm).
A character module (CM64), containing the character generation
circuit and printer head drive, controls the printer and has a total
capacity of 64 alpha-numeric characters. The character module
selects and drives the proper solenoids required to print the
character presented by the 6 bit ASCII code at the input. Data
input selection and character printing is performed serially; the
TJ	 character is immediately printed after the input selection is com-
pleted. The logic voltages used in the module for input and output
are compatible to DTL and TTL integrated circuit levels.
There are four connectors on a printer circuit (P.C.) board on
the rear of the printer. The -Functions of these connectors are as
follows:
Connector A - Pin I and 2 - 24 VAC 60HZ input
--	 Pin 3 and 4 - paper feed control
Connector B - Switch B (Figure nl l , Appendix D)
Pin l - normally open
Pin 2 - normally closed
Pin 3 - common
Connector C - Pin 3 and 4 - start printer signal contact input
Connector F - Start printer signal	 (Figure D11, Appendix D)
Pin 1 - normally open	 -'
Pin 2 - normally closed
Pin 3 - common
Pin 011 - central ground point
	 --
SW 	 F"
Pins 1	 & 3
TIMING
SW	 11BI,
Pins 1	 & 3




The CM64 requires the information for the characters to be
supplied in serial form. The data interface (Figures Dl l and D12,
Appendix D) was designed by Jim Brakefield, a Technology, Inc.
engineer, to insure data integrity between the LSI-1.1 parallel
interface and the Amperex printer. One output line from the
interface to a solenoid starts the printer carriage moving. Since
the printer only handles ASCII characters, all control characters
and other unprintable characters are handled by hardware.
The printer is designed to interrupt the controlling hardware
(LSI-11) in three cases:
-	
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W these four. three are to be used in Ots empericent (nitrawn,
azy5an and carbon dioxide). The Space Physiology Branch at NASA!
CO. has three different nass spectrnmeters, each of which operates
an the soul principles, with the same general characteristics and
Mtwara requiraments, but with different output ranges and slightly
different cans derations. The control panel has a thumbwheel switch
to el cot which mass spectrometer Is to be used . and shal l automatic-
olly choose appropriate constants, ranges and scale factors to
accommodate, any one of the three.
4. 4.1	 Mij !i Spectrometer
In all of the mass spectrometers, the output voltage for a
particular channel (gas x) is proportional to- the 'partial pressure
(VO of the gas admitted to the capillary. In addition, for these
oxperinnnts, the effects of other gases in the atmosphere are ig-
morod. Since the sum of the partial pressures of the components
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of a gas mixture is the pressure of the mixture for these analyses,
this total pressure is barometric pressure (PB) and the following
equation holds:
PB = PCO2 + PN2 + P02
Since the output voltages for each channel are proportional to the
partial pressure of a gas (x), partial pressure can be computed
from:
Px = CxVx
where Gx is a gain factor. Both the barometric pressure and the
pressure drop across the mass spectrometer capillary chapge, so
partial pressures are not used in gas exchange calculations. The
fraction of a gas in a mixture can be determined by dividing the
partial pressure of that gas by the total pressure:
Fx =	 Px
P 2+PNZ+PC42
To determine the gas composition at anyone time, all three gases
should be sampled, and the partial pressures computed. These
.partial pressures should then be used to determine the gas fractions.
Because a change in inlet pressure will affect each gas partial
pressure proportionately, it will not affect the gas.fractions.
4.4.2	 Spi rometer
The roiling-seal exhalation spirometer (7 liter capacity),
used for measuring the volume of gas exhaled during a single breath,
is the same type used in Skylab Experiment M171 (Metabolic Activity).
As the piston is displaced it turns a potentiometer excited by'a
constant DC Voltage (1QV+.05V),and produces an output voltage
proportional to piston displacement and hence the volume of gas
contained in the spirometer. An electrically controlled, gas-
actuated valve opens the piston chambers to ambient, and allows
the spring loaded piston to dump its conte;ats whenever the valve
is opened (Figure D9, Appendix D).
Because the spirometer is an extremely stable transducer, no
provision for calibrating the spirometer need be made in the system
software. Known volumes can be pumped into the spirometer, and the
output voltage measured. A single conversion factor (liters/A-D
converter count) can then be calculated and included in the soft-
y	
ware (Appendix B). For any volume greater than approximately
0.09 liters, multiplication of the A-D converter output by this
floating point conversion factor will yield the volume of gas
contained in the spirometer in liters ATP. Because of dead space
within the spirometer, approximately 80 cc. of air must be intro-
duced into the piston chamber before the piston will move. As a
result, any sample of the spirometer signal which indicates a
volume of less than 0.100 - 0.110 liters should be assumed to in-
dicate no piston displacement, or zero volume contained in the
spirometer.
4.4.3	 ECG Preamplifier
The.ECG preamplifier sends out a pulse each time a QRS.com-
piex is detected. This pulse is passed through a buffer circuit
F	 (Figure DIO, Appendix D) in the Blood pressure Measuring System
which in turn passes the pulse through the REQB interrupt signal
on the DRVll-B on the control panel. The number of interrupts




The computer program for system control, data acquisition, and
data analysis consists of 3 major modules (IDLE, PFT, PTC/PBF), each
containing 2-4 minor modules (Figure J6). On program initiation
(panel power - ON), the IDLE monitor clears the Random Access
Memory (RAM), sets various pointers, initializes the control panel,
opens the spirometer valve, and enters an idle state, waiting for
another test module to be activated following depression of the
desired test-select pushbutton (pb). This module is also entered
after completion of the othev modules.
	
5.1	 PULMONARY FUNCTION MODULE (Flowchart F2, Appendix F)
{
,I	
The PFT (Pulmonary Function Test) module is entered by depress-
ing the lighted PFT pb within the Idle module on the control panel.
Four minor modules comprise the PFT module: mass spectrometer Cali-
bration (CAL MS), nitrogen washout (WO), forced vital capacity (FVC),
and report generation (RPT). Each module can be selected by depres-
sion of the corresponding pb, whether or not it is lit (provided at..
least one pb in the module is lit). The lighted pushbuttons indicate
the desired order of operation. The only restriction on order is that
the CAL MS module must be enacted before the FVC, WO, and RPT mod-
ules. Then the FVC, WO and RPT modules can be selected in any order,




Mass Spectrometer Calibration (CAL MS) (Flowchart F9, Appendix F)
-	
The calibration routine samples the mass spectrometer every 10
-	
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calibration of the mass spectrometer is possible by sampling gas of
known nitrogen content. The values for the cal gas . routine are
stored in Read-Only-Memory (ROM) as three floating point numbers.
Completion of this routine is indicated by "CAL COMPLETE" on the
video and the printer. If there was an error during calibration
(CO, level too high, cal gas not turned on, torn capillary
boot,...) the message "BAD MS CAL-REDO" is displayed and the CALMS
pb is relit. Once the calibration routine has finished, the green
CALMS light is turned off and the WO pb is lit, requesting activation
of the nitrogen washout module.
5.1.2 Nitrogen Washout Module (WO) (Figure F6, Appendix F)
_ The nitrogen washout module incorporates two separate procedures
into one subject activity. The subject places the mouthpiece in his
mouth, exhales completely to residual volume (RV); inhales oxygen to
full inspiratory capacity from an oxygen demand regulator, and again
exhales completely (single breath maneuver). The subject then breaths
normally, inhaling oxygen and exhaling into the -spirometer until the
procedure is completed. Throughout the procedure, the tidal volume
and nitrogen fraction are displayed on the video monitor and/or the
panel printer.
Both procedures (FVC and WO) involve operations on data pairs
of nitrogen concentration and spirometer volume. The delay time
required for the gas sample to pass through the sample catheter
through the analysis chamber to the outputs, poses a potential problem
when using instantaneous gas concentration and volume data pairs.
Because of this delay, analog data at the mass spectrometer output
represent gas concentrations which were sampled in the past. The
time delay varies for different mass spectrometers, but is relatively
constant for a particular mass spectrometer. It is dependent on
considerations such as catheter length, sample flow rate, inlet
rate, and electrometer rise time. To avoid this problem in the
program, both the volume and gases are sampled at 10 msec intervals
in the FVC module; 20 msec intervals in the single-breath portion
of the WO module; and 40 msec intervals in the remaining portion
of the WO module. The spirometer control routine (SPIRO) uses the
current volume, which is also placed in a First In-First Out Queue.
At the same time, a volume sample is taken from the other end of the
queue. This process matching the volume and gases is called phasing.
The length of this queue is determined by the delay (phasing) time
required by each mass spectrometer:
Queue length = 'Lassw____^s spectrometer delay timeSamp l ing interva l
The mass spectrometer used in this experiment had a delay time of
approximately 640 msec, so a queue of length 64 was used it FVC
(128/255 for WO).
Upon entry, the module begins monitoring nitrogen/volume data pairs.
No computations are started until after the first end-of.-breath
is sensed by monitoring the spirometer position. Because the subject
breathes . ambient air before the first test maneuver, the nitrogen
concentration at the mouth following the end of his first exhalation
can.be used as the nitrogen in his lungs. This nitrogen concentration
is stored for later use in calculating residual volume. After this
-- 
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initial inhalation of ambient air, no calculations are performed until
the next exhalation which is the first one following oxygen inspir-
ation from RV to TLC. All volume/nitrogen concentration data pairs
for this exhalation are stored for later analysis.
After the subject begins inhaling 100% oxygen, it is necessary
to compute the total amount of nitrogen exhaled. For a 20 msec time
period, the volume exhaled during the period is simply the difference
in a volume sample and the previous value. A negative difference
occurs at the end of breath, when the spirometer begins returning
values of 0 liters,and is treated as a zero volume difference. The
volume of nitrogen exhaled during a 40 msec period is then computed
by multiplying that volume difference by the properly phased nitrogen
concentration. These 40 msec nitrogen volumes are accumulated from
the initiation until the end of the washout. The criterion for end-
ing the washout is the occurrence of two successive breaths with a
maximum nitrogen fraction less than 0.03 (3%).
After the criteria for washout termination has been met, the
collected data is used to quantitate the parameters defined in
Table I. Data analysis begins with the single breath maneuver (the
first inhalation and exhalation of 100% oxygen). The maximum volume,
located during the maneuver, is converted to BTPS liters and stored
as Vital Capacity (VC). Then, volume/nitrogen concentration pairs
corresponding to 0.35*VC and 0.65*VC are found. A least-squares
linear regression routine computes the best straight line express-
ing nitrogen concentration as a function of volume within the 0.35VC
to 0.65VC interval. The slope of this line is multiplied by 100
and stored as N2
 DELTA (slope of the alveolar plateau in %/Q.
Next, the nitrogen fraction as the maximum volume (MAXVL) is pre-
dicted using the linear regression data from above. The data is
searched backwards from 14AXVL to find the first nitrogen fraction
less than the nitrogen fraction predicted by the linear regression.
The volume at this point is subtracted from the VC and stored as the
Closing Volume (CV). The Residual Volume (RV) is then computed using
a nitrogen dilution -technique implemented with the following -Formula:
RV =
NSUM - 0.0312T
MAXFNI - MAXFNF - 0.02
where:
T = Time of washout (units)
NSUM = Total volume of nitrogen exhaled during the washout.
0.0312T = Amount of nitrogen washed out of blood and tissues.
MAXFNI = Initial alveolar nitrogen concentration (maximum FN2
during first exhalation, i.e., before 02 inhalation).
MAXFNF = Alveolar nitrogen concentration after washout (maximum
FN2 during final exhalation).
The factor 0.0312T is traditionally a correction factor based on sub-
ject body surface area and the time of washout. A mean body surface
for the expected subject group is used with actual time of washout to
determine the volume of nitrogen washout out of the tissues. The
constant, 0.02 liters ., is an approximation of anatomical dead space.
After RV is computed, VA/RV is computed by dividing NSUM by RV.
Once the washout calculations are completed, the W0 green light
is turned off and the FVC is lit, indicating the next step in the
protocol.
^_W
5.1.3 Forced Vital Capacity Module (FVC) (Flowcharts F4 and F5, Appendix F)
The forced vital capacity module monitors a single breath, from
a point of maximal inhalation to maximal exhalation. On inhalation,
the spirometer valve is closed and the spirometer displacement (volume)
is sampled every 10 cosec. Data are not saved until a sample above a
threshold (120 mv) is detected, indicating the beginning of a breath.
Each sample is then saved sequentially until six samples differing by
less than a threshold (20 mv) is detected, signifying the end of the
maneuver. At this time, the spirometer valve is opened and analysis
begun to derive the parameters in Table II. First, the volume sample
occurring one second after the start of the maneuver is extracted, con-
verted to liters BTPS, and stored in the buffer as FEVI. next. the max-
imam spirometer displacement (VLAST), collected during the exhalation,
is converted to liters BTPS and stored in the data buffer as FVC. Then,
elapsed time values for one-quarter and three-quarters FVC are found.
The time between the two points is determined by the number of samples
between them and the fixed sampling rate of 10 msec/sample. MMFR is
calculated by subtracting the volume at 0.25*FVC from the volume at
0.75*FVC and dividing it by the elapsed time. This same procedure is
then repeated for 0.2 liters and 1.2 liters of the FVC to permit cal-
culation of MEFR. The routine then turns off the FVC green light,
turns on the RPT pb light, and exists to the PFT monitor idle loop.
5.1.4 Report Module (RPT) (Flowchart F8, Appendix F)
The RPT module combines the data from the FVC maneuver and the
i
WO maneuver to produce a set of secondary pulmonary function data
!i	 (Table III). The results are then printed on the panel printer and/or
nom_	 n
the video monitor (Figure 7). The green RPT light is then turned
off, the End-Test pb is lit, and the control passes to the PFT monitor
idle loop.
5.2 PHYSIOLOGICAL TIME CONSTANTS/ PULMONARY BLOOD FLOW MODULE (Flowchart F3 App. F)
The PTC/PBF module is an integration of two experiments from
SNSII: Pulmonary Blood Flow (PBF) and Physiological Time Constants
i
(PTC)(Life Sciences: SMSII, 1977). This combination is possible in the
data collection phase since both experiments monitor the same parameters
(heart rate, V02 , VCO2
2
 VE , and blood pressure) and differ only in the
reporting interval length over which the data is analyzed. Heart rate is
is reported in beats/minute for PBF and in beatsA 5 seconds for PTC.
V02 2 VC02 , and VF
 are summed over a one minute reporting interval
in PBF, while in the PTC, the values for each breath and the elapsed
start time for each breath are computed.
The differences lie in the functional objectives of the PTC
and PBF experiments. PBF is .concerned with measuring the time
course and magnitude of changes in central blood flow and volume
relationships in zero-g. On the other hand, the PTC is.concerned
with the dynamic response of the cardiopulmonary system during
exercise stress testing.
The PTC/PBF module is entered by depressing the lighted PTC/
PBF pb within the Idle Module on .the control panel. Four minor
modules comprise the PTC/PBF module: mass spectrometer calibration
(CALMS), room air calibration (ROOM) . , start protocol (START) and the
$DX
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FIGURE 7 (CONTD)
cardiac output maneuver (Q.}. Each module can be selected by
depression of the corresponding pb. The lighted pushbuttons (pb)
indicate the desired order of operation.
5.2.1 Mass Spectrometer Calibration (CALMS) (Flowchart F9 Appendix F)
The calibration routine samples the mass spectrometer every
10 msec. The sampled data is converted to a percent and stored.
Rapid c a libration of the mass spectrometer is possible by sampling
a gas of known nitrogen content. The values for the cal gas per-
centages are stored in ROM as three floating-point numbers (one
each for N V CO2 3 02 ). Completion of this routine is indicated
by "CAL COMPLETE" on the video and/or the printer. If an error
occurs during calibration (CO 2 level too high, cal gas not turned
on, torn capillary boot, blocked capillary, ...) the message
"BAD MS CAL-REDO" is displayed and the CALMS pb is relit. Once
the calibration routine has finished, the green CALMS light is
turned off and the ROOM pb is lit, requesting activation of the
room air calibration module.
5.2.2 Room Air Calibration Module (ROOM) (Flowchart FI3, Appendix F)
The room air module samples the ambient air to obtain the
FN2 (Nitrogen Fraction), F02 (Oxygen Fraction), and FCO2 (Carbon
Dioxide Fraction) used in later calculations as gas-inspired
zoncentrations (in CO2 production and 02 consumption). Certain
checks are perf=ormed on the data to verify proper values. The
F02 value must be greater than 0.19 (19%) and the FCO2 value
must be greater than 0.02 (2%). If this criteria is not met,
the message "BAD ROOM AIR" is displayed, the ROOM green light is
turned off and the ROOM pb is relit. If the criteria is met, the
three gas fractions are stored in memory (as RAFCO2, RAFH2, RAF02)
along with the F02/FN2 ratio (DRAT) and the FCO2tFN2 ratio (CRAT)
used in later nitrogen ratio computations. Once the ROOM air routine
is finished, the ROOM light is turned off and the START pb is lit
requesting activation of the protocol module.
5.2.3 Start Module (START) (Flowchart F14-F17, Appendix F)
This module was originally intended for an exercise protocol
using a prototype personal exercise system. However, due to cir-
cumstances beyond our control, this device was not ready in time for
inclusion into the system. The protocol period is currently set up
for five minutes with a cardiac output maneuver requested during the
third and fifth minute. This protocol can be easily modified by ad-
justing the protocol code in the constants section in ROM. Module
activation takes place when the START pb is depressed. The START
green light is lit and the Q pb is lit at the beginning of the third
and fifth minutes requesting a cardiac output maneuver.
The software for this module starts at STRTPI (location 62468)
by initializing the user stack, the spi rometer delay, the mass
spectrometer delay (for volume-gas phasing), a number of flags and
counters, and the PTC and PBF data buffers. The interrupt counter
(PINTCT) is set to allow interrupts every 40 cosec., the blood pres-
sure delay is set, and the green START light is lit. A watch loop
i
	 (EXEOOP) takes control and cycles execution through the various
routines.
The PTC/PBF watch loop serves as a scheduler for the different
tasks that take place during execution. These tasks include: gas
analysis on volume-gas data, gas exchange end-of-breath processing,
cubic spline fit for cardiac output data, R(INST) calculations,
initiation of printer and/or video output, transmission of PTC
and PBF data to the On-Board-Data-System (OBaS) and end-of-test
processing.
The gas analysis routine (Flowchart F16, Appendix F) matches the
phased volume with the co rresponding gas fractions. Once a cardiac
output maneuver is in progress, the FCO 2 and FOP
 values are saved
for the cubic spline fit, provided that the CO2
 value is greater
than 20 Torr, and the 02
 decreases by more than 0.002. If the
phased volume is zero, then, an end-of-breath is signaled, the PTC
breath volume is scaled from A/0 counts to 0-8L BTPS, the PTC
FCO2
 and FO  values are scaled from A/0 counts to O-IL STPO, the
.end-of-breath flag is set, and control passes back to EXLOOP. If
the phased volume is not equal tc zero, then the delta volume,
oxygen consumption, and carbon dioxide production are computed
for the current phased volume-gas pair using the equations described
in Section 3.3. Control then passes back to EXLOOP routine.
Since the computations for cardiac output require a considerable
amount of computer processing time, they are spaced out over the course
of the maneuver. Usin g
 the F02 -FCO2 pairs saved in the gas analysis
routine, a cubic spline fit is used to compute the derivatives of the
curve. The derivatives are evaluated at each of the original data
i..i
'V
points using a cubic spline fit (Appendix C), and the value of R
(respiratory exchange ratio) is calculated from the derivative at each
point. For each point, the calculated R and FCO2
 coordinates are paired,
and linear regression analysis is applied to the array of points rep-
resented by the R-FCO 2
 pairs. Cardiac output (Q) is computed from
the slope of this regression line and from.an
 independently determined
oxygen consumption valve using the equation:
•	 VOP * 1000
--	 - 4.7 * slope
where:	 V02 = 02 consumption rate (STPO ml/min.)
4.7 = slope of the standard carbon dioxide
dissociation curve (ml/liter/torr
PCO2) (Buderer,1973)
Q = cardiac output (1/min).
Certain constraints are imposed on the F02-FCO2 data. Since the
COP - dissociation curve below FCO2 = 30 torn is alinear, any point
from the F02
 - FCO2 curve with a FCO2 value less than 30 Corr is
rejected. Also, if the F0 2 value does not decrease by more than
0.002 the point is rejected. If this selection criterion 	 cults
in a data array of less than 13 points, the entire measurement is
rejected. This last criterion eliminates data curves lacking a
sufficient space of R values to allow meaningful linear regression
analysis of the R-FCO 2 pairs. (Buderer, 1973).
Since the on-board-data-system was not implemented in time
for SMD III, the code for PTC and PBF data transmission clears the
transmission flags and returns control to FXLOOP.
Output is transmitted to the video monitor and/or printer (depen-
ding on which is selected) every minute. Output data includes time
(minutes), heart rate, ergometer workload, oxygen consumption
carbon dioxide production, respiration, minute volume and systolic
and diastolic blood pressure.
Once EXLOOP detects end-of-breath, the cardiac output in-
terrupt is disabled, a delay-loop awaits completion of video and/or
printer output, and control passes back to the PTC/PBF monitor
awaiting depression of a pb on the control panel. 	 --
	
5.3	 SPECIFIC DEVICE HANDLERS
	
5.3.1	 Control Panel Software (Flowcharts Fl-F3, Appendix F)
For SMD III, the experiment-specific control panel replaces
the standard computer console. Proper design of this panel allows
ease of use, flexibility, and requires less training. The control
panel, through a series of lights and lighted pushbuttons, guides --
the operator through the test, thereby providing a smaller margin
of error.
The control panel is connected to the LSI-11 via 2 DRV11
Parallel Line Interfaces. The DRVII output lines control the green
LED indicators and the amber pushbutton LED's (one output line per
LED), while the DRVII input lines are connected to the pushbuttons
(one input line per pushbutton). One of the interrupt lines is used
for the ABORT buttons, and another interrupt is connected to the
cardiac output pushbutton. The individual output and input lines
can be cleared ('0'), set ('1') and/or read using the respective
^	 f
i_
LSI-11 assembly commands: BIC (bit clear), BIS (bit set), and BIT
(bit test). The LCD's are set up so that a BIC ( 1 0 1 ) turns the light
on, while a BIS ( 1 1 1 ) turns the light off. Testing the status of
the individual pushbuttons is done with the BIT command. If the
result is true ('1 1 ) then the button was depressed; if the result
is false ('0') then the button was not depressed. Interrupts for
the DRVII are handled using LSI--11 standard vector pairs.
The control panel software monitor (PMON, location 652 $ ) also
serves as the executive controller for the entire system. By
turning on lights as cues and sensing the depression of the approp-
H ate pushbuttons, the monitor guides the subject through both tests
(PFT and PTC/PBF).
The control panel is physically divided into four modules:
1-Initialization-Idle, 2-PFT, 3-PTC/PBF, 4-Output. After system
power-up, the monitor turns on the idle light, the PFT pb light
and the PTC/PBF pb light, (all within Module 1), and enters an idle
mode awaiting user response. At this point, any button on the panel
outside of Module i can be depressed, but no action will take place.
'	 This feature was included to further eliminate possible sources of
human error. Once the user selects the subject code, mass spectro-
meter type, output devices and then depresses one of the test-select
pushbuttons, the monitor moves control to the appropriate module.
The light at the top of the selected module is lit, along with the
CALMS pb, and the monitor goes into an idle state awaiting further
user action.
As in the idle module, the only pushbuttons monitored are those
within the selected module. The lighted pushbuttons indicate the
desired order of operation, but any order may be used. This flexi-
bility allows the user to repeat maneuvers (FVC, WO, START-exercise)
that might have been performed improperly (example: hiccup during
FVC maneuver) or experienced some type of failure (clogged mass
spectrometer capillary, stuck spirometer valve,...). However,.
certain maneuvers must be performed prior to other maneuvers,
That is, the mass spectrometer must be calibrated (CALMS)
before any gas analyses can take place (FVC, W0, ROOM, START)
and ROOM air must be sampled before gas exchange analysis can take
place within the PTC/PBF module.
To leave the PFT or the PTC/PBF mdoule, the user need only
depress the appropriate END TEST pushbutton and control goes back
to Module 1 placing the system in an idle mode.
Module 4-output contains the toggle switches allowing user
selection of the output devices. Currently -there are 2 toggle
switches: OBDS and PRINTER. The printer switch turns on the 24
VAC power supply for the printer and signals the control panel
monitor through one of the DRV11 input lines. The OBDS switch 	 I
was intended to do the same thing for the on-board-data- system.
However, since the OBDS was not implemented,the switch was used to
perform the same function for the video monitor. If an OBDS.is
ever implemented, another toggle switch can be added to the control
panel and connected to an unused input line on one of the control
panel DRV11's.
5.3.2 Panel Printer Software
The main portion of the panel printer software exists as an
interrupt service routine (PRINT, location 500)with the interrupt
vector pair located in addresses 320 8 and 3228.
The printer hardware generates an interrupt every 10 ms. to
request a character. If there is any data in the print buffer, the
characters are sent to the printer one per interrupt. A null byte
is sent to the printer as a new line signal. The interrupt service
routine waits until the signal is returned indicating carriage re-
turn to the left margin before outputting any more data. A minus one
(-1) is used as a print termination character. At this time, the
interrupt is disabled and the print buffer is cleared.
5.3.3 Mass Spectrometer Handler
The mass spectrometer software consists of 3 subroutines: SAMGAS,
GETGAS, and CALMS.
CALMS is the mass spectrometer calibration routine and must be ex-
ecuted before any gas analysis can take place. CALMS initializes the
mass spectrometer constants dependent on the mass spectrometer type
selected on the control panel thumbwheel switch. Then, it samples
each gas (CO2 , 02 , N2) from a bottle of Cal Gas (individual gas
(	 concentrations are known), averages the 25 samples, adjusts the
cal gas percentages for BTPS, and computes the calibration factor
for each gas using the equation:
CF = Average of 25 samples
Cal Gas % * BTPS
The cal factors are then stored as RAM constants (02CF, N2CF, CO2CF)
for later use by the GETGAS routine.
SAMGAS uses the gain set in CALMS and triggers the A/D to sample
the three gas channels: 02, N`, and CO2. The values are stored in
three registers: R0, R1, and R2 respectively.
GETGAS uses SAMGAS to sample the three gases and then, converts
each sample to partial pressure BTPS using the cal factors computed
in CALMS. The partial pressure (Px) of each gas x is then converted





This data is then passed back to the calling program in locations
FN2, F02 and FCO2.
5.3.4 Spirometer Handler (Flowchart F1O, Appendix F)
The SPIRO subroutine (location 14154 8) monitors the spirometer
status, controls the spirometer dump valve, and determines the breath
status. The subroutine is entered with the sampled spirometer volume
in register 2 (R2).
If the sample volume exceeds 120 mv, a breath is in progress.
The volume is then compared against the previous sample. If the
difference is greater than 20 m y (i.e., current sample is greather than
the previous sample by at least 20 mv), the volume is saved, and the
EOB (end of breath) indicator is cleared since a breath is in progress.
If the difference is not greater than 20 mv, then the WATCH indica-
tor is increased by 1. If the resultant WATCH is less than zero,
then the sample is saved. If WATCH equals zero, the EOB indicator
is set and the spirometer valve is opened. Initially WATCH is
set to a negative number WAITT. WAITT remains constant through-
out a maneuver, but varies from maneuver to maneuver (FVC, WO,
PTC/PBF). WATCH is used as a counter to indicate when WAITT
consecutive spirometer values occur, differing by less than 19 mv.
This indicates that the spirometer valve has not displaced signifi-
cantly during the last WAITT samples and therefore signals an end-
of-breath.
g, 3. g Conversion Routines
The Integer to Real conversion subroutine (IR) and the-Real
to Integer conversion subroutines (RI) are taken from the Floating
Point. Package (FPMP - 11) from Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)
for the PDP-11 computer series.
The Floating Point to ASCII Conversion Routine ( FORMAT) was
written by Donald G. Mauldin of Technology, Inc. to provide limited
format capabilities. FORMAT provides the capability of outputting
floating point numbers in the format FX.Y; where X is the number of
digits to the left of the decimal point and Y is the number of digits
to the right of the decimal point. The total number of spaces (bytes)
required for output is: X+Y+2 if Y is greater than zero, and X+Y+l if
Y equals zero. Input to the subroutine includes: the starting address
of data output area, Y of FX.Y, X of FLY, the least significant word
(LSW) of the floating point number and the mast significant word
(MSW) of the floating point number.
As a note of interest, this routine requires 540 8 words compared
;;	 to 16308 in DEC's floating point package.
APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIAT
A
GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
A/D	 = Abbreviation for analog/digital converter
ARC	
- NASA/Ames Research Center, Mountain View, California
bit	
- A single digit in a binary number and can have one of only
two values, O or 1.
BPMS
	 - Blood Pressure Measuring System
BTPS
	 w Body Temperature and ambient pressure for gas saturated with
water vapor.
CAL MS
	 - Mass spectrometer calibration routine
CPU	 - Central Processing Unit
CV	 - Closing Volume
DEC	
- Digital Equipment Corporation





- Carbon dioxide fraction (of mass spectrometer sample)
FEV	 - Forced Expired Volume
FN2	
- Nitrogen Fraction (of mass spectrometer sample)
F02	 Oxygen Fraction (of mass spectrometer sample)
FRC	 - Functional Reserve Capacity
FVC	 - Forced Vital Capacity
ICU	 - Intensive Care Unit
JSC	 - Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas
LED	 - Light Emitting Diode
MIT	
- Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts
MEFR	 - Maximum Expiratory Flow Rate
Al
GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (cont'd)
MMFR	 - Maximum Mid-Expiratory Flow Rate
MPU -	 Microprocessing Unit
MS Abbreviation for Mission Specialist
NASA -	 National.
 Aeronautics and Space Administration
OBOS -	 On-Board-Data-System
OTR -	 Operational Test Requirements
pb -	 lighted pushbutton on the control panel
PC »	 Program Counter
PLU »	 Parallel Line Unit
PS »	 Processor Status Word
PFT -	 Pulmonary Function Test
PS2 -	 Program Specialist 2
PTC/PBF -	 Physiological Time Constants/Pulmonary Blood Flow
Q -	 Cardiac Output (L/Min.)
RAM -	 Random Access Memory
ROM -	 Read Only Memory
RV -	 Residual Volume
SLU -	 Serial Line Unit
SMD -	 Spacelab Mission Demonstration
SMS -	 Spacelab Mission Simulation
STPD -	 Standard Temperature and pressure For dry gas
TLC -	 Total Lung Capacity
VA -	 Amount of alveolar oxygen ventilated
,
VCO -	 Carbon Dioxide Production (L/Min.)
2
A2
GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (cont'd
VO 2
	
- Oxygen Consumption (L/min)














To obtain a value tin A/D counts) corresponding to spirometer
liters/count.
E:
Take piston of known volume with valve closed spirometer dumped.
Push piston full stroke.
Read volts with a voltmeter.
Dump piston.
Repeat steps 2--4 to verify reproducibility.






1.375 L	 1.708 V.	 1.375/1.708 = M050 L/V
2.371 L	 2.804 V	 2.371/2.804	 0.8458 L/V
3.341 L	 3.916 V	 3.341/3.916 = 0.8457 L/V
0.8457 L/V
For the ADAC-600-LSI-11 Analog-to-Digital Converter using a gain of 1,
.488 my/bit = .488 my/count
Therefore:





The pseudo cubic spline implemented in OTRI was derived from the spline
presented by Ahlberg, et.al . (Ahlberg, 1967). They present an efficient
algorithm for solving the system of equations defining the spline.
The basic formula for the matrix is:
h-J 	 J= z -	 J- z ^1 	= j th sample   interval- 
j=1	 m1 = Sii
j=22m2 + c2m3 3h2 (Y2
 - Y1) +3Fi^2 (Y 3 ` Y2 ) - a2m 1 = d22	 3
j=3,n-2 ajmj-1 + 2mj + Gjmj+1 3^ (Y • - y • ) +hj	 J	 J-1
hJ+ 1	 J	 J	 J
j=n-1




j =n	 mn = s n	 (given)
The two-step solution is:
1.). Forward (k=2,3,..,3n-l)
Pk - akgk-1 + 2	 ( q 1 - 0)
qk = -ck/pk







ck = I - ak
2). Backwards (k = n-1, n-2, ..,, 2)
mk 
= gkmk+l + uk
The following page contains a "pseudo-code" representation of the
algorithm actually implemented. Initially, xi (i=1.,2,..911n) contains
the sampled oxygen (FQ2) values and yi (i=1,2,32...,n) contains the
sampled carbon dioxide (FCO 2 ) values.
C2
PSEUDO-CODE FOR THE CUBIC SPLINE
Initially: array x contains FO2
array Y contains FCO2
S1 = 0.85 if the last F02 = 0
= FCO2/F02 otherwise (FCO2 and F02




n = the number of F02 - FCO2 data pairs
h n =hn - hn-1
compute differences
DO 3 k = n-1, 2
h  = hk - hk-1
ak = hk+l
k^^l
ck = 1 - ak
3	 dk = 3*ak
-fik
step 1 - Forward
un-1 = un-1 k (1.0 - an-1)
U2 = d2 - a2 * Sl








Pk = ak * Pk„l + 2.O
uk = d 
	





s tep 2 - Backwards, cmrpute slopes.
Un = SN
DO B k = n-1, 2









)ID II FactoryJumper Configuration
Jumper Installed Removed Function
W1 X BANK I Disabled
W2 X X BANK O Enabled
(KD11-F) (KD11-J) (KDIl-Fonly)
W3 X Line Time Clock
Enable
WG X X Memory Refresh
(KDII-J) (KD11-F) Enable (KDI1-F only)
WS X Power-Up
W6 X ModeO
M7264 .ETCH REV. C. D
CP-1794
NOTE























1. ICI is a 555 timer
2. IC2 and IC3 are SN7490
in divide-by-10 configuration
3. IC4 is a SN7404 used to remove
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MOTE: The lights, pushbuttons and.switches are
labeled to correspond to the Wiring l fists' 	 o ;











SIGNAL CONNECTOR, PIN CONNECTOR, PIN CONNECTOR, PIN SIGNAL (ON PANEL)
IN00 J2A TT C1 l C2 1 T1 - Bit 1
IN01 J2A LL C1 2 C2 2 T1 - Bit 2
INC2 J2A H, E C1 16 C2 16 T1 - Bit 4
INO3 J2A BB Cl 7 C2 7 T2 - Bit 1
IN04 J2A KK Cl 3 C2 3 T2 - Bit 2
IN05 J2A HH Cl 4 C2 4 B1
IN06 J2A EE Cl 5 C2 5 B2
o
IN07 J2A CC Cl 6 C2 6 B3
IN08 J2A Z Ci 8 C2 8 B4
o IN09 J2A Y Cl 9 C2 9 B5
IN10 J2A W Cl 10 C2 10 B6
IN11 J2A V Cl 11 C2 11 B7
IN12 J2A U Cl 12 C2 12 B8
IN13 J2A P Cl 13 C2 13 B9
v IN14 J2A N C1 14 C2 14 BiO
IN15 J2A M cl 15 C2 15 B11
OUTOO J1A C Cl 25 C2 25 L1
OUTO1 J1A K C1 24 C2 24 L2
OUT02 J1A NN Cl 26 C2 26 L3
OUT03 JlA U cl 19 C2 19 L4
OUT04 J1A L cl 23 C2 23 L5
OUT05 J1A N cl 22 C2 22 L6
OUT06 JlA R Cl 21 C2 21 L7
OUT07 J1A T Cl 20 C2 20 L8
OUTOB JlA V1. Cl 18 C2 18 L9
OUT09 J1 A x Cl 17 C2 17 L10
OUT10 JlA Z Cl 37 C2 37 Lll
OUT15 J1A JJ Cl 28 C2 28 L22
REQA JlA LL cl 27 C2 27 B13, B14
REQB J2A S Cl 38 CZ 38 B15
CSRO J2A K SPIRO DUMP CIRCUIT









CONNECTOR, PIN CONNECTOR, PIN
C1 50 C2 50
CI 49 C2 49
C1 29 C2 29
CI 44 C2 44
C1 48 C2 48
C1 47 C2 47
C1 46 C2 46
C1 45 C2 45
C1 43 C2 43
C1 42 C2 42
C1 41 C2 41
Cl 40 C2 40
CI 34 C2 34
CI 35 C2 35












OUTGO . JIB Z
OUT11 JIB AA
m
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SPIROMETER VOLUME BUFFER CIRCUIT
=! PANEL PRINTER






















Character Generator to Solenoid Driver
	

























15	 16	 Gnd	 26 24
i	 $	 +5 volts	 27
	
25	 +14 volts	 +24 vol ts 	 22 23
	


























Device and Register Assignments
E
A	 B	 C	 D E	 F
CPU & MEMORY (4-8K) - RAM PROTOTYPE BOARD	 TimerStart-UP
ADAC 800 A/D
MEMORY (0-4K) - ROM MEMORY (12-16K - RAM
CPI - DRV11 A	 Parallel MEMORY (8-1.2K) - ROM Printer Hardware
CP2 - DRV11B	 Parallel REV11-C	
oo s rap
Refresh
VIDEO - DLVIIA	 Serial PRINTER - DRV11C	 Parallel
Power-Up & Oscillator Circuit DRV1l - Interrupt Acknowledge














Memory Bank - laser Selectable Jumpers
BANK 0 - PROM BANK 2 - PROM BALK 1 - CPU RAM BANK 3 - RAM
H8 I WS	 I Wl I W1	 I
W9 I 619	 1 142 R W2	 R
Wl0 I W10I W3 R W3	 R
Wd, I
6115 I till 5	 I 615 R
1.116 I W'16	 1 146 R
1117 I 117 I W9 R
W10 I
W1	 R Wl l I
617	 R NOTE:
I = Ins •talled jumper





POWER UP MODE: MODE 0
MEMORY BANK: 1 (20000-37776)
INTERRUPTS: ENABLED
CPU MEMORY REFRESH: DISABLED
II. RAM - MSV11B
BOARD 3: (60000-77776)
III. ROM-MRV11A (512 x 4 bit ROM)
BOARD 0: (00000-17776)
BOARD 2: (40000-57776;








V. CONTROL PANEL - PARALLEL INTERFACE - DRV11A










INTERRUPTS: 310 ECG COUNT
314 100 MSEC CLOCK
i
VII. PANEL PRINTER -
	 PARALLEL INTERFACE - DRV11C
	







VIII. A/D - ADAC 600 LSI-11
	
DEVICE: 176770	 A/D STATUS (ADSR)176772 A/D DATA MCI)IN)176760 DAM 
	
176762	 DAC2	 ( DAC2 )
VECTOR: 130 ERROR OR DOME
IX. INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE
	





















8. ROM (BANK 0)
9. ROM (BANK 2)
10. TERMINATOR (TEV11)
+5 VOLTS	 x-12 VOLTS




















STATUS REGISTER (16771+0 W DRCSR)
Bit Signal Description
15 REQ B REQUEST B - under control of user's device
and may be used to initiate an interrupt
sequence or generate a flag that may be
tested by the program. When used as an
interrupt request, it is asserted by the
external device and initiates an interrupt
provided the INT ENB B bit (bit 05) is
also set.
14-08 Not used. Read as 0.
07 REQ A REQUEST A - same function as REQB except
that interrupt is generated only if INT
ENB A (bit 06) is also set.
06 INTA INT ENB A - Interrupt enable bit. When set,
allows an interrupt request -to be generated,
provided REQUEST A (bit 07) becomes set.
05 INTB INT ENB B - Interrupt enable bit. When set,
allows an interrupt request to be generated,
provided REQUEST B (bit 15) becomes set.
04-02 Not used. Read as 0.
01 CSR1 CSR1 - This bit can be loaded or read under
program control and can be used for a user -
defined command to the device.
00 CSRO CSRO - performs same function as CSR1.
STATUS REGISTEk
PARALLEL LINE INTERFACE - DRV11*




15 Dataset Status - Done (or Ready) flag
14-08 Not used. Read as 0.
07 Receiver done - Set when an entire character
has been received and is ready for input to
the processor.
06 Interrupt Enable - Set under program control
when it is desired to generate a receiver
interrupt request when bit 07 is set.
05-01 Not used. Read as 0.
00 Reader enable - Set by program control to
advance the input device to input a new
character.
STATUS REGISTER (OUTPUT)
15-08 Not used. Read as 0.	 --
07 Transmit ready - Set when buffer is empty
and can accept another character for
transmission.
06 Interrupt Enable - Set under program control
when it is desired to generate a transmitter
interrupt request when the DLVII is ready to
accept a character for transmission.
05-01 Not used. Read as 0.
00 Break. - Set or reset under program control.
When set, a continuous space level is transmitted.
STATUS REGISTERS
SERIAL LINE INTERFACE - DLV11*













IN09 PFT FVC -PB
IN10 PFT RPT-PB










OUT02 PFT CALMS REQ-LT
OUT03 PFT CALMS RUN-LT
OUT04 PFT WO REQ-LT
OUT05 PFT WO RUN-LT
OUT06 PFT FVC REQ-LT
OUT07 PFT FVC RUN-LT
OUT08 PFT RPT REQ-LT
OUT09 PFT RPT RUN-LT







REQA	 PFT ABORT - PB & PTC/PBF ABORT-PB
REQB	 PTC/PBF Q MANEUVER-PB
DEVICE ADDRESSES	 STATUS SIGNALS









300	 INTA - PFT ABORT & PTC/PBF ABORT










INOO PRINTER SELECT-SW OUT00
r.
PTC/PBF RUN-LT
INO1 OBDS SELECT-SW OUTO1 PTC CALMS REQ-LT
INO2 OUT02 PTC CALMS RUN-LT
INO3 OUT03 PTC ROOM REQ-LT
IN04 OUT04 PTC ROOM RUN-LT
IN05 OUT05 PTC START REQ-LT
IN06 OUT06 PTC START RUN-LT
IN07 OUT07 PTC Q REQ-LT
INOB OUTOB PTC Q RUN-LT
IN09 OUT09 PTC END REQ-LT
IN10 OUT10 PFT SELECT-LT






REQA ECG HR COUNT INTERRUPT






310 INTA -• HR COUNT INTERRUPT









DRV11 SIGNAL	 PRINTER SIGNAL
.011T00 BIT 0 - ASCII char.
OUT01 BIT 1 - ASCII char.
OUT02 BIT 2 - ASCII char.
OUT03 BIT 3 - ASCII char.
OUT04 BIT 4 - ASCII char.
OUT05 BIT 5 - ASCII char.









OUT15 Start Carriage Signal
INPUT SIGNALS
















IN15	 NEW LINE READY
INTERRUPT SIGNALS













STATUS REGISTER (ADSR = 176770)
Bit
	 Signal	 Description
D15	 ERROR	 Set if ADC trigger occurs and previous






23	 Loads multiplexor address to select one









	 DONE	 Set by completion of conversion, reset
upon reading data register or initialize.
D06
	 INT ENABLE	 Program selectable interrupt mode. Interrupt
produced by ADC done (D07) or error (D15)
when selected.
005	 RESERVED
D04	 GAIN 2 1	Sets gain of programmable gain amplifier




	 Zero selects random mode for multiplexer.
One selects sequential mode for multiplexer.
DOi
	 EXT.ENABLE	 Enables clod source to trigger ADC.





Perkin-Elmer Mass Spectrometer - Serial Number 9
Sensitivity Range
02
	0 - +5U D. C.
N 2	0 - +5V D. C.
CID
R20	 0 - 5U D.C.
0 to 220 torr	 44 torr/volt
0 to 660 torr	 132 torr/volt
0 to 66 torr	 13.2 torr/vol t
ADAC MODEL 600 ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER
I.	 SPECIFICATIONS
A. 32 Channels AID
B. Input Voltage Range {--: -10v to +10v (max. of + l5v)




E. Maximum Throughput Rate (12 bits):	 50,000 channels/second.
F. Sample and Hold Aperture Uncertainty:	 20 nanoseconds




H. Programmable Hain Amplifier (PGA)
1.	 Four gain settings: 1,2,5,10
I. Conversion Times
1.	 No PGA
a.	 5 microseconds for multiplexer and sampling and hold
setting
b.	 15 microseconds for the A/D conversion
2.	 With PGA
a.	 5 microseconds for multiplexor, sampling and hold,
and PGA setting
b.	 15 microseconds for the A/D conversion
c.	 10 microseconds for zeroing operation of the PGA
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER SP i.IFICATIONS
ADAC CORPORATION MODEL 600-LSI-11
Ell











Dem. new char. -
(space column)
^tsc
space column tact	 Lj
address input time is hold min.
d
DOTE: See following page for
symbol legend.
AMPEREX MATRIX PRINTER
Timing diagram for One Character
E12
Legend for timing diagram of one character:
tsc	 1.8 to 3.4 ms
	
See note 1
	 Scanning time of one column
tchar 8 x tsc
	
Cycle time of one character
tact	 1.2 ms	 Output activation time during
one scanning time
to
 hold min 5 x tsc	 See note 2	 Hold time of input information
tst hold	 1 x tsc	 Hold time of start signal
t	 1 x t	 Time duration of "Demand NewDN	 sc	 Character" signal
The foregoing dynamic data are plotted in "time diagram of a cycle
time for one character." (See Below)
NOTE:	 1) The scanning time tsc may be adjusted by means of po-
tentiometer P1 for several printing speeds.
2) The input information must be present during the
positions 1 to 5 of the 8-posttion counter.
AMPEREX MATRIX PRINTER (cont'd)








































Volume in	 from A/D counts to




FEV1=Volume	 At 10 MSEC/sample
Exhaled in oneThe 100th sample,
Second.	 HAfter start of breath
.	
MMFR = O . J ^ FEV
Compute	 T
MMFR	 T = Time between 0.25 * FEV
and 0.75 FEV
Compute	 f9EFR	 I
MEFR	 T = Time between 0.2 liters
and 1.2 liters
RETURN











































Find 0.35 VC and

















Analyze Single Breath Waveform
FN2 vs. Vol. over interval 0.35VC, 0.65VC
Store Slope and Intercept
N2 DELTA = 100 * Slope
CV = VC-X
X = Last vol. pt . for which FN2 (actual)<FN2
......	 (predicted)
Calculate Residual Volume
T(min) . no. of interrupts6000






















	RETURN	 To PFT Monitor
F8
Sample




Data dependent on individual mass specs.:















Adjust cal-	 Compute Cal	 Monitor
gas % for	 factor forCF
	 AVG
































































R2 = 0 >y 































load every Convert to watts. Add offset












Get gas	 et F02, FCO2, FN2 samples
fractions	 from ambient air
I
j'







































Predefined protocol for Q & exercise
already loaded in ROW!
I Vol /Gas	 YES	 C' 	 Gas  Analysis
	











PRTFLG	 offer at end of each mute
Service PTC-
OBDS Request	 Transmit every 15 seconds
Service PBF-	 Transmit once a minuteOBDS Request
	











Print one-minute summary on LPT and video
Return to PTC/PBF monitor
Gas exchange end-of-breath
Scale BRTHV 0-32767 => 0-8L BTPS
Scale BRTHO, BRTHC o-32767 => 0-1L STPO




C	 Gas Analysis Routine
Get next set FEt12 = N2 expired, FE02 = 02 expired
of phased V HFECO2 = CO2 expired& gases
'-Q Man.YES
tri ggered	 E GSLP1:
/ Q Man -I-	 NO
Initialize
YE5









Save FECO2	 For Cubic
	
Phased	







Sum Delta volCurrent Minute Vol. = CMV +AVo1.*BTPSF
for PBF & PTC
	 Delta Vol. (BRTHV) = BRTHV + ®Vol .'*BTPSF
Compute CO2
	 CCO2 = SRTHC = BRTHC + VECO2
	
Production
	 VECO2 = FECO2 - FEN2*(FICO2/FIN2)
	
Compute 02	 CO2 = CO2 + VIO2
Consumption	 VRTIiO = BRTHO + VIO2
VIO2 = ®Vol.*FECO2 - FEN2*FIO2
C	 INF2
A	 EXLOOP:



















OTR I: Inflight Eacercise 	 516177
A. PreRaration
•	 r
1. Verify a data patch panel installed.
NOTE: Any patch panel may be used as long
as one is installed.
o
2. Remove flexible hoses, blood pressure cuff,
respiratory valve assembly, noseclamp, and
mass spectrometers (MS) capillary tube from
stowage in OH-114
3. Attach one blue Bose (with blue end) to
blue quick disconnect port labeled OXYGEN
SUPPLY. Rotate littch clockwise to loci:.
4. Attach other end of hose to blue port on
respiratory valve assembly with arrow
pointing toward mouthpiece of assembly.
9
5. Attach one end of second blue hose (with
red end) to red quick disconnect port.
6. Attach other end of hose to red port on
respiratory valve assembly
CAUTION
Steps 7 & B dust be done in
sequence.
7. Spiromater panel:
VIDEO SEL sea - O`ER 1
M071E: The: mid position an this 3-way
switch is not used and nc: indicated
B. Activate computer:
PRINTER sw R ON
OBOS sir - ON
MASS SPEC tw a 1
SUBJECT tTj - set to proper subject











POWER sw - ON (POWER It - ON,
IDLE It ^ ON, PFT pb - LIT,
PTC/PBF pb LIT)	 -
9. CRT on rack 13:
POWER pb - verify depressed (POWER It - ON)
B. MS start-up From "Pumped Down" State
1. Verify that all Its on MS panel are off
(see NOTE below step 2).
2. MS Panel:
MS POWER sw - OFF
SYS POWER sty ON
ION PUMP sw - ON
PRESSURE sw (NORMAL/OVERRIDE) - NORMAL
MODE sw - CLOSED
FIL sw - NORMAL
CAPILLARY SELECT sel - OFF
DVM SELECT sel	 ZIP (ion pump current)
(Reading on DVM should be approxi-
mately -001. All Ilp readings are
negative, regardless of sign.)
VACUUM PUMP SHUTOFF vl': - full CW
(closed)
CAUTION
If ELEC INHIBIT It or HIGH PRESS It come on
or IIP (o6 DVM) is much greater than -010,
vacuum problem exists within system which must
be corrected. Refer to MS activation proce-







C. Verification of MS Vacuum
1. Verify that white filter is in CAL INLET
port on MS panel. Cotton packed side of
filter should face outward.
2. Place one end of MS capillary tube on CAL
INLET port. Stove other end as appropriate.
3. Monitor (on pump current (1 Zp) on DVM).
NOTE: IIP should range from -001 to -030.
Values of IIp between -030 and W 600 indi-
cate probable' vacuum problem.
4. MS panel:
VACUUM PUMP SHUTOFF vlv - full CCW
NOTE: IIp should remain same or decrease.
If I p increases to more than -030, quick-
ly close .VACUUM PUMP SHUTOFF vlv and have
external vacuum restored.
5. MS panel:
CAPILLARY SELECT sel - CAL
NOTE: Ilp should increase to value be-
tween -005 and -030. If increase is
greater than -030, quickly return
CAPILLARY SELECT sel to OFF. Problem
probably torn boob; or capillary tube out
'	 of place. Less likely possibility is
absence of external vacuum that was
undetected in step 4 above.
1-4
FINAL•
OTR 1	 5/6/77 TRAINING NOTES
D. MS Power-up
1. Verify absence of Its on MS panel.
2. MS panel:	 .
MS POWER sw - ON (OPEN LOOP It - ON)
NOTE: OPEN LOOP It will remain on for
approximately 20 seconds. If It does not
go off, capillary tube may be blocked. If
this is case, turn CAPILLARY SELECT sel to
OFF, change to new capillary tube, and
return CAPILLARY SELECT sel to CAL.
3. Wait I minute and then verify absence of
Its on 14S panel.
4. Verify air values on MS DVM by placing DVM
SELECT sel in positions CO2, 02, then N2,
and confirming respective gas values.
Breathe through MS probe tube and confirm
increase in CO2. Following verification,
return DVM SELECT sel to IIp position.
E. Flow/Volume Electronics Power-u2
1. Verify on -Flow/volume electronics-panel:
TEST GAS SEL sel OFF
MODE SELECT sel - OPERATE
All recessed suvis (behind glass panel) in
AUTO position (UP)
2. Flow/volume.electronics panel:
115 V PWR sw o ON (115 V PWR It o ON)





OTR 1	 5/6/77	 TRAINING NOTES
-	 F. Calibration
1. Transfer loose end of MS capillary tube to
CAL GAS tube on flow control unit of X75.
2. Open needle valve on CAL GAS port (flow of
10-15 cc/min).
3. Verify CO2 value greater than 4.4 on MS
DV'm by placing DVM SELECT sel in CO2 posi-
tion. Following verification, return DVM
SELECT sel to IIp position.
NOTE: If CO2 value is less than 4.4, go
to malfunction procedure
4. Verify printer paper tape feeds properly.
5. OTR I panel:
j	 PFT .pb - depress
6. OrR I panel:
CAL MS pb - depress
7. Verify that CAL MS It blinks on once.
NOTE: Calibration of mass spectrometer
-	 is concluded when message CAL COMPLETE
appears on printer.
8. Close needle vlv on CAL GAS port.
.r	 ,
9. Verify that WO pb is lit.
NOTE: Green Its adjacent to PBS indicate
tests are in progress. Amber lightis in
pushbuttons indicate system is ready for
next test.
FINAL
OTR 1	 5/6/77	 TRAINING NOTES
G. Washout Test
1. Transfer MS capillary tube from CAL GAS
tube on flow control unit of X75 to mouth-
piece assembly, making sure that Teflon
tip of capillary extends into valve through
aperture in stainless steel inlet.
2.' Verify that white sw on oxygen regulator
is in 100% OXYGEN position, green sw is in
ON position, and meter reading is approxi-
mately 200 psi.
3. Flush hove and valve assembly with 100%
oxygen using TEST.MASK switch position on
oxygen regulator.
4. OTR I panel:
WO pb - depress (WO It a ON)
5, Don noseclamp.
6. Inspire room air, hold breath, then place
mouthpiece in mouth and seal lips over
assembly.
NOTE: Maintain subject dependant to
respiratory valve assembly.
7. Exhale slowly to residual volume (RV),
inspire vital capacity of oxygen, and
again exhale slowly to Rol.
8. With mouthpiece still in mouth following
initial maneuver, relax and breathe nor-
mally until washout is complete. Washout
is complete when green WO It goes off and
FVC pb lights up. -









10. Carefully remove MS capillary tube from
respiratory valve assembly=.
11. Disconnect hones from quick disconnect
ports and from Yalve assembly. Remove
blue inlet hose (with blue end) from
assembly and return to stowage.
H. Forced Vital Capacity Test
1. Remove standard cardboard mouthpiece and
FVC hose from stowage. Attach one end of
white hose (with red end) to red quick
disconnect port and other end to cardboard
mouthpiece.
2. !QTR 1 panel:
FVC pb - depress (FVC It - ON)
3. Don noseclamp.
4. Inspire maximally to total lung capacity.
Place mouthpiece in mouth, seal lips
around mouthpiece, and exhale as rapidly
as possible to RV.
5. OTR 1 panel:
RPT pb - depress
NOTE: Test is complete when printout is
finished.
6. OTR 1 panel:
END TEST pb - depress
1-8
FINAL.
OTR 1	 5/6/77	 TRAINING MOTES
7. Detach white hose from quick disconnect
ort. Remove cardboard mouthpiece from
ose. Return white hose to stowage.
I. PulmonarX Blood Flow Test
I. Verify ECG sensors are attached to subject.
NOTE: If sensors have not been attached,
do the following:
a. Attach ECG electrode harness to ECG
electrode cable.
b. Attach cable to ECG input connection
on RP cardictach on X50 systems panel.
c. Attach harness leads to ECG electrodes
on chest (white lead to upper electrode,
black to lower, green to reference).
d. Verify readout'on BEATS/MIN panel of
HP cardiotach.
e. Verify that ECG It on BPMS blinks on
and off as CAL pb on cardiotach is
depressed. (ECG It will come on in
response to sensing of QRS wave during
experiment.)
2.. Obtain BPMS cuff from OTR 1 stowage.
iOINAL
Ol'R l
	 5/6/77	 TRAINING NOTES
;i
3. BFMS cuff gasjelectrical umb.:
Attach gas connection to UMB GAS on
BPMS.	 '
Attach BPMS electrical connection to
MICROPHONE on BPMS.
4. Place cuff on subject.
5. Activate BPMS:
POWER sw - ON
MODE sel - MAN
6. BPMS:
CUFF/INFLATE sw . - START
7. Verify proper cuff inflation/deflation
cycle, with 181orotkoff sounds being sensed(yellow light on BPMS flashing).
8. BPMS:
CUFF/INFLATE sw - STOP/RESET
9. Attach one end of .blue flexible hose (L.ith
red end) (used in washout test) to red
quick disconnect port. Attach others end to
exhalation port of respiratory valve
assembly.
10. Transfer MS capillary tube from loose
stowage to CAL GAS tube on flow control
unit of X75.
11. open needle vlv on CAL GAS port (flow for
15 cc/min).
{	 12. Verify CO2 value greater than 4.4 on MS DVM
by placing DVM SELECT sel in CO2 position.
Following' verification, return DVM select
f








PTC/PBF pb - depress
14. OTR 1 panel:
CAL MS pb - depress
15. Verify that green CAL MS It blinks once.
NOTE: Calibration of mass spectrometer is
concluded when message CAL COMPLETE appears
on printer.
15. Close needle vlv on CAL GAS port.
17. Place capillary in position to sample ambient
air.
18. OTR l panel:
ROOM AIR pb m depress
19. Conclusion of sampling period indicated
when START pb is lit. If ambient air data
is invalid, printer will print message
SAD ROOM AIR VALUE.
20. Transfer MS capillary tube to valve assem-
bly, making sure that Teflon tip of capil-
lary extends into valve through aperture
in stainless steel inlet.
21. BPMS:
MODE sel 0 200




	 5/6/77	 TRAINING NOTES
22. Insert mouthpiece of valve assembly in
mouth and don noseclamp. Breathe normally
until computer requests cardiac output
maneuver (step 24).
23. OTR 1 panel:
START pb - depress
24. Cardiac output maneuver:
Take slightly longer than normal in-
halation, depress Q pb, then exhale
slowly at constant flow rate.
NOTE: Within minute that maneuver is
requested, if initial  maneuver is thought
to be unsatisfactory, subject may repeat
procedure by depressing Q pb again.
25. During 'rd and 5th minutes Q It will come
on, requesting maneuver.
NOTE: Test is terminated when time 5.0
appears on printer and/or END TEST pb is
lit.
26. Remove mouthpiece from. mout.n.
27. BPMS:
CUFF/INFLATE sw - STOP/RESET
POHER sw - OFF
J. Flow/Volume Electronics Shutdown
I. Flog/volume electronics panel:
TEST GAS SEL sel - OFF
MODE SELECT sel - OPERATE









DVM SELECT sel - IIp
MS POWER sw - OFF
CAPILLARY SELECT se7 - OFF
NOTE: IIp should decrease toward -001.
2. Remove MS capillary tube from CAL INLET
port and valve assembly. Clean and return 1
to stowage. Replace capillary plug on
CAL INLET port.
3. Tait l minute before continuing with
shutdown.
4. MS panel:
VACUUM PUMP SHUTOFF cont - fA T CW (closed)
5. Verify on MS panel:
Absence of Its
IIp less than -004
L. Final Shutdown
1. Remove mouthpiece, noseclamp, blood pres-
sure cuff, and ECG sensors.
FINAL
5/6/771 TRAINING NOTES
4. QTR 1 panel:
END TEST pb - depress
E
5. Remove printer tape, label with date/time
and stow.
1 6. Inactivate computer:
POWER sw - OFF
7. Disconnect hose from quick disconnect port
and from valve assembly. Return hose to
stowage OH-11.
8. Clean valve assembly and return to stowage
OH-11.
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MONITR	 FT-11:NRGF,O VMO2--12	 00: 10:02 FREE f
1 TITLE ' 'MON ITfi
2
3::.	 000005 TP=%5
4	 000001 I 1.—{_'I,0
5	 :.	 00x;001 I
6	 000002 IP1'=92
7
S . MCALL	 ..1}2 .. , . REGDEF, . PRINT, . EXI T
9 600000 .REGDEF
000000 RO=10
00.0001.. R 1;r 1 ,
0400002 R2=P2
000003 R3=;^3




;ADDRESSES FOR LIN TE PRINTER — BOARD C













;CONTROL PANEL — BOARD A C157770 DRAS=167770
167772 DRAO=DRAS+2
167774 DRF1:I —DIAO+?





176770 ADSR=17G770 O y
176772: ADIN:=ADSR+2
17G7 GO DAL' I = I?G760'
176'62` DAC2=DAC1+2
;f;ltlf
— F PROGRAIIMAB:LE REAL TIME CLOCK
iCSR=172540	 ;KWIlP CONTROL STATUS REGISTER
PCSB=PCS^+2
	
;KWI1P COUNT" SET BUFFER
PCR=PCSB+2	 ;KWllP COUNT REGISTER









7 000024 040774 ,WORD	 BEGIN,O
000026 000001
8
9 ;RT-11 START ADDRESS
10 00004+ -=40




14 000240: .=240 .,
15 00240 000250` .WORD	 250.0
00242 000000.
10
17 000244 .=2441S OW44 000250 . WORD	 1250
lg
20 . 000250 .=250
21 00250 000002. RTT
22
23
24' ;A/D ISR ADDRESS (CLOCK VAD)
25 000314 .=31426 0031:4 004674 .:WORD	 AD ISR, 6
00316 000000
27
28 `	 . ; LPT VECTOR ADDRESS
29 000320 . =3213
30'6032;0 000500 :.WORD	 PRINT,200
00322 000200.
31
32 ; ABORT VECTOR ADDRESS
.33 000300 .=300
34 00300 000416 .WORD	 ABORT,0
00302 000000.
36' CARDIAC OUTPUT TRIGGER
37 000304 .=304












46> 000100 LPEN=100	 ;PANEL PRINTER THT ENB
47 000002 TT` DM=2	 ;BI T t4)Sli FOR OBBS SW I TChf
48 000001 . PRTBM=l	 .BIT MASK FOR PRINTER SWITCH
MACRO DEFINITIONS
	
RT- 1 1 MACRO I/M@2-12	 00'10'02 PAGE 3
1 .TITLE
	 MACRO DEFINITIONS






S ;.MACRO TO SAVE REGISTERS
5 .MACRO	 SAVE
1 F1 JSR .	 PC, SAVREG
I 1 . ENDII
12.
13 ,MACRO TO START PRINTER











23 ;MACRO TO PRINT LINE OF TE"T
24 MfiCRO	 TYPE, 114 d25 MOV	 II*1=I, RF7







MOCRa"DEF LNITioNS	 RT-11 MACRO VM2- 12	 130:10:.02 PAGE 4





6 000400 032767 DOPEY: BIT
	
01,DRBI








1 !	 ; RPT REPORT SUBROUTINE
12
13:00412 000207 ENDTi: RTS
	 PC14




18	 ;INTERRUPT ROUTINE -TEMPORARY
19 00416 01 600 ABORT: MOV(SP) +, R0
2E3	 CLEAR PC AND PS FROM STACK INTO THE BIT BUCKET
21	 ;START ALL OVER AGAIN
22 00420 012600	 MOV	 (SP).+,R0










25	 ' EVENTUALLY THIS MUST BF CHANGED TO It*** BR
	
BEG IN 1kKtsKsr W^^csk yx^ W^rE r?I^ks^^c*t^al:3k




















34 00464 600302	 RTI
35	 ;ECG COUNTER ISR
36 00466 005267 ECG:
	 INC	 PTHRCT
06024G












PRINTER IwR PT-11 MOCRO VMO2-12	 00:10:02 PAGE 5
1 . TITLE PRINTER ISE2
u ;PRINTER INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE
4 ; 1-5 M5 RESPONSE TIME
5
6 000500 105.'177 PRINT: TSTB @PRTGO
MY 144
7 000504 003406 BLE PRTEOL
8 00050G 11 .7767 MOVB @PRTGO,LPT
03.7136
167237
9.00051.4 005267 PRTL: INC. PRTGO
@37130
10 00520 000002 RT1
11 00522 002413 PRTEOL: BLT PRTER111
12 00524 112?67 MOvB #40,LPT :PUT SPACE TO LPT
^Ft00040
167221
13 OB532 032767 BIT. #100000,LPTIN :'NO OUTPUT UNTIL NEW LINE READY SIGNAL
101000
IG7214
14.00540 00 .1412 BEQ:. PRTL
15..:[105,42 112767 rgovB #200.LPT ;START
000200
IG7203
16 X70550 0007E 1 BR PRTL
17 00552 112767 PRTERM: BICE #LP:EN.LPTSR000100
187170
10 00560 1 12767 MOV& 040, LPT
000041 O167165
0 00566 MOM PP.TX: RTI
o
21 . TITLE CLEAR
4.,„,,,:r„ 	 ^rm..xr:	 4nrv,*..,,:	 i-"+«^..	 ^,^..««.	 ^..-..^.,x^.	 ^..;4++.v^-: 	 f•.+«..n.Y: 	 ^.^^a.*w,i	 ^...........,.	 {wx.w..u^_	 ^.w.,,.	 L.^_._._
CLEAR' RT-^ 1 1 MACRO VMO2-12	 00: IF, .02 PAGE 6
1
2	 ;CttAR RAM BANKS 1 AND 3
3	 040570	 .=40578
4 0405?'@ 018706 CLEAR: MOV	 #20000,RO
020001
5 040574 005020 Cs.R1:	 CLR	 (R13)+
6 040576 032700	 BIT	 #e10g00,R0
040000
7 040G02 001774	 BEG	 CLRI
9 040604 012700	 MQV	 #60000,80
060000
10 40GIO 005020 CLR2:	 CLR
	
(R0)+
11 40612 032700	 BIT	 #140000,RO
103000





















?4 40704 012701	 llov	 #40, R I
^O^oe40
25 40710 112702	 MOV	 #20;R2	 WOP'BFR THFU WONBFR
000020
26






29 40720 11. 2767	 MOVB	 #14,XBUF	 :CLEAR VIDEO SCREEN
000014
136640





poem	 "meow P^ M 1 - mom Imam
P,EG I 14	 FT 11 1-W RO V1102-12 	 00:10:02 PRGE 7
1
3 040774 .=40774
4 040774 012700 BEGIN: MOV 420000.RC7
020000
5 041000 005.0?0 CLR3: rvLR ( F,.0) +
G 041002 032700 BIT #40000,80040001
7 041006 001774 BEG CLR3
8 041010 012700 MOV #60000,RO
cl60oaA
0 041011 005020 CLR4: CLR (RO)+
10 41016 032700 BIT 0100000,RO
100000
11 41022 001774 BEO CLR4
12
13 41024 012700 SPHC3: 110V *WOPBFR, P,006102:1
14 41030 012701 110V #40.81
000040
15 41034 012702 I°!OV #20,R2
. 00002O
16 41040 110120 5PRC4: MOVH R 1 l (i 0)+
17 41042 1377202 SOB PP.SPHC4
1E 41044 112'(67 MOVB #14, XB11F£00014
136514










MONITOR RT--1 1 mRCIRO VMO2- 12
	 00:10:02 PRGE B
1
2	 START OF MONITOR
3	 STORE PROCESSOR STATUS WORDS
4	 ;	 ENABLE CONTROL PANEL INTERRUPTS
5	 ENABLE EXTERNAL DEVICE INTERRUPTS
6	 060570
	 .=570
7 000570 0127H6 STRRT: MOV
	 #STACK,SP
070712































20 00644 012M7	 MOV	 #5,TTYCNT
000005
036320
21 OOG52 012767 PMON:
	





	 #177776.DRAG	 ;TURN ON IDLE, PFT,PTC LIGHTS
17'776
167104





25 OOG7 4 0050G?
	 CLR	 DU112
036274
25 00700 016700 PMON 1: MOV
	 DRA I. Rya
167070
27
28	 ;WHICH OF THE TWO BUTTONS WAS PUSHET]i
29 00704 0,2700	 BIT	 #40,RO
000040
30 00710 001005
	 BNE	 PFT	 ;PFT WAS PUSHED
31
32 06712 032700	 BIT	 40100,RO
@@@ t o 3
33 00716 001137










3 :	 """T MONARY FUNCTION TEST MONITOR
4 000724 012767 PFT: lyluj; *100,DRAS ;ENPBLE ABORT. DISABLE ALL
000100
167e36




7 :RO CONTAINS SUBJECT NO. AND MASS SPEC. TYPE
g
9 000740 012767 MOV #177777,DRBO ;TURN OFF ALL LED'S ON DRVIIB
177777
167014
113 00746 01276? .PFT2: MOV 1,DRAO ;TURN ON IDLE,	 PFT 11 B,	 AND PTC%PPF PL
077771
167016
II 00754 016700 PFT1: MOV DRAI,RO
167014
12 00760 030027 BIT RO,#00?600
007600
13 00764 001773. BEG PFT1
14 00766 030027 BIT R0,4200
000200
15 00772 001417 BEG PFTWO
16 00774 012767 MOV 4037765,DRAO ;CALMS PD DZPRESSED
037765
166'.7?0 ,
17 01002 005067 CLR DUM2
036166
.10 01006 004767 JSR PC,CALMS
012534
19 01012 005?6? TST DUM2
036156
20 01016 001353 BNE PFT2
.21 ;BUTON WAS PUSHED
22 0102.0 012767 MO1! #07 7?55, DRAO ;TURN ON PFT-140-.WP
077755
166744
23 01026 000167 JMP PFT1
177722
24
25 01032 030027 PFTWO: ;BIT R0,4400
000400
26 0IM6 001412 BEQ PFTFV
27 01040 012767 MOV #037735,DRAO ;WO PB DEPRESSED
037735
166724
26 01,046 004767 JSR PC,WO
.001304
29 01052 01276? . MOV #R77675,DRAO ;TURN ON PFT-FVC-RQP
07?675
166712





,r„wrw ^► ^,^.=^	 #:was.` F..=:^,.	 ^.M... ^^.:^.^:	 ^	 ...._,	 1	 _gym_.:	 ^.^.,^,	 1^,:^:.. ` .,ta:.	 ^:^..,;_,.,	 --^^	 i^.+^	 I^wr^	 err
PFT N011TOR R'T-11 MRC'RO Mlf32-12	 00:10: 02 PAGE 9t i
32 O IU64 ID30027 FFTFV: BIT R01#1000
001001
33 010,'-0:601412 BEG PFTRT
34 01072 .012?G7 1~ov 400:77575, DRAO
037575
I GG6 ` 2




01276.7. MOIL 4PO77375, DRPO ",TURN ON PFT-RPT=RQP
166660
37 01112 000167 JMP PFT1
17?636
30
39 01 116.:072027 pFTFT: BIT RO, #2000
002fl00.
40 011222 001412 REQ PFTE1
41 01124 012767 MOV 0036775, DRAO
036775
16.6640
42 01132 004'e67 JSR PC.RPT
013^i36
43.U1136 . 0127G7 ... mov 4075775,DRA0 ;TURN ON PFT-END-RQP
44 01.144
166^i<^6
F1001 67 JMP PPT 1
45 01150..030027
177604
:PFTE1: BIT PO,44000 ,
4G 01154 .00.1412 BEQ PF'TER














152 01202 P.FTER- TYPE MG 
01 r 02 012700 Mov #MSG 1, RO
017546
01206 004707. JSR PC,LPTGO
013626




FTC/PBF MONITOR RT-1.1 MACRO VMO2-12	 00:10:02 PAGE 10
1 ..TITLE	 PTC/PBF MONITOR
3
4 001216.012767 PTCBF: MOV #100340,DRAS :INTEN -°	 ABORT,Q
1001340
IGG544
5 00124 012767 MOV #100340,DRB5 ;INTEN —} ECG100340 -
1665266 00.1232 012767 GPTCST: MOV #077774,.DRB0077774166522
7 001240 016700 FTC1. Nov DRAI,RO ,READ SWITCHES
1GG530
8 001244 630027 BIT R0,#170000
i 700I30
9 0012501 6£1773 BEQ PTC1
10 :BUTTON WAS PUSHED
11	 01252 OUO27 BIT R01#10000
0.10000
12 01256 001417 BEQ PTCRM
13 01260 012767 MOV #037772,DRBO ,TURiq OH .PBF—CALMS—RUN0377f2
166474
14 01266 0050G7 CL's DUM2
035702 .
15 01272 004767 JER PC,CALMS012250
i6 01276 505767 TST DUM2035672 .
17 01302 0071353 BNE GPTCST
10 01304 012767 PTC2: MOV #077766, DRBO ; TUpN ON PBF-ROOM"ROP077766
166450
19 01312 000167 JMP PTC1
177722
20
21 01316 0301727 PTCRM: BIT R01#210000
020000
22 01322 001417 BEQ PTCST
23 01324 01276? MOV #03775G;DRBO ;TURN ON PBF—ROOM-RUN037756
iaF430.
24 01332 005067 CLR DUM2035636
25 01336 004767 JSR PC,rOOM
004430
26 61342 005767 TST DUM2035G26
27 01346 001356 BNE PTC228 01350 012767 MOv . *077736, DEBO ;TURN ON PBF--STRT--RQP077736166404.
29 01356 000167 JMP PTC1
177656
... 30
31	 017,62 030027 PTCST: BIT R0, #4001,10
sorrrw art	 11 ^	 M""^" ^""^+	 °w ~ ^' „ ~ -	 "^'-	 ^ ..urr	 Irs	 ^^	 11 1MM	 rwrrrw




33 01370 012767 MOP I•03767Ci.DRBO :TURN ON PBF--STRT-RUN
037676
16636434 01376 0047G7 Jok' PC. STFTP 1
004644
35 014112 012767 110V #1767(G, DVB0 : TUPH ON PBF-END- PQP
17U713
166352
3.G 01410 06A1G7 JMP PTC1
1776x'.4 ..
.37
'8.01414 030027 PTCE2.	 BIT I?0,0100000
1.00000
30 014.20 001412 BE.Q PTCER
40 01422 012777 MOB' ir037777, DRBO
0x77.77
166332.
41 01430 004767 JS'R PC,ENDT2
176760
42 01434 012'G7 MOv #177777,DRBO ;CLEAR DRBO LIGHTS
17??77
1GG320
43 01442.000167 JMP PMON
1'77204
4^
.15 3144G ' PTCER:	 PRINT "MSG L
01446 012700 ::1 :IF	 14B	 < #MSG 1?, mop #MSG1,X0Q 175^1f^
01452 104351 EMT ^0351






FOACE VITAL CAPACITY ET-11 MACRO VMO2-I2 00110:02 PAGE 11
1 .TITLE FORCE VITAL CAPACITY
.2
3
4 .;FORCE VITAL CAPACITY MANEUVER
5 ;
6 001460 052.767 FVC: BIS #1,DRAS000001
166302
7 001466 012767 MOV #-50, WA.ITT
1'7730
036,23,28 MOW # 100. , PCSB SET CLOCK COUNT TO 1170
9
10 01474 015000 CLR RO
11 01476.005002 CLR R2
12 01500 005003 CLR R3
13 01502 005467 CLR VLRST
032320
14 01506 012701 MOV 41-.FVCNT,R1 ;SET UP BUFFER ALLOCATION FOR DATA
020004
15 91512 605021 CLR ( R 1) +	 ; FVCNT=10
16 ;Rl NOW.EQUALS ADDRESS OF DATA AREA
17 MOV #113,PCSR ',KICK CLOCK
18 01514 052767 BIS .#1,DUMI
000001
03617E
19 01522 005067 CLR EOB
616252
210
21 0152G 00024' LOOP; NOP
22'0;1530 032767 BIT #1,EOB	 ,END OF BREATH?
00]0001
016242
23 01536 001773 BEG LOOP	 ;NO
24 CLR PCSR ;TURN OFF CLOCK
25 01540 042767. BIC #1,DUM1
000001
036152:
26 01546 010067 MOV R0,FVCNT' ;YES,STORE NQ. OF SAMPLES
016232
27 01552 042703 BIC 01IR3
000001
29
29 01556 004787 ,ISR FC,VCOMP ;CALCULATE RESULTS
000002
30








5 0015r34 012-v05 VCOMP:	 MOI L ihTSTK, TP
037112
6 001.7:70 P127 04 4'101% ir(D !TAR, R403 4076.
V 4101574 012709 M01-1 0141"AR, R0
l7
uu 1(:100 016745 MI l" Fl-TAT-1208.. , - (TP) ; GET R41 FEV101651
10 01604 1304 Gi J'SR PC, IR01404?
11 01610 011720 h10V '=-:LV.(Rp)+.
0 15050I r 01614 (116720 NOW SLb'+2. (RO)+015146
13 DIG -J O 012520 1it,)[. (TP)+, (P0)+144 DIG22 012520 Mop (TP)+, (R0)+15 'U t (-24 012, 00 NOV 44 iiiFtR, R0037 114
16 L1IGM0(5920 FHUL Rlcl1,,
18 D 1532 012024 MP ( Pr1	 R41 i :STORE FEV 1	 IH FLOAT WORD 1 0 01901+334 012024 1101' i FO'l	, (R4) + s OF nUT^^s
20 H
2.1 ; (1)HPUTE FIA
22 01636 O IC745 NOV VLAST,- (TP 3 ^,
0732164 a
2.7 01642 004767 JsFl. PC; 1R C)014004 b2}2- ^- 0.1646 0 r,5 40^^	 1 i'$ol1 2(TP),--(Rfl)000002-1
26 01G52 011540, HOV (TP),-(;'.0) .
27 01 T^54 0112700
0.3 .' 1 14
MIX, ;klrll t4.P, RO OhrJ
20 01 60 075020 MUL R0
3
3Cl 01 G^2- n12024 : RD:!	 N=1:a + ; STORE FVC
	 I14 FLC+nT31 01 664 012024 1,101-1 r R0)	 P-1) + ; i,:0PD ? OF OUTAR
32
33 ; COMPUTE Mf1FR
34	 016t" +j . 0127.00 t'ul' ^141K1=iR, I 0
►4371 1435 01 X372 0056 060 CLR 2 (RO:j
1~^+rT i">OL^2
3t	 01676 0121' 10 11101' 44N-00, (RAJ) ;FLOfAT 4
f^-tE^600
37 01'(32 FJ7 5030 FD 1V PO ; 0 F0) , 2 (R0) =FVC*0.25
30
39 01704 016740 MrJV SLV+2, -(R.0)
014756
40 01710 016740 MuV SLV.-(R0)
1_'1 147 50
FORCE VITAL CAPACITY	 RT-11 MACRO VNI12--12	 00:10:02 PAGE 12+
41 01714 075030 FD IV R0 ; 0 (R0) , 2 (R0) =UNCAL FVO40. 25
42
43 01716 016045 Nov 2(R@),-kTP)
000002.
44 01'(22 011045 NOV (R0), — CTP)
45 01724 004767 JSR PC,RI
0140L6
4G
47 . 017 KI 011501 N011' (TP) , R 1
415 1 1 UL31 R1 :0.75',I^FVC	 (UNCHL)
4S 017:2 5761571 ADD (TP),R1
50 017.04 061501 ADD (TP).RI
51 0Vl"
 G 012502 MOP (TP)+,R2 ;CA.25 17K	 WIACML)
52
53 01740 012700 NOV *F1IDAT, RO
020006
54 01744 035004 CLR R4
55
56 01743 t RP002 CMP (RQ)+.Rw
57 01750 100-6 13MI .--2
58 011-5 2 0106(cj7 MOV RO, WI^IAR
0517;.
5L)
60 01756 00,5204 1 NC R4
61 017617 0201 010 CMp R 1, (P.0) +
52 01762 10037'S 13PL .-4
G3 017G4 0.10067 NOV R0, WI5AR +2
0351^G
64
65 'R4 = NUMBER OF TICKS
66 'FINISH COMPUTATION OF MMFR
67 01770 00476? JSR PC, FLOW
000242
G8 i
60 X117 7.4 012704 NOV #OUTAR+10, R4 ;STORE MMFP,
034106
70 02060 012024 MW .(RO)+, (R4)+
71 472002 012024 NOV (R0)+,04)+
73 :COMPUTE. NEFR
74 :COMPUTE LO.2 AND L1.2 	 I N SP IRO A/D COUNTS
75 02004 01Z700 NOV #€W4;API RO
Wi	 If 114
76 02010 A 105001 MOV R0, R 1
77 02012 016721. NOV SLV, [R 1) +
014646
78 6201E 016721 NOV SLV+2,(R1)+
014644
7:) 02022 016721 MOV D0.2, (R 1) +
014646
Be 0202E 016721 NOV DO,2+2,(R1)+
014G44
81 02032 075030 FLT Ili RO
82 02034 0160 245 1YIOL, 2(PO),-(TP)
000802
83 02040 011045 NOV (RO),--kTP)
84 02042 004767 JSR PC,RI
m
momr	 Pon	 4,._ _..;	 t ...,_.	I ,..:-
FORCE VITAL CAPACITY
	 ET-11 MACRO 14102--12 	 00:10:02 PEKE 12+
013700
65 02046 0125b7 MOP (TP)+,LO.2
0.31772
8G
87 02052 012700 MOV 0b1KOR, RO
03f1.14
88 02056 016741 MOV 171.2+2,-(R1)
014GIOX39 02062 016741 NOV D 1.2, - (R 1)
014602
90 02OGG 075030 FDIV RO9 . 1	 02070 016045 11011, 2 (RO) , - (TP )
000 002
.92 02074 011045 MOP (RO),-(TP)
93 02076 004767 JSR PC., R I
1313644
94 02102 012567 HUI, (TP)+,L1.2
031740
95
'9G 02106 012700 MOV #FVDAT.RO02000697 02112 016701 M01f LO.2,'P1
031726
98 02116 010702 MOB L1.2,R2
031,724
.99 02122 005004 CLR R4
100
101 2124 022001 CrgP (RO) +,1; I102 2126 10077E BVI I . -2
..103	 2130 0ING7 NOV R0,14KAR
0a47G0
104
105 2134 O ir'5204 INC R4
10G 21:06 020220 CI'!P R2, (R©) {-
107 2140 100375 BFL
-4108 2142 01006 MOV R0 , 1.1KAR+20347561.09
110 2146 004767 JSR PC, FLOW0!00064
111	 2152 012704 Mot/ *OUTRR+14,R4634112
112	 2156 012024 MOP (FO)+,(R4)+
113 2160 012024 MOV (RO)+,(R4)+
114
115 21G2 016703 MOP BTPSF, R3014GO2
116 21GG 016704 MOP LTPSF+2.R4
014080117 2172 n Ic 7 00 4'10P h.OJTRR. F0
0346-76
118	 217E 012(01 MOP #OUTAR,R103407G
119 2202 012702 M01l, *4,R2
0000041.20









RT-11 MACRO VMO2-12 00:10:02 PAGE 12+
0009^1z
122 22212 011 045' MOV
	
(R0) : --(TP)




124 2220 01044.5 mov	 R4,-(TP)
125 2222 010345 MOV	 R3 , - (TP )
126 2224 075025 FMUL	 TP.
127 2226 012521 MOV	 (TP') +, (R I) +
128 2230 01.2521 MOV	 (TP)+,(R1)+
129 2232 077213 SOB	 R2,BTLOOP




134 WKAR=ADDRESS+2 OF LOW VALUE
135 WKAR+2=ADDRESS+2 OF HIGH VALUE.
136 R4=T
137 ;	 RETURN WITH:
138 ;	 R0 POINTING TO DESIRED FLOW VALUE




f40 2242 1G2700 SUB	 *21RO
000002
14 1 2246 0 11002 moil,	 (Re) ,R2 LOW VALUE
142 2250 OIG?O0 Nov	 WKAR+-2;RO
034642
143 2254 162700 SUB:	 #2,RO ;HIGH VALUE
0000+2.
144 2260 O1?O01 MOV	 (R0),R1




147 2264 010145 Nov	 R1,-(TP)
145 2266 004767 3SR	 PC,IR ;FLOAT(PO)
013360
149
150 2272 012700 Nov	 414KAR,R0
037114
151 2276 012520 MOP	 (TP)+,(R0)+
152 2300 012520 MOV	 (TP)+,(RO)+
153 2302 016720 MOP	 SLV,(RO)+
014355
154 2306 016?20. Nov	 SLV+2,(RO)+
014354
155 2312 012703 MOP	 OWKAR,RO
03?114
156 2316 075029 FMUL
	 R0 !CALIBRATED DIFFERENCE157
158 2320 010445 MOV	 R4,-(TP) ;FLOAT ';T)
150 2322 004767 JSI;	 PC,IR
013324
IGO
161 2326 012700 NOV	 *WKAR,RO
037114.
162 2332 010001. MOP	 R0,RI
163 2334 012521 Nov	 (TP)+,(Rl)+
164 2336 012521 Nov	 (TP) +, (R l) +
165 2340 0?5830. FD IV 	 RO ;DIFFERENCE/T
0
FORCE VITAL CAPACITY RT-11 MACRO VMO2-12
	 00:10:02 PAGE 12+
1^5
157 22,,42 01 03740 MOV OM£N+2,°(RO)	 )AT 100 S/S. T=T I.CKS*0,01
.051504
166 234E [ 143740 MOV ONEW. -(RO.)
051475
169 2552. 075020 FMUL RO
170




	 ET-11 MArRO VMO2-12	 00:le:02 PAGE 13
1	 .TITLE MITROGEN.WASHOUT
2 002 56 812700 Wo , 	MOV	 *TSTK,R0
037112
3 002362 012767	 MOV	 #—I7,WAITT	 SJ'
177761
05336












8	 : XX<S?SXSCXXXXK^iXX^SXX7{X%C-;Yk>SY,XXY,^CXh'?'}{ ., 	 XXXXX7:X?;XXX?C7C^XX^C?;
9	 NEED SOME MSSPECIFIC SHIT HERE






14 02,416 005067	 CLR	 TCNT
0,31410
15 02422 012767: 	 MOV	 #FVDAT,FVADR
020006
015352































25 02472 017.7 e37	 MOV	 #--1, SBCLR
17Y.777
004274.











PT-11	 IIWR I? V1102-12
* .. 0	 *Mmm&	 0>	 M	 ^
00:10:02 PAGE	 14
P' CKIGROUHD IDLE FOUTTHE
OU2512 020 7 G7 !411011: CHI` QUADO, QUAD I SAME 01,10 [JEW DATA IN 0 BUFFER
051 5014
T025-'13 CIO 17"4 BE,7! WOMON
,I 60252zl U 1670 mot-, QUADO,RO
03 i474 
5 00p 5PG 0200271 CrIp RG.ftnUODSI 7PNTR C-UTSIDE OF CIRCULAR BUFFER
0 ,6 7 32
G 002532 00240P BiLT ARN33
7 0025;4 012700 1101-1 IPOUADST, RO
032 422 4OC12540 0 1 2 0 (53 ', ` I1Pi]33 MOV (Fe)	 WWV
L342i2
602544 01?067 MOP (RO)	 WAIN
03,1210
le 02550 012067 MOP (RO)	 HIN11+2
OS4206
It	 02554 062700 ADD #10180 ;SKIP 02 AND CO2
00001012 02560 010067 MoV PO, QUADO
0-j 1 47G
13 02564 0057G7 TST wklv
034 1  G G)
14 02570 001557 BEQ EQ01
15 02572 005767 TST SBFLPG -I=> BEFORE sBm, e=> SBM. 	 I=> AFTER SBM
034:200
16 02576 @01041 DNE HOSB
1 7 02GOF) 00567 LSB TST SBCLR
. 034170
18 02604 001410 BE0 NOCLR19 02GOG Al2767 riot/, TCHT
WORM
E1312 IG
20 02514 012767 plQv #FVDRT, FVRDR
0L000c
015160






2? 02620 0052Cn7 NOCLR: INC I'VCHT
01515228 62632 016700 mov FlftRoROU15144
29 02.636 016720 m CM) wWv' (RO)+
031 1 14
30 02G4 0- 016720 MOV 111WH I (RO) +
13341 1?
31 0264G 016720 1101-1 WWH_11 21 tRvj)+




NITROGEN 14RSHOUT RT-11 MACRO WMO2-12
33 d26S0 k0H0H6 13PL 5^1
34 02662 016767 Nov WWV,MAXVL
034070
031170








40 02676 0101767 SB1 : Nov R0, FVADR
015100
41 02702: 005767 NOSD' TST ALTF'LG
034072
42 02706 001004 BNE HOSB'D
43 02710 012767 MOV 0-1,ALTFLG
177777
034062
44 02716 @00675 BR W©	 II
45
4G 02720 0050187 NOSBD: C.LR ATTFLG
034054.
47
48 02724 016700 MOV 14WV, RO
034026
49 02730 166700 SUB VPREV,Re
031122
50 02734 516767 MOV WWV,VPREV
034016
.031114
51 02742 01:00345 MOV R0,-tTP)
52 02744 004767 JSR PC,IR
01.2702
53 82?50 016745 mov SLV+2,-(TP)
.013712
54 02754 016745 MOV SLV,-tTP)
013704
55 02760 075025 FriUL TP
56 02762 012700 MOv *14KAR, R0
037114
57 02766 012520 Mbv (TP)+,(R0)+
58 0277.0 012520 . Nov (TP) +, (R0) +
59 02772 016720 Mov 1)5Utl, (R0) +
031070
60 0277G 016720 Nov VSUM+2,(R0)+
031066
61 03002 012700 MOV *WKAR,RO
037114.
62 03006 075000 FADD RC
E33
64 VSUM = SUM OF CALIBRATED (WWV-VPREV)
:65 03010 012067 M1JV (R0) f, VSLIM
031052
GG 03014: 012067 11011, (RO)+,VSUM+2
031050
G7 03020 OIG740 MOV WWN+2 ,-(R0)
c1'
.^qwr doom	 '.Illw*	 #1^ ^^ ^^	 }..••..	 6^	 ^-	 ih*^^ ^.^..;	 ^^.	 ^riw.r	 [l^r^r 	 ^	 (^^11	 1^^M	 11^1^	 ^r^lr^
NITROGEN .WASHOUT RT- 1.1 MACRO V1102 - 1'2	 00:19:02 PAGE	 14+
0337316
68 03024 014:1740 MOl' LIM,-(R0?
3003---7
69 03e130 .162700 SUB #4, RGOc,r10Cj
70 03034 K'5020 FMUL RO	 .
7!
72 11150"I = WWIA*SLi-I ^WWV--VPREV) 	 NSUM
73
74 03036 016740 NOV NSUil+2,-(RO)
031032
75 03042 0 1640 moil, N5Ufi,-(RO)
0 711 1024
76 OT046
 075000 FADD RO77 03050 012067 MOl°` ( RO) +, NS!!M03101G
?8 031754 011067 NOV (RO) , NSUM+- -2
. 031014
rJ 03060 012700 mov *WKHR, RO
037114
80 03064 016720 MOV WWN,(RO)+
KIVU
81 e$0Y@ 016720 114V 11411+2, (RO)+ Ck7uUGG
82 V074 016720 Moll/ PIOXT14, GO)+©30,'62
93 031E-7O 616720. NOV
	 • MAXFlq+2, (RO)+ ^ C^
030-(GO
34 03104 912700 MOV *IKAR, RO b
037 114
69 0311 0 075010 FSUB RO y
66 03112 100004 .EFL WARN
87 03i14 014067 110P -(RO),MAXFN+2 1
030744 .
66 03123 01406 mom/ -(RO) , HAXFN030736










	 RT-1 1 MACRO VP102-12	 00:10:02 FPGE 15
1 003130 016745 1 oB l s	 M0v	 VPREV, - (TP )
030722
.2 003134 004787	 JSR	 PC,BTPS
012762
3 003140 012746	 MoV	 #WOPBFR.-(SP)061024
4 003144 012746	 MUI^	 #2,-(SP)
ennL^O^












.10 03166 012746 	 MOV	 #W0HBFR.-(SP)061035












































23	 .NORMRL END OF BREATH
2.4
25 03256.012700 N OREOB: M0V
	 #WkSAR,R0
037114
26 0!3262:012720	 MOV	 437514,(R0)+
037514






29 03276 BIG720	 M011	 V5UM+2, (Ro)+
130566
H ITRUGEN WH5HOU`1' RT-1'1 MACRO VMSZ- 12 	 00 :10:02 PAGE 15+
30 03302 412700 Mop *11", AR, RO
03,114
31 03306 07 5010 PSUB RO
13 X310 1a7 MQt' cRa? +1 Vsur1
3:3 4331• 01206r ")v iR"O)+, VSUM+2
030950
74 033.20 ' 01C1 4@ MUV MA:,3 H+2, - (RO)
03040.
.;5 13.3324 0l G740 tviuil, (RO)
030532
36 :3% N iTRQr EH LEVEL FOR WEST'S MASS SPEC
37 03330 016740 MQ6' D.03+  !,-(RO)
01343
38 03334 OIC746 h10V D.03,-(?O)
013424
39 03340 .075010 FSUD R.o
40 eS 42 100007 BPL WABOPE









	 ET- 11 MACRO VMO2-12	 00:10:02 PAGE 16
1 i Xy^XXXXXX>(XXXXX>;}G XX',,'XXXX'XXXXXXXX^re<>O{Xf;XX', ?XXXXXXX7 XXY%7SX{5 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX7C^C?{`r=XXXKXXXX? >MXXXX2 ;MINUS 0.8
3 003350 001401 BEQ HOTYET	 ;BOTTOM
4 003352 000443 BR LoT
5 003354 005267.HOTYET: INC SBCLR
033414
6 00336£x'000432 BR LVEW
7 ,
8
.n @03362 00506? WABOVE: CLR S:BCLR
033.4>76
10 03366 0050x7 LVEW: CLR MAXFN
030470 '
:It	 0397 .2. 005067 CLR MAXFH+2
030466










21 03402 005067 WFIRST: CLR VSUM
030460
.22 03406 005067 CLR V5UM+2
030456
23 03412 005UG7 CLR FVCNT014366
24 03416 005067 . CLR NSUM
.030450 .
25 03422 .065067 CLR HSUM+2
030446
26 03426 005267 INC SBFLAG
033344
.27 034Z2 016767 MOV MAXFN, OUTRR+20030424 ..
030,456
28 03440 01(-'ibe MOV MAXFN+2,OUTAR+2203042E3
030452
29 03446 00500T CLR MWN
030.:110
30 03452 005067 CLLR MRXFH+2
030406
31 03456 000167 JMP WOMON
1??030





tti J'I'i;(if;	 Ti ,'= l;°.:IUT RT -1 I
	 I'1HC1tiC r V1,102-12 	 00:16 .32 PAGE 1
i rlI 1L'^	 SIhIc U CREATH HAVEFORM
a I_i	 2f-r. III: TSTh, TP	 ;PEINIT USER STACK
141	 1	 t ,
3	 rl	 t-!'f'^t Iii}:;75 Itfi7U f lA, ;4'1-, —(TP)
4 € 0350f 004 (-;7 ,JSR PC:. IR
er	 I	 J ) ^F
5
mind, #OUTRR+24, R4
rl0:;`;1A H m. ;'f!I=+ !'lU1% lIIiRI', I'ti
}^	 ^}r",:+r.i._} I. f
	i'.i^f;
 1'ftl^l rlfl, 1;1
Mil l (TP),	 (1,,')+
t0	 > r'.'r:	 ;r f	
_.._ 13
IIC.^ il^
11C^r ? [TF'. : ; F;EJ, 1 +
tI	
`rZ:..','? ;1(;r rr ? 1•1rAll 51,1•'.	 11F'11+
.1 Z
11101) SLP+2, (RO;+
17	 1_C';5-4 :075 021 .--T1UL Pi






f'lUl DTP. F{."	 Y. 	 {-
1 r- 07. 5-'r, i F'I"11-11_ I, .I
t.	 ,r il , .J !':	 ! 1[:I-' (F;:	 .1. }F^	 'r	 ;VITAL CAPACITY
^Cr-lTE
	 ,'OI.-°'FM2 PP. I T*,	 COPYI ESFOHD 114[; TO .35 .1. VC AND
r:1;	 a	 ;.'C.	 S'1"L-)F:I	 r)S	 1'42	 Uf I TO	 OR'SLOPE Of ALVEOLAR Pi li'Ii ^tU.
2'.	 a htOtF' :.IE:tIF<', RED
Urf 114
22 fry1^IOV {^'1'^, fJ•F.
2 ell	
i; it 1101:' Crkl.1+I ':R,0)+
25 I.': h1Ot" 1:!. 5, Uffl+
MOP D .17+1'', (. RD )+
U 13 I ti;-1
27 0, 5021 FMUL Rf
28	 0	 ,0 r 1 Al2 1 04 ISM., Q1)T,R4
29	 1 '	 ' ' 1	 '' 1 MO!1 f I-, 1	 i	 :'I'I',{
Vii:	 I	 ,	 ,rf	 E tJ i,'r	 t	 is 14JI-' P=4, —r TP
31 t JSR PC.RI
^^	 rr 1 12 II12 ;IJ-` 11101-' (TP)+, F%4
?9 1;2 r f='1 h1t?t?tJISAR : RD
I	 ,; I I,^
7r	 1 `-	 I I	 ;'.c1 1 lYflt^ D.
	
(P% 1'j
.JY	 if ,	 '.-1 fi:	
.^F1 I"ta tf+ 4,.r^LL [R'i i
;.7'	 i1	 la i;c1J FMUL P,0^'}
.hC: 	1'x ,_:1 i. ^:.^ 11 ^ ' 1
.
eVJ ME. ^;' .f. •I E^ ^ +, I^S -
3^7	 €^:--:.^	 ^. ^;I J U^^S 1^t0,' cR^)+.-1;•rP1
4E_r




NITROGEN .WASHOUT. HT-11 MACRO VMO2-12 00:10:02 PAGE 17+
41 03640 004767 J5E PC,RI
01 2
 102d" 0364x1 012503 mOV R3
43
44 ;R3 AND R4 NOW .C.ONTA I1°4 THE INTEGER EOLI TV. ,iF UNCAL
45 : 0.35*1 VC M •ID 0 . x514"C
4A OS64G 01(;700 MaV FVCHT,RQ
Ef1^41??
7 G3652 1.112 701. 1104' #Fl•'DHT, R.1
_0006
F221C14 W01,'_: CMP (R1)+, R4
to 03660 133,104 BBL W013 ;POINT i-0.35,K)C
51
52 03GG2 Or1	 751 HDD *4, R 1 : SKIP F112 PC4 t ?
000004.
53 03666 F177005 SOB R0,WO12
54 ; ERPOR C.OHD I T'ION
55
)
03Ci p Et000M HALT
56 aFOUND PAIR CORPESPOHDItIG T'3 0. s	 l.'C






.iB ;I :,VI V 0 621 7 3 1 uA DD #4,1 1
59 ; tlOW GO N1 ,11) VALUE CORRESPOND MG TO tl, 65u.1 . r
60 Ow" 02 02210'' W014: CMP Mi- I ', M
rat 0,3704 11_I17004 13PL WOO ;P.^?=fkl
62
63 Cti')7 06 0 10-27A1 ADD ak4,R1
pF1Fl^l.l^
64 037 12 U'f 005 SOB M. WO14
65 ; ERROR
G6 03714 000000 HALT
60 0371 163270. 1 WO1.5 SUB #.2, R 1
6g 0	 '22 01[316 = mot", R 1: PRH I




NITROGEN WASHOUT: RT-1:1 MHCRO VMO2712 00.10..02 PAGE 1$
1 ;COMPUTE DELTA-WOLUMI
00:73Ck `GJIi }ta,' JSR I'C,LR51Ef101'214:
3 063740.©J'G*,^p'::` MO€-` F'RLO, Iii	 ..:03320G•
5 04	 ' 4	 '^ 1234: I7OSE4Y4-.	 t [[?1 4 R3) F, - f TP) ; IDOL =Y„ . FN2=Y003746: 130.176' ^TSR YC,13 PS
01x',150
7 W0 3p'52 	 130 t. loll (R5). +,R4.
8	 003Fb4F: OIP-345::: MOV (M)+, -^ 1TP:)
S 003756,.010445 :::. M011 R4,-(TP)
10	 1Gd 004 7 67.'.. JSR'' F"C, SIJMM
012404 , .
:.I 103E G4 0z036?.? . : CMP R3. PPH I
033164
12 '03i 70 0027G-5 $LT MOSUM1	 772 0:^	 : . L^ z+7u703 jSR' 'PC, LSO `01215G...
14 03i 7fa A iM500 :.	 Nov TP, Rd
15 040605. 012f03. : : lgov #0UT'AR+3la.. R3034126
1G FjmI64: 01 ?0 €10V, (Ro)- 03')+
`17
	 041706	 01?02^ ..: I^IOI^' fF0i7:+, (123:+,'
18	 F,40Y0- . 0	 2013 .:: MOL'' (R1^7)'t, (E3)+
;19,	 QdA1.2,: rjt2023.::. : , 	 °MOO rTM)+, (R3)+'.
2A :.
21	 0,4014 6=16745: IIOV' t"NEH+2,	 (TP) o
05L^L1.3^
22 174020 L316745 MOV OHEH, - (TP)
^^0at .+ ^ o23 0 ,402-14: 075025 FMUL .TP
25 04026 01.252
	
:.: M01' ^ TP) +,. ( R3.) + ; STQ1iE N2; DELTA Cu
26 041) ^U 012' 23 MOV.. f TP) t, (R3:) t b
.27 ; C011PUTE CLOSING; VOLUME
8 04032.012703 ... MOV, t^OUTAR+301 R3
034424 .
29 "F'403U	 171[^F04 . :' MOV LOCM 4,!,R4 .ABBR^2 WITHIN FVAAT OF MHOWL
Q^7r56^: O	 -	 -
30 040
	





32 04]46:014445:14©21: MOH -CR41^	 .(TP)
;33 0405.	 0"4767 :::: J5R PC, BT S
.:
..
34 04054 01:2700 . MOV #WI,Iig. R©
037114
35 b4^G0 . 01x001 rx1OV 120, R1;.
36 04062:0-12 D20 MOV }(TP)+,(R	 .
37 04004::012520: fxl	 V (TP) . 00)
3d
39	 0406G.0l,)320 : . : ML'i3 (R3) h, (Re )+
o :0407Li. :012320- MOv (R3)+;.(RO) ;PULL IH SLOPE
'At 044072; 075021 : ' FMUL R.1
'42, @4074:012.324 MOV (R3)+, (Re)
;43 0407G : 012,32@ Mov Q3)i, (R0)a .PULL IN Y-INT
HITMOGEN WASHOUT
	 RT-11 MACRO	 MO2-12 01:18:02: Fi4GE	 18+...:
4404100 : 0rSQFS1 . ., fiRDDr R;1 ;0(R11,2(R1)=FN2 .:
.45 04.102:':662704 ;':	 ADD 42, R406€002
. ::46  H4106 01"2420 MOV ' (RQ,) + ;NEXT FN2
'47 0411 0 012420. :MOV (:R4) +, (RO) +
4B" 0411	 0 12703 .` :
	
NOV 4OUT0+30, R3'03.412E .,
X49 0411, 	075(311 ,:.	 FSiaB R 1 i0(R0,2 (R1)-FN2R-^FN2L
50 @4120 100403 Bml 14022
54 ;CORRECT (R4) TO. PO MT. TO NEXT VOLUME
52 bM 82' 162704. SUB 012, R.4
.53 .04128 000747 HR . V-Y	 1
:54" , FOUND FH8.:	 FN2C;: (`ET . CLO5I1 IG . VOLUME
55 THIti: vOLi1ME SH.OU'A STIL"L.'BE	 IN WI AR 456 0 .41,30012700':41022. MOV VA f1R, RO .:
037114
57 1;413 4'"01.4360 ;:	 Nov. -(M,6(R0)
OQQQQ6
58 04:140 ,614360 :.	 mov "(R3):;.400.) :'GET "VITRL . 0 ARK I.TY
.:000004:::
59 04144w , @75010' ; :.:	 FSUB R>d ;'VC-1/0LUME6a 04144: . .012067 Mov (RO) +,OUTAR+44027770 .:61 04152 01206? :.	 i`tOV (ROB+ 0U'!fR+,4s
62 ;,CALCULATE RES INJOL
	
UME" WOG3 041 SO 012700 ^WOGO	 MOV 4W AR. R003 ^ 114 :.'.
C4 04162 . 012704 MOV OUTAR+50;::84034146' ::::65 04166 '010001; hi0v Pio, W1`
66	 ..;:COMPUTE. TIME I14: TllNUTES
67 041:71 :.616745 ::;
	
MOV "INT, -(TP)
68 04174 004767 4SR ! PG, IR0.1.1452..G9 0,4200 01672$ '.	 MOV D3000 (R0)+.
012510
.	 70 04204 . 0-1G?20:.. MOV D3000-P?, ( "R6 )+
71 04210 : 012520 1ov k:TP) +; (R C3 )
72 0 ,1212:012, 92.0 MOv (.TP)	 [R0):
73 0'4. 214. 075031 FDIC? R1 ;. T=NO.	 OF	 INTERR4JPTS GC aF]::
74 04214 014720
,,
MOM NWOBLD, (RH) r
:012476
'75 0 4222::016720 NOV flWOBLD+2,` RO)+ CONSTANT. 0.0312.012474
7G	 04220..Ef75C21` '.	 FMilI RI s.a(P,13,2(R'17=T(IN':.h1lhf.):^17..:@31277 04230,FJIG720 .	 11OV.' # SUM, ( R0) h
027(x36
70 04234.016720 : :.' I'OV NSUh1+2,(I^0)^
027634
.
9 040"40: : 075011 F33UB R:1
8th 04242 OG2701,. `	 R.DD 44, R 1:: . ; CQ4rIPUTE RV DENOTtf000004 .
.
.






: 7^T-11 M RO WP102-12 00	 1Q: 02. PI G1	 18t
112 04252 €•lh(?fl P101^ liAxFN+^ ^I'O)0.27606
03 0425	 1	 213 Nov 0tjTPR+2 .
	
ROlC^'A^484 0=42(-	 16'^2^0 I10V 00TR9 22, (R1i)
q.M32
85	 E4^^^ ;q;7.E3 ^ 1	 ..,' ' FLUB ' hI' F:N2 (IN 3T3..	 FN2LFSNAL:? . `.




80 e43;01. O Ibd02. PICK P,61 2. ' 	.R ,
89 04.,
	 012	 12 loop " (•k^l)+: ^I^2)90 Q4'304 '.01212 NOV C'R 1 ] E . z iR23
9:1 "C74:^10 .:075030 F'D::11.. : F a; '..RESIDUAL VOLUME92 043. 2 :r'1G-T 40 moli" tTPSF+2.—t; z0 7'4 F1 2454045±	 4	 40 Pl(^V BTPSF.,	 ROO 12446 ' .
rj.4 043222 07.5020 F4t'111L 90'
0432A 0"1 67 10 MOV I16 2-x-2. - f RG) s T~STIMATE FOR ANR F 7M. }]ERA SPACE0 .12346 "
96: ^^. 01'#4© 11V' na', 2. —[1;01 d01-23413
7 04534775431 )i.BUB RO'	 "	 .90 043343 010002 moo Rao R2'04340 012024 Mr^l^ , .	 ^.( RO) ^ , ^ R4)
' 24WO x,014f2CI2 l"iCf^ (R43)+	 4^+
19 1 "4344 d 16r ^ ►^ if1DV' VSl#l•l: tR0?
02751r
102 4350 0 " 1'GY20
r^
r1tjV V51h1 2,.('ROYP .
1 3 a;5:	 1750 ^ FDiv. R2:" COOPUTE MlIRV +'	 '104 ^435C	 'G 4r MOV BTPSF*C.	 tR2);1 41U
V`A1U	 438,2 0 lOi^^c ^.:: MQV B'TPSF.^.-M2)"012402




RTS P^; ^ Y a
tiimG1=0^ WASHOUT . RT-11 MACRO VMO2 1:2 0@: 10:02 ,:FREE	 19	 .:	
Y
1 ; CALLED 1 ROM' RFT:,
2 ;COMPUTE PElxCENTAGES, . ASSUMES FVG AND WO NAVE DEEM PERFORMED
3 00	 76 012 02 . `WO35. MOV : #OUTAR±56, R2
034146
- " 4 00444 2 012703. MoV #OU'TAR+60, R3
034156,;
,
5 00449.6 012704.: . MOV 4OUTAR, R0-749766 004412: @12700; : ,
 MOV #WK^1R, R00371 14?7 004416 1 . 010001 moo, RO, R 1
8 004420 011 460:': MOP (R4)	 4(RO) ,:FEV'1000004
`::9 004424 012460: I"rV (R4)"+.6tR0)60900?::iH :014430: 012410: ploy CR4) i	 (R0) WC
11	 0"4432!012460'.. MOV. (R4)a-r2(Rq)
060002::
12 .04436" 0750'30 ::: FDJV LSO s F]?V 1!4?VC"13 0.4A 'o 01 X023 fi^iOV '(I30.) t, CP,3')+14 04442 0.12023 ;; MOV (RO) 4R3?.+
15 04444164 40 MOV, 2{Til"):, -(i^©) :MOV& PE'C INTO DE4^OMINATOR
16 04450 01 0140; MW 6(R1"),-(RO}
064E14^00 '.
17 0 4454: 012704' MOV :40UTAR,R4
03407G:.
' IS 04460 016440: MOIL', 2.6 Q4') , - (RO) 7 VC6010026
19 04464 016,440... MOV 2. 4(R4) , =:(R6)000024.:.
243 04470 0750x0:.: FDIV RO2f .04472 012023 MOV' R0)+: (R8) + ;STORE FVC /4k'C22 04474'012b23 MoV €IRi) t,	 3)+23 04476 .014'240,:- MOV (R2) ,. - (R0) `CV
24 0..4500"014240 ; ,'" MOV' (R2)	 -(R0)
25 04502;: 675031: I D IW . R 1 1 CV/VC'.2G 04504 . .01`2 123 .:: hEOV' (R 1)-h; (R3)+'
.27	 045046:012123'!`; Mov (R"1)+, (R3)i
28 ,
29 fl4510 012700 '. MOV 4WKfaR+4. RO037120;.
::30
	 :0'451.4:010001
	 .: MG4}' R0, R1'31 045 It, 012220 ;` MOV' (R2)'+, (RO)f
;: 32 04520 01220 . MC}V (R2)"; (R0)+33 , 0452:a :
 12220 ::	 MOV (R2)+, (R0)+34 04524'012220 MOV fR2)+ :(R0)+
35 kl^l526 07500I FADD 121 i.CV-hRi'
.37 04530 012700 ': MOV 01KAfR., RO :,4337114
38 " 04534 " @ 1 720 :; Mo1i' OUTAR 24x' (TSO) + VC
027362
39 041546'016720 MO11' Q`UTAR26, (RFJ). F
027360
40 04544 014260:: moV -(R2)"12(8:0)(000002 ; . ;
-	 -_




1'I1TF	 ,^t ,! }a. al1t71 17' R'I-i 1 MACRO E'F102-.12 00; 10102 p RGE	 1^ t :.':
NOV PV
42 1110V ilJlSft1', Bit'.	 .
43 OAS jat	 i; W t Pnl)D.'' Rp
Mtn
t	 ^	
.... IYluld' .41(RO) . MD+ ;.TLC
- l,V+I,'C
: 46	 414	 tt ,:.	 FItiV .I^C1 ::(RV+CI,') 'TLC
48:	 J''::^	 ':.u:^^^_^.:.; I°IMF", ?'P,^) ^	 .(R^^ t
GO BOCK AMID MULTIPLY 'DY : 104
5VI 045 ? 1 ' rJ OUDUTAR+t; 0: -R3
51	 E1	 Qk.. U,	 .701 f?1tJl^'03. I




54 G .	 10	 1 . 1W.10P RLl R 1
'-	 a	 rl',
	 `.:
	 a	 i	 ;'t
	 ,	 .:]' 1'C' G:'	 J`it^Y', c:I^^) ,	 l I^£1):+ ; LOOP: 3	 T.I'I''1ES	 h1Nb	 COI1P{1:T'E.;
8	 Ct,' _+ .. 1
	
t ?'	 ^Li f IC3_h' _' E f I^.^	 r { Rkl:) `t ;:FEL'lr'FVC:-4.
5 c i	
-1'5	 ,l l	 i . 3' ` tt ^_ 1: Ff lUI 121 FlC 'I•'
t3 i	 1^^ ^IOIf'' (Rl)-F, kI"
	
i.
G	 1	 U 1.2i°'01 MC73 Q (IhNR; F l
037114.
U3	 k11:1	 4	 .;:	 101 .00 Op R'1.IIo,.
64 04'A	 062700:. ADD '#4, Try
^ a ;r	 fi Il?	 FLQAT`+IORD	 IN OU.TAR.014r,,t
wt	 ^? ::„^	 U?	 '120 : Nov fR3?,',CFO? F
F 0	 t	 .1,., , 4	 J; . "	 ^ 	 i PMLIL R I
71	 r tr{SGii;' L71 ' i
	 : Mol ( I23) 3
l^	 tr 	 tart}	 ai'^'^3 MOP, (:I	 1) t:. C1^3^ I





To BE CONTIN UED .k•^I ,I,;k.t	 t^lr.,^:,,c,t, R
:O
B 1 04t, ^2 :.00020' ..gTs PC
PIP
nj
R 3Il3^^R . RT- 11 MF1L Rt7 " 43MEc=12 0@• lo .-D2 PAGE ^0
1 ;:TITLE :`:ADD . TSIi	 .
3 004674 011 240:-:'AD I SR.: A lOV	 .:' R2, ,- (SP)!.
4 00467E 032M':. B I'f' 01, DUMI
00 Not ::.
6,3014
5 004704 00 1;47G. : BED?
6 OU4706: EI07W :: -MOM ' ERCY,'I2 RE :D^O"ING;'SEt: WHRT: WE O . :
7 00{4712 03^? 02
.:B IT ^a200, RE
S 004716:001444 &F	 .. FVCINT
0147220:-68P702 : PIT ;:A440 RE .:.WASHOUT??
^Ifl10+^41^	 `
i 0 04724 061405 BED WONT	 : YET





12 " "" 0473 4 BO 1S 40 EEQ FD I HT s YEP.
13 .0473c , 00,0 461 . . BR .I lgTPTN .:	 : NO .SOMETHING : FbU . LED UP
14
04746	 05,767 WbIr T: TAT LKFLG
16 ra474^4 U	 1403 - I3ECr GrOGOG0 ..	 .
17 o47, 4C 00506'r CLKFLG
OL7c30`. mm
18" "04752'	 lET^4 R `INTR H.1S
20 04754. 0051W. : GOGOGO: QOM CLKT:J U
,0^72SC:;
21	 +760 032702;; BIT :#40,P?
2c . 04704 , 0W6?' . ^l'5p	 '. PC, GETGRS"
00c;214::
23 0470: 0161 6 r MOV TRGR ADSR
033272.
;:	 171772:.
24 047713, OZE76 ::.GSI'N: ITT 020"0,.ADSR
171764:,
25 :DEGGSIf4
26 . 050,06 .01702;` I0l -AD IN s" R2 .
27 '05012 0047(.3*? u51s PC, SP IW
007136
2S 050.1 6 '004767 JSR PC, DELAY#
00?^	 4,	 .
29 05022 0052f,7: IIgC TCHT02'(004.











^ ^T-1 IX3[310L I ml #9T 5f^G9 CIO
CTItII[Ir
I	t1	;'2TU14329'iz 'T	:islso'99







ina '31IOWryI T	cI- T qn# 7
^	
..









Qr'05lUlL :E:LSIX1.4 far 	2E19029
I 'JiNiOUTD7 I f.,	Gl	! S'9T 9	.::
R'i p(^^G1^^kl





Lfld	tlG..t?L	3w3Z.^	3f.19 .LL `9TiIC1tAl'fir,	10. 11 s,o65.




INf'	r,L.LDU:t4,LTUNI7^,G)E APO r01 SO}q'..i•









dSGN'eOE]	kINT1-1 1D,4.39 7::fl ^aF.,nqII7..
GIB
+OE 3943 PO:01:00	21 -2ow"I CidDuw I 1 -.T.?I T`_.1 Uel
A/D "T5R:-RT--21	 MACRO VMO27 12 00: Ia:'©2. PRGE 20+...
o^^s 12 :: _
72 0	 02 OOk 410	 : BR LVR 1
73 05204 ; 1127V LVR2 :, MOVB #.15, S BUF
0001; 15.
172954 .
74 (15212 0127G7 ': MW #15, XIBUF 1
.. 000015063474.
75 1;5226 005207. INC :TTYGO
031744::
76 05224 0427, G? 'LVR1 , BIC #100000, DR:BS '.
1^^6 ►^ 00:., .
1.62526





}	 ;.... , -	 h._.._;,; l.ri 	 .;.:	 1	 .,_;.^, f--^ ; ice+	 ^•ii+.*	 ^!!^	 ^.+++^	 l	 k^--=^:	 F-	 i^...r	 `M
CL GP; MrMEP!l I{E RT -:1I	 MACRO .l/tlac'-I	 :: 013: 10:02 .PRGE 27
1
.TITLE CLOCK PBF SERVICE
3:005236 00SWe PBF MT: DEC PINTIC
C^3253^a
A 005?4c ' 001 Z 17 BNE	 . I NTP,,TN
5 0.05244 012767 MC+I^:' . #4, P INTC'T ` s ONLY FALLS THROUGH EMERY POURTH TIME009004
:	 032520
6 1305252 005:2.67 I'NC T I t 11052550
7 00525E :001002 BNE . ARNCTM,
S 005260 0052G7 IhiC TIM? A DOUEI.E' .. GWORD FOR . NUMBER Of 40 MSEC IhITERRUPT5052544
10 052G	 004'r G7 ARNCTM. JSR PCI CI C TGAS : SAMPLE GSES01157.14
11 05270,016767 TRGR, ADSR *SAMPLE VOLUME.
1714??
12
13 0527G x]32167 PIiV: BI7' #200, Ai3aR ;DONE?:`
1E1O^crrO
17144
1:4 09704 0017V4 BRQ PFf' .
O1 `C h'i`ll' AD I1f, T;
11' 1460
1'•6 0'' -,,12 OR4767 JSR PC, SP:IIR
ON 3:C
17 052,1E OC14767 JSR Pr- DELRY : ADD PHHSrD VOLUME. TO QUEUE
ut7707. ^
1:
15 05322 005367 DEC BPCHT u TRIGGER IT?'0324f0:
^O 057,26 00100 1 1 Etter .-. HoB "P
?1:05330 052757 . :BIS *2<DRAS.. AYES
1 e'-432
22 656 6 012r67 1101,1 '1519	 WNT ;RESET COUNTER TO 1 MINUTEQE7'^t a4 .,,r
032372.
'	 5S4ek ,.^d5567 !rOEl . DEC 5EC5CT ;5 SECONDS ELAPSED?
'52440
25 053,r 8 001061 N x40526 ' 05392 0427a7 BIC 42, DRAS` .
F:000002
1G2410 g27 015360: 0127G7 lgov:r 4125	 , SECsk,.000'175.:.
052429
20 '053G6 : 016 7 77 MOV PTHRCT L`PSVHP,
05334b .
X152.420
2D G . 7^4: 06.R:7G7 .. ABI^ 2, PS^'HR
00000205242 .'..
10	 05'402'..0050,67 	 ... SLR FTHRCT
x
C1 OC.f{ P$E SERVICE R`1'-11, .MRCRO VMO2=12 80: 1e:02 . PAGE 21-F
`31 05406 012767: M y :04035,ADSR ;INITIATE WOL SAM
` 004035 ::
i71^54:
32 05414. 012767 WLCK* BIT #2001ADSR. ".SAMPLE WORK LOAD EVERY 5'SECS.
'; ";000203 :: ,' -
17i346
33 0!5422 : 0@M4 :: . BEG! . WLCK
..''34 0542 t' 0 i G r F^2 mov AD IN, R2171312
35 050" , X102'(7 ;;: NOV R2, @PSVWI...
35^2362..'
::'36 0543;, .0Ga7 67 :: ADD' #2, PSVW1,000002::
052354:
37 05442 : 010'245 :. MOIL' °R2, =(TPA
38 05-144..004767 mjsR:' ::PC. I:R'
01 Q 202:..:
$8 05456. X16745: : . Mop WLFAC-^2,-(T'P) :;CONVERT TO WA TTS
012'316:	 .
40 05454:016 45:" Nov WLFA-C -[TP)
012:.10;
41 05460: 075 i 25`. : FM1JL TP
42 05462 010f 15 . ': 'HOV WLOFF+2, - (TP) ; OFFSET
0 1231
43 05466. 0.16745:.. MOV' WLOFF,- (Tp)01`2302,
44.05472 075005:: FADD TP





47 05504 075.005.' FADD TP
48 05506.012567: MOV' TP)+,CWL:
052324: .
49 05512 01[2567 MOV' (TP) +, CA +2
052322 .





52 THE WAY	 15' SEC: IS SET UP WFTSTES ;MEMORY.".
53 05522 005367 . 103: DEC SEC15C ;PTC SPEWS DHTf; TN t5 SEC. CHUNK
052264,.
54 05526:' 001010 BNE NO15!.55 05530:012767... Mole 4375- SEC 15C
000567:.
0.52254 :
56 65536.010046 MoV' R0, -f SP)	 :;
. : 57'06541D . 010'146. Illov R 1, ; (SP)
58 05542 0103^1E..: Nov R3,-(5P)
: 60 65544 012702 MOV 486.,'R2
' . 000126 :,
61 05550: 012700: :lylov ; #PTHS, Rt3..
0G0162. -
62 45554 012701: MOV *BPTH5,R 1. i11604G2:::
J
Pw
CLU f-K FBF	 7 vicL' RT	 1 F PIFICR
	 vz162	 i2 00:110:02 	 P€}61	 21+''
63
G4 '05 aGO 0 1102 1 : ?TCMVR MOIL (ROY, (R 0 : t a YFRP...Fz
 FROM WORK ING TO TEMP65 0556.2 005020. CLR SRO)+66 05564 07207 SOB R2, IaTCMl1R
67 0556E 012767 h1Ol) , 4 1, DSCOU 1
0.3217}68 0557.4 016	 071:. Mtn+. T111I, R i.	 .
0$2226:.:
: 69 05600.01670W . NOV T1M21'R0.:;052224
70 ' 05(304 012703 :: mol' 1, R3
:.1777 7 .71 05610 X77 30H3 ASHC R3, R0
172 05G 12. 0 10 167 NOV R 1, B`PTCT .052G42:
73 05616 . '00476 J5R' .:PC, PTCSV 002300:::.
74 056?2 .
 012b03`. MOl% (SP)'+;R3.`75 0:5624. 012601: MQ1% ASP) 3 , R 1`	 .
76 05UG. 0$2(ib0 MOV (SP)+,R0:f7
78
79 05630.005367 HO1.5: AEA" PPlfi%l
052166..
;'80 A 5 G 
4 .
001054: : :Bh4E I11T1'I`.
81 05636 Es 1 0046'' M011 POa-"CyP)...
: .. 82 C 5G, 4Q 0 i Q i 4G:: 1101.1 R 1. -."6 SP j
83 05G42 :






85 ; r,ET BLOOD PRESSURE
36 05650: 032767 .SPWT.: Bi'r 200e A15S-k2.
003208::
17.1112':.
87 05G56, 001774 BEG 5PWC'
88 =-015666]: 011-,767. plop AD IN, 'CSB?
1711OG
05220
89 056G6 012767 : .. :MQ4% #3025; ADS:P
171074..: ..9k7
91 05674 032767 :DPWT: BIT 4200,,'ADSR
171.OGG:








700 1a V OCHR,R©. 1,CURRENT.HEART RATE
98 05716 012701 !: ;MOI/ OPRHR. R 1 1 PREVIOJS HEART RATE:.
QLCYCII PBR. SEW ICE RT-11 MACRO VMO2- = 12	 00:10:02 PAGE 21+
95 65 22 Q 1 -70 . MoV Q0. , R3000021
100
10 i 	 5726":;01-10c^1'1PRf!11 3 : IIQV (i2Q), CR1:)+
102 5739.005020 CLR (p0}1-
103 5732::0r7303 : SOB = R3. ENPRPIV





.: MOB' TIMR, PRTIM2
:052062 ..052 134
106 5756 ,
 0047G.?	 .. ^-ISR P. , PPOFTC... .
662172
1.97 5754:012767 NOV PP•.TFLCi
': ^i0Et677:0320O6.:.108 '5762 i:@12601 MqV C5P1	 ,R11 :09	 5764..012800 . M.OI3 R0	 ;.
1' 10 5766
	
















ROOM RIP. 1?T!11, MACRO VMG2-'12
	 OD., 10.02 PAGE 22
l..
..T ITLE ROOM AIR
!. :SUHRDUTZhtE ROON: '- 5Ah1PL1 . ROOM .A 1R
7
:AA57.72 0400,46 PfjOM:
 MOi' T1QJ-(SP)O	 1 014C, MW R'1:,-(SP)
9:.:0057ii . 0 i U246 MOV R2., - (SP)10 0G,00 s :0:1034 CD MUI., R3.,-(SP)
5,1 Il60W9	 010446 h4^Jl' R^4,-(SPA	 :'
.13 COU+ 0a^4767 ' TSR PC., GETH11:Of';517
1:x.4
E:5 ;CHECK P02 'OND FCO2
>t 06	 !a	 12'^'a910v 4tGJ15J1'
	 RD
0:371,14
i t Elf	 l., t	 A I	 r E32 .. _ MOP #F02, R2
3 i' fjf
0201 0100a-1 MoV R0, R 1
1J UGUL2 U 167? 1 110; D.1 9, (R a) : GET D 1. 9
' 10726 Nd
06,026 Fi16721 MOV D. 1.9, (P1) +r
a i r =1- j.r^ at C7
r? t3(^E^34 x.121 I'I04
^43 OG036 0[5010 FWa PO a(Ro).2(RO)=rot-E. 19 C72 aUot1a	 1ElC+ #G i Bill RABAD
25 a6 a2 0127[0 MOV ownIR,1?0a	 {, 9 1-1
27 060413	 C1.12 r^ 02 110V ^^FY^u2. F,237;76
28 66052 a;10E":31 MOV Ra:, R 1.
29 06054 A1?22t mot", (R2)}, 1R1)4
r 6G5G f)1^221 NOV (R?)}, (RI)
31 OG@60 0 . 1 13 21 mop D.02,01) +: '
O1Ux;74 .
.32 06064 b:16T21 MOV Di.	 2+2, (R1:)}
33 U611718 : . 075010 FSUR Pkl:
'S4 K072 100444 B.MI R4FA1x
36 ; FOOD ' DICTA:
V .86074 0127a0 MOV VF02,RA
'^r37^J66
38 06 1 GO 012 f CI I MOV *RAFOC ; P 1
O	 7043^1 a61C14 OJ27fr2 MOV *C, R2
00GOUG
40
41 0,0110 01 2021 RMI , Nov (R0)	 (F1)+
:42 0611.217720 5OD R2 "I I
43 061. 14 . 1: l i 745 MOV RATt72f2,
G3'15GG
^4 06120 6167 45 MOV RAF02, - t TF' )
ROOM; W IR RT--;11 MRCRO VNO2 — I'2:'	 00: LO 02 PAGE 22a
EIf^ l^h^
45 .061 4 016r 4.5 MOV RRFH 2+2; - C:TP?
03156;2
46 06 130 616745 MOW RAFN2,-(TP')
03155:4
47'06134 075035 FDIV TP
48 0t 136	 125x? MOV (TP)+, DRAT	 ; ORgT=RAF02/RAFN2
031602
;`.
	 4? 06142 012567 MOV (TP) +, ORAT+2Fi:316r^.t7
5' 06146 0116745 . 146 RAFCO2 (=2, —(TP) ..
031544
51 061;-,2 016;'45 MOV RAFCO2;:-( TP).
52 0b . 1:5 G
 06f45 -	 ...	 hIQV RAI"N2.. (TP)	 •
53 06162 016745 MOV RAFN2,—(TP)
0315,2 -
54 061GG O 5035 FBIV TP
55 N 170 012567: M4V : (TP) +, CRAT .	 .: ,CRRT= RAF'CO2/RAFN2 '. .031544
56 06-1.74 01256:7: IIIOV (TP:) +, CRAT+2
031542:
57'06^0.0 000167 JMP R112
000026
5S




0621.4 012700. MOV # RLJFFER,.RO
06220 064767 JSR PC4LPTG.O
006614





F11.2.6041 RM2:	 MOV. (SP)+, R4
r3 OG234 012.603 MOV (SF)+,R364 06236 0126O2 ' MOV (SP)+,P265 ,06240 01260 ?T° Nov C5P?	 , R 166 "0 1820 01 606 MOV' . ( SP) +, Rq




Now	 JAR p"w	 Mew	 ^,,.r
:FTC, PP F SETUP
	
:, R .L








4.00G24G 012705.::STRTPI: NOV: ..#TSTK,TP
2"`? 1 12
5 OQG2^J ?. U MOP #-10, WH I TT
01'4G






 A ACTEPS TO B rFFEE ONCE AND FOR RLL
10 0626.6 0045b?:: JSR R5, BUF''LOD
0102G4....
I 1 OGt i r^	 - 17(^ 232: TEXTIJri
121 062,f^4	 0 13
13'
)^J^J	 ,V ^J^	 ^^^ ^J`' ^'J
.	
^/ v^)^)
^ -- "Y - J. 1^1/^Y1fYft	 Clflfl(111	 .^'SY1f\f^f\(1Y1/1	 f1^lF i(115f1f1.r1(^P114I"I5	 1(,^, ,-> !'I` .V^f1f\XXYI tiXXXX(Cl11N1/}f\y 	 - -
:15
,'1C
17 0627U 1@5067 CLR' T.111105`1524la 016302 '005067: CLR TIh12
05.1522' -
19 '0630G ' 004?G7' . . JSR PC, VDEISIJ SET UP GAS DELAYS
2 0 L?6512: . c11
	 :'67 :. 1^1DV ^i2^..,.5EC5CT000175 ..:::.051170 ..
?1 06340 0127G7 M0v 0375—SEC-15C
: 00.05G7
051464: r.,
22 OG326 UE 1067 CLR' 5FLRQ5 !CLEgR A FLAG . FOR-SPLINE FIB L^
US 1454




 ^^q63^^, :01 ^, ^7 MC71111 ;INITIALIZE THE PROTOCOL POINTER
040026).131416





- 1'C 'Q	 .
r F3a354..C^	 1G'^''.61404 CL1{ D3I'OUT
	 ,CBD.. $QST FLAGS
28 OG3GO:00 15067 .:	 :CLP DSCOUT to
29 1.163G4:,0lh5tJ57 CLR OUTWFG
3EI Q ; a r'€1	 . 1 04Si' i"tR F°RTF'LG ,1'sFPtJI?T FLAG
'r	 ':.
S 1 a	 ^,'^} 012" e r'.: tIOV 0500:. BPCNT ;TRIGGER  FIRST gPh15. AFTER' '580xc, 0415£0
Okii7^j4
. : 031334 . :.






PTC, PBF; : SETUP RT-1 . 1 ` MACRO VMID2~ 12	 60:10:02'. PAGE 23t
^i2545^1
33 06406 . 0'12767 MoV 44, P'INTCT
	
- WSR ONLY : GETS. ..INTERRUPTES FOR THIS EVERY 40 MSEC
000004:..
W 135G.
34 ,06414 012708:. MOW 4PTCT 1 , R0
06@ 1 GO::.
35;'064 13 012701: 110V OPTEND, R 1
007,36
36 064 !4 005020 'PCBFCL:	 CLR' f RO) i	 :CLEAR. PTC BUFFERS37 @@428- 020001. CMP R©, R!
38 OG450 001375 : RNE PCBFCL
39 06432 012700 404 4CHR, PO
06003: f
.40 06436 012701; "IOV #PBFND, Rl
060 156.
41 06442 005020::PFBFC1 .'CLR .	 (RO)+	 A.BUFFERS.
. 42 OG444 0210001 GMP P,O,'R 1
43 06446 00 I'M : BNE PFBFCL
;,44 0645El 042737 BIC #100:014kDRDO
0101.00;
167762
45' -0G450- 05?737 . DIS #40, 04DRBC)
X700040:.;
;4g :DIDDLE L.IGH'I
47.06464 705067.; CLR GFLA
75266.:'








SG ;h10RE S.EFfJP'77^^??^ 77??????7?^?^
.57
5$
59 :2644 . 004r^ 78R PC, PROTC 	 GET :NEXT PROTOCOL STEP
001446




.«:	 .E r	 31rM1 m: 000 III WON
FTCPr-I' W0TCI-1: i 0FDP F-r-11 :MRr., ei IIMO2 — I2 00': 10:02 PAGE 24
!`	 1 .'TITLT- P:I'C/PEF WRTCH LOOP




	 Vi	 1.071 BME GSAMRL' .I+,MUME, GAS DATA TO BE :RNALYZED.?????
w -,THIS .GE'T'S	 clLitCI;ED ' AFTFR EVERY TlSf^ BEDCAUSE IT CAN TIh1E OUT 001CNLY
0k]	 .l [j	 Elf	 r, .	 a TST `. IJ L#ti	 S
w1	 12,4
; 00 22 00, 14, 'A I;EI N f	 I




,t^	 ; r r1	 Q , ? Br^MI E_ - L1
11113')'34	 =r^a'J 6-13r CLR SP RCVS
lIr124C
12 [i d's-, ,10	 f FICI 1 67 imp ROUT
1.3
1 11^	 .,.1,.;	 ;^1	 1	 ;',;'
-
-	
11 E?lI JI IP SI'L1 IT :llEED .aPLINE FIT FOR Q: DAT
1,




	 [I^? BED? tlt F Ift
000 1G 7 :COMPLETE THE 0 CALCULATIONS
^1r1 ta^:U.
I OP 11.1:
21 Oi3	 1'2	 rj a T 7 TST FRIi >
u^1,^E2
2 t a[w	 s;G	 Of-,14.00 DE ID 1IONU I T
.!]^, r f0't^Wa^llU i J,MP N1^I'1L ;NEED TCl INITIHTE PR INTER OUTPUT
24 E1	 ' •`,	 4 NQWR IT: TST I1SCOUT.:
31166
25 w E'EQ HOCSHI, .
26 Oc- U2 6o616. ,i JMP PTC DnTA ' TO GO OUT' TO OBDS
LIU^	 1:0 +	 Cr"
2? ^'b
2e '^'0% 1' f 	005 i TST D FrJU !
u	 1I5^ h2c1
3^t
U65r'7 01J 1 }©2
!1r.,r 1	 0 u;t1('r' BEG'SIP MOFSH".'SHI)e
0012	 1:G
+^
34 r ' k1	 01,5:;.7 Nt?FSWI :')T CCU TI IFG
031 11F3 ^.^
33 aUG;')2,.I 061402 BEQ NOWPT
34 06(,',2, F00LG? Jl''IP t=1P',TiT.	 :.
X117 ^ I:	 ^ -
35 066SL'' 000' 7 V hlOORT TST EOTFFJ..
X3111.6
3G 1. 66— C 	 ';1 . 17	 ; REc^ E L00P
3f H^ 340 OIDifi€I1 WHIT
38 OGG42 r1P7.5367 DEC EOWT ''
PTC/PPF WATCH LOOP 13T=1I..MACRO'VMO2'12 00:10:02 PAGE 24+.:
03111Q :.
39 OG646 0a13 $NE EXLOOP




:42 1 E M I{SHF FOR PRINTER TO
4S OG956 : f32767 1ST3: BITB #LPFN, LPTSIt
06i^.101 . ,:;
44 0GGG4: 001374 BNE KT3
J
46 .;WA I. T FOR TTY iTO F I N I ,!a
47 @G6&
. 122777. Ch1F8 #377. ;?TTYGO
0003' 7: :
0:30274:
46 06.674, @01374.. BNE G
4
50
51 06675 .000207. :: RTS NC	 ,END OF.'' TEST '
^tw.r^ AIM fill" - .: ..'	 !	 M d, u,.,	 _,.	 .;.:_,,= 	 flrll	 Now	 rwwi^.^
FTC/r!?F GETS .M	 LYSIS RT- II MHCR0 VMF12 -12 00':10: 02 PAGE 25
1 TITLE PTI;IPU GAS WALYS'IS
'i .00 .C700 0 t^)700 GSANAL: MOV	 :. IJAD i, P,02531t^
G: 006704 02PJEIE? Cf1P R»; OQUADSI
X36?^2
,.	 ,.










6 7 1G	 01 2 I ;Q I. H : RP-13^4 lM ol) 44-114V, R i03G75 6006722-01270'2 11011 #7,R2 .'
00000
i^
.1 ! 8.6726 0 12021 GSLF l°iQlr (PO)	 (PI D+








'P PC"lP$I '_GRS ANALYS IS 1;T-11 MACRO 'VM@2T 12 30:10:02 PRGE 26
} ; TH IS I9	 -H 5$:: BATA S'1'uAGE PART OF GAS RNALYS T'S
2006786 0©5.7 7. TST OFLRG ,
0520141:
3 0€ 61 2 001506 BEQ. GSLP 1	 t h1O14E IN PROGRESS
4 0QG744 100401.	 . BM'I FPS'1T1 ; FIEST DATA POINT YET TO BE STORED
5 OOG746 000421. RR SAEiEQ	 5^1VE SOME lTEORTal^>'^j^//e /?7? a? a
B
5 E05750 005?Gr- FRST 1: .: TST . PPRE V ;14ANT TO IN I TI RL IFFON FIRST'SOMPLE OF NEW E R£ATH,
025102.
10 0G75'4 001101:: BNE ^3SLP 1 .




14( > L IGHTS7???' 	 » ???7 t '^???7?
15 1 36764 0'12 1V.	 #FVDA 1 	 Fv': '11IR
020006.
O'110 i.p:
16 067	 016'67'	 MOP	 DO,, LSTri
007676::-
or, t000
17 07000 0 i GY67: , 	 IlOV	 DO.2-i-2, LSTO+2007672;
05077^i :	 ; f




iJ 07012 016745.5flVEC	 MOV	 QCTRS+2,-(TP)
H'1074,
20 07016 0167 045;	 Mnw,	 isiCTPS-(Ti'),'
010736'
21 07022 016745',	 11OV	 WWC+2,-.(TP)
02774
22 V026 016745'	 Mov	 WWC,'-(tv)027730-
	
,
23 870'32 075015,	 FSE1B	 TP
24 07034 10.0403;	 Btl I 	QMAYBY	 .002 GREENER THAN SOME
25	 PTHRESHHOLD, ABOUT 20 TORR ?????
26. 07036: 0.62705: NOWAY:
	 r1DD '	 44; TP	 ;TO KEEP IT HONEST ,
,
27 07042 0004413	 BP,	 GSLF 1 	 Ah111 GE? THE...FlELI. OUT OF THIS  PAiiT






. 2 0 1671 ."	 MOP	 LSTO, (TP)051:1722'
30 07056 01 745.	 MOP	 WWO -2, - ( TP )




32 07066 075015: 	 FSUB	 TP	 ^HRS FO2 DECREASED BY MORE THRN .002








PTC/PDF GAS AMMYSIS	 RT-11 MACRO VMO2- 12 	 00: 11:7:02 PAGE 26+
35 07100 07'l015	 FSlJ13	 TP
36 07102 IGU(tZ
	 BMI	 Nowny	 ;MOPE
37
38 07104 0CJ2?@9




41 07110 0 1.6767 Mov
42 07116 016767 Nov
A2764405065G
43 07124 01670.0 moo
010G52
44 07130 0t07P.0 MOV
45 07134 01 G720 Mot)62762G
46 O 14 016720 Nov027624
47 07144 016?20 MOV
02,762'2
40 07150 Qi0@67 Mov
010GRG
4J O71541 005267 INC
0306 14505152
54 07iGO 01 G704  GSLPI* MOV
59 07164-001002 BHE
56 07-166 000 IG7 imp
57 07172 166704 NOTEOB: SUB024E;r,07176 016767 flov
027554024652
-KEEP IT STRAIGHT
WWQ, LSTO	 ;SAVE THIS DATA POINT








,AND THEY WERE STORED











;AMBIElqT LITERS ON STOCK
;STPD DELTA VOLUME ON STACK
59 07204 0 10445 'MOV R4, - UP)
60 0720G I O04767 JSR PC,IR'00044061 07212 016745 mnV SLV+2,-(TP)1187450
62 07216 NG745 mol,' SLV,- (TP )0@7442
68 07228 075025 FMUL TF
64 0?224 0115033 NOV (TP),R3
65 07226 016504 NOV 2(TP))R4
GG.07232 01GY45 MOV STPDF+?', -CTP)019510
GT 07236 016745 mov STPDF,-fTP)010502
&B 07242 075025 FMUL TP
FTC/PBP GAS AMRLY5IS - ET-11 MACRO VMO2- * 12	 06:10:D2 PAGE 26+
69. 97244 Ca 10500 MOV TP. RE)
?0 07246 016045 NOV 2(R@),-(TP)
000002
71 0?252 011045 mom (R0),—(TP) ;DUPLICATE TPO ENTRY
72 ;BOTTOM OF STACK NOV CONTAINS STPD DELTA VOLUME TWICE
73
74 07254 010445 !lOV P.4,—(TP)
75 07256.0 10;145 MAY R3. - (TP )
76 07260 01G745 MOV 13TPSF+2,—(TP)
0075136
77 07264 01G745 NOV BTFSF,—(TP)
0@7500
78 00270 075025 FNUL TP ;DELTA V BTPS
79 07272-010500 MOV TP, R0
80 07274 016045 NOV 2(RO),—(TP)
000002
81 0730@ 011045 MOV (R@),—(TP)
82 07302.004767 J5R	 PC,?OF ;TURN OFF INTERRUPTS IN CASE EOP TIMOUT WHILE DATA OUT OF HOLES
000,736
83 ;BEING UPDATED AND THEN WOULD BE STUFFED OFER ZEROED HOLE
84 07SOG 016745 MOV BRTHV+2,—(TP)
051442
85 07312'OIG745 MOV BRTHV,-(TP)
051434
86 07316 675005 FADD TP
87 07320 012567 NOV (TP)+,BRTHV
051426
88 07324 012567 MOV (TP)+, BRTFIV+2
051424
89 07330 016745 mom CMV+2, -(TP)
. 050520
90 07334.014745 MOV CMV,--(TP)
@5051?
91 07340 075805 FADD TP
92 07342 012567 NOV (TP)+,CMV
050504
93 0'7346 012567 MQV (TP)+, CMV-I.2
050502	 .






ow mm NO* mm Am x"
	
>
PTt-./PI3F 7tt '' ^qP'^aT.YSIS	 PT- 11 HFICRO PMO2-12	 00:10:02 P(1GE 2 7
K
P. ,
1	 ,rTACfi 3HOULII HHVE STPD DELAT VOLUME TRICE
l^k^'s ^; .^6 C i ^` w;^, ^tOl•'	 ^l1dC-t-2, - t'!'1')
tl2?1104 0073G2 0167'45
	 MOV	 WWC, - (TP)
07402
5	 :FECO2 TO STOCKG F10;bC, U t s; r'	 ;10V	 WWII+2, - (TP )
r •> .,^70
7 097372 0 16''45	 MOV	 WWti, — (TP)
a as?SYG 01e':Y4:i	 MOP	 C;RAT-1-2,—eTP) 	 ;FROM ROOM AIR
3 G 7i' 4G .? U.16 .1'45	 Ilov	 CWt', - CTP i
O e332
10 07406 0 5 t 25	 FMUL	 Ti
11 07410 07 3U I _ FSUB TP : FE1A2 ,V (F lC0R/F I N?) SUBTRACTED FROM FECO2
12 07412 97 5^,-j SAUL TP : T I HE5 DELAT VOL --VCO2
13 07,414 flll'.:4W h101,1 Tt , P@
14 lq' 41G C-1 C'''45 1101" 2 k Pl o) , - e TP)UOut3i;,a
15 OY422 011045 mop { R0 ' , - (TP)
16
1 f 07424 004767 J15P PC, IOF
0k10?i4
18 OY'r4 o 016745 MOV CCO2+2. -(7'P)
050 'i	 1-4
19 0743, ". .01G745 MOV CC.(j?, - (TP)iXA4O ;
20 Of e NO uJ7 005 FADD TP
21 U744;' 01'256' MOP ( Tr) -+ -, CCO2
05r i0o
22 0744G. 012 67 MOV ( TP) +, C CO2+2
05UZ716
?3 Ur452 016745 Nov BP.TH:'^ 1 .2, - (TP)051272 It
24 0745G 016f45 MOV BP,THC,-(TP)
U^
,t512,^ 64 O25 x 7 462 0 g'- }O0 5 FADD TP
26 07464 0125G7
051?5G
MOV (TP)+, BRTHC c8l
27 07^'-eO 3 1 2561' HOV i TP) ,' , BI THC+2 bOb 1254
28
29 07474 004767 J5R PC, ION
000126 ^ W
30
31 ffie wO 01 - 5 MCP WIJH+2, -(TP) O '0
32 . 07504 OIC745
02-250
MOV 11-N,--(TP)
33 07510	 ei 1 ";t' I'a M0V ORA 1'x-2. • tTP )
1100'?32
34 07514 0 15745 Moo ORR.T,-(TP)
35 07520 075025 FMOL TP
36 07522 V I C745 NOV W10+2, - CTP)
F.
P`1•C/pBF GAS ANALYSIS	 RT-11 MACRO VMO2-12	 00:10:02 PAGE 27+
02f 240




FSUB	 TP39 07534 075025	 FNUL	 TP	 ;il02 THIS DELTA AS IN CO2
40 07536 010500 Mov	 TP, RO
41 07540 016045 MOV. 2(RO),-(TP)
000000
42 07544 011745 P10V (007,-(TP)
43
44 07546 00476Y JSR P(". IOF
000372
45 07552 016745 moo HRTHO+2,-(TP)0511GG
46 07596 016745 i-IOV BP.THO, - (TP)051160
47 07562 075005 FADD TP
48 07564 (312567 vIOV (TP)+, BRTHO
. 051152
49 0?570 012561 MOV (TP)+,BRTHO+2
051150
50 07574 016745 MoV CO2+2,-(TP)
0503244
51 07600 016745 MOV. CO2,-(TP)050236
52 07604 075005 FADD TP.
53:07606 0125617 `OV (TP)+,CO2	 ;THIS LABEL IS CONFUSING050230
54 07612 012567 m4V CTP)+, 002+2	 ;IT IS REALLY CURRENT OWGEN, NOT CARBON D10%'IDE05022E
55 07GIG 014767 JSR	 PC1 I0N
000004








^^-x TC^^ i^^a i , L`r'^^ R	 1piFlL'1S'G"i/f`1Q'^i c 	 10: E^iGE ^	 'r
1 ;THESE ROUTMES WERE PDVAMTOGEOUS BECAUSE CANNOT USE MTPS *X FROM ROM
2 007626 010446 I ON: Moll, R4, - (SP)
3 F1Qr G.3Q 1OC704 MFPS R4
4 007632 0427A4 BIC 0200, R4000200
5 007636 106404 MTPS R4G 007G40 M2694 Moo (5P) N, R4
7 OOr642 00u207 PITS PC
0
9 007644 010446 I OF : 140V R4,-(SP)
10 07646 106?04 MFPS R4
11 BY650 052704 $ IS 4-200, R4
000210
1 2  0-654 106404 MTPS R4
13 07656 012G04 MQV (SP)+,R4






" ^ •	 P
 ''	
.,^..	 M^nierYSlI^fli.^.wa..:n^wwtr
GASEeXC END OF .BREATH
	 RT--11 MRCRO VMO2-12 00:10:02 PACE 29
1 .TITLE GASEXC END OF BREATH
2 007GG2 005067 GSEOB:	 CLR VPREV
024170
3 007666 005267 INC CRR
050164
4 007672 016780 MOV TIM2,RO050132
5 037G76 OIC701 MOV TIM1,R1
057124
6- 007700 012703 MOV #-11 R3
177777,
7 007706.073003 ASHC R3,RO
0 007710 016745 MOV 13RTHV+2,-(TP)
051040
9 667714 016745 mov BRTHV, -(TP)
051032
10 07720 016745 MOV D8.+2,-(TP)010012
11 07724 OIG745 MOV Dg.,-(TP)
010004
12 07730 075035 FDIV TP
13 07732 016745 MOV D32767+2,-(7P)
010004
14 07736.016745 MOV D327G7,-(TP)
007776
15 07742 075025 FMUL TP
r 16 07744 0047G7 JSR PC,RI :FIX IV 0-327G7=0--8LBTPS
a^ 005776
17
16 07750 OIG745 MOV BRTHC+2,-(TP)
050774
19 07754 016745 MOV BRTHC,'-(TP)
! 050766
2021 07760 016745 MOV D32767+2,-(TF)
00775622 07764 016745 MOV D32767,-(TP)
` 007750
-23 07770 075025 F4YIUL TP 02,CO2 0--32767 =0-IL STPD
24 07772 004767 JSi; PC, R I
005750
25 07776 01G745 MOV BRTH0+2,--(TP)
050742
26 10002 016745 MO'3 . BP.THO, -(TP)
050734
27 10005 016745 MoV D32767+2,-(TP)
007730
28 10012 016745 ilov D327G7,-(TP)
007722
2^ 10016 075025 FMUL TP
30 10020 004767 JSR PC,RI
005722
3i .10026 004767 JSR PC.IOFr 177G 14
32
33 ; HER£, R1 HAS TIM IN NO OF €30 MSEC HACKS
34 ON STACK
	




ac01f1.ZdWL	:rfqr qs5Z > cod .91101	3^
T__(eve'{	-2^
79
 IMO 114 +PL	2s TT







0i Pain tr ;Otit uq y














16 ^ 3 ^ d
	Q : D t : i^[^	E t - 2131^iri 01"IM ULii T -Irl	H i f a il. .'G 0112
ti
SLOP ` SUBROUT'IMES	 RT--11 MACRO VMO2--12	 00:13:02 PAGE 30
1 .TITLE SLOP SUBROUTINES
2 :ROUTINE TO RESET PTC BUFFERS
3 010122 012767 PTCSV:	 MOV #PTH5,P9VHR
060162
047664
4 010130.012767 MOV OPTW5,PSVWL
060170
047660
5 9 1 0136 012767 MOV 4PTGAS,PTSTUF
060176
047640







13.. ;ROUTINE TO GET NEXT PROTOCOL STEP
14
15	 10146'010146 PROFTC; MOP R1,—(Sp)
16 10150 010246 MOV R2,—(SP)
17 10152 016702 MOV PROGET,R2
027604
18 10156 012267. MC7V (R2)+, PRDNCT
€347640
19	 10162 001416 DEQ PROND
20 10164 012201 MOV (R2)+$R1
21 10166 100005	 BPL
	 NOPRQ	 ;NO CAP,DIHC OUTPUT RE UEST
22.10170 005467	 NEG	 PROND	 sMINUS SAYS.CARDIACOUTPUT
000024
23
24 10144 042767	 BIC	 *200,DRBO	 ;Q LIGHT
000200
157560






MOV	 P,1, DAC 1	 : COHTPOL i•IOPK LOAD THE EASY WAY
16GS46
27 10212 012GO2 Mov (SP)+,22
26 10214 01.126601 NOV CSP)+, R1







36 10220 012767 PROND: NOV l=1, EOTHG
000071
02752E
S7 10226 012767 NOV 114004 EOTCT
000400




W3^L3?3iZli.t:..i?'17-1,:OF	 Z+r-j.ti. RT-II MACRO Vmb2—lam 	 io:,o	 PRGE 3:+
1
2 JNS % T.:$ ENTEP D 4 411TH THE ADDRESS OF A .FLOATING VAF,IAELE
a 1i`4	 2 AND` Fl TINEDEI.	 11	 Ta	 Tf`I	 '3, F.
sFET!_HI±DC THE DI;TA FPQi'l @PP--V2+2 DIVI DES BY THE TIME IN MINUTES, AND PUTS IT BACK
5
G , 6,107'56 O IC245 HORN! ..: MOV 2	 "(TP)@00062X 16762 . 01. 1245 HOI,' X .2	 . — (TP)0, 01177,64 ,016 45 ll!%I' Ps''— (TP)9 010766.01044
€ OV R4,`—(TP)
10 , IOT€0 e7bO'a5 I'DIV. TF:
It 10772 012512 rlulwf (TP)+.I f t ^:s
12 10774 01251 2 MOP 4 TP 7	 2 +:12)
OW006
1	 `11000 000207 pTs PC
r
I. k-
NORI"fMLIZRTION OF FI3F -RT-11 NSCRO VP102-12 03;10:42 FRGE 34
1'011002 016711 WRTITz MOV FRSTPT,R1. ;THE ADDRESS OF THE LABEL
04-7760
2.011006 010146 Nov R1,—(6T') ;WHERE. TO fiTICR THE FORMATTED LETTERS
3 011610' 017' 46 MOV G-FMTPT. -- (SP) ; GET THE Y PART OF THE PAf a;ED FORMAT
047750
4 011014.062767.. ADD #2,FMTPT000002 :.
047742
5 , 011022 01774G .. Mov GaFMTPT, - (ST') ,. SHOVE THE X PART
047736
G 011.0126 062767 ADD Ca, FMTPT
0000012
047730 .
7 011034 016700 MOV EIDD2P`I`, R>J
047722
8:011040 01Gx046 Mal/ 2 (RO) , —CSP?0043002. .9 011044 011046 MOV (R@),—(SP)
10 11046 062700. ADD	 - 04, R43
00.0004
1:.1	 11052 01HQ67. MOM M ADD2PT
434'7704
12 11056 043476? JSR PC, FFMT
00A110




15 11070.005367 DEC NUMLFT
347664
.fro	 1 1074 00 OG BNE WLVWLV
17	 11076. TYPE' BUFFER




18	 11106 005067. GLR OUTWFG
Q26622




20 . ;THIS ROUTINE IA A CLUDGE : WITH A CAPITAL K
21 ;MUST BE CONE THROUGH ONCE PER LINE
22 ;BUT DONT..HAVE TIM£ TO WA IT ALL DAY OR WILL LOSE GAS DATA
23 ; MY 0
. MY WHAT TO	 DO	 HIM. WE	 GET	 A	 >JE IhITER 4 E I? 	 I I I t I I 1 1, 1 . 1] l E^ 1 1 f	 3 1 I 1 E I I
I ^i,'„^:li?S..-+.	 ''^L';-^+...^	 ad ^y ^.^^,1	 •F h`W .4 .	 ,	 I	 4-  •..	 !	 rEr4.'T}`,.7 ^.If Y(9	 :.:7: ^.	 .'.}iw'.a—?P.i.'-y. 	 ^..RfSr^ti r+vr..•fwry.'^R^;-c•,i
ANN MM CM FAN OM WIN VM




T	 J\J4/\Jt^^vv``^^4/V\. 	 JlJ 114	 r / '=l / / t^, J 5 J 	4)\	 /4 \ 4J\l\/ J^/t/\J ik 4 4141\/414 a4,Jl*/^/4^4I 1\Jt./41 	 4 4 4/	 4	 4741
^}^r,r s, y re^if^r^^^r.^ r'1^f^fiSV v1}^'XlY/4^i^^f^ir Y!'1!'il9^fY /1f fY• 	 (NKVUlfllYliflfl(Yf;f1f1f1lYl1Al1fY	 'wflf
	
i'1+^r1^'lfb^fKYrti •^elfk^fl^ 4




10 10572 01GY45 DQBP: MOV PRSBP, --(TP)
k^47350
_ 11 1057G 0047C-7 JISR PC.IP
01351450
12 1 f.J• GDr OiG795 MOV SBPFAC+R,-(TP)
a271-74
-
1:,, Inn"; (I I G? '15 Mov Sk?'Fi1C, - (TP)
' I^•271Co .
14 1001? 075025 FIlUL TP	 ;COMVERTING SBP RD CONVERTER UNITS TO h1MHG
15 10614 01^iY4 M01V ,".DPOFF+2r-(TP)
0271 )'G
26 10620 0 lf'15 MOV SPI'OFF,	 (T$?
02? 1GL117 1`1624 075005 FF.7T) TP
._.
1	 1 .1€,h JG i7 125k7 MOIL r TP) I , PR5BP
r	 .. 19 .10G'?l2 .01256'( MOV (TP)-1•,I'R'SBP+2
tip ' 0751:
20 10636	 1E'n` MOV PRnBP. - (TP) ,
21 1136=42	 064'('(3 JSR PC, IF,
11Ch.^J01.3''E




23 _CSCi? 016745 MOV DBPFAC,-LTP)
2=4 10G5C of 5025 FMI IL TP
25 10CCO w1674'5 MOV DBPOF1'-1.2, -(TP) G
r2Y 13
?6 MG-4 bIGY45 MOV DBnOFF,-(TP)
' 0"14^k Ct:. 27..1,,^till 1:77 rr.C. FRDD TP t'd
2u i9G G a1;! 67 moo (TP)+, PRDuP t
29
bl^ 254




I N '022 e i 1' lGr7 7v^	 I.I"10V . r'. 	 CUT01 r DS 
tdU I Y3 4J^11
0277 ^4 cc31 10710 i 1276? Mov 01, rjt1 TWFG
U^^0001
t ^?270! 6
32 luY16 01277 MOV olS, NUMLFTMOB 1.1	 — r	 r
# 33 10724 01ee67 1 l-V OPRTi1';1, rlDTL2PT
^	 ^	 •:...;. 06E 1172
' 05OU3:^
1. .T IA'^arw^0 ^— ;mac_`—iwY^.Y ^ y '^^S
_	
._
hiOR4'iFtL IZ MON. OF PBF
	 R'T'-'11 M.RCRO VM212-12	 00:10:02. PAGE 32+
a	 .. 3$ 11 7 2 01 767 MOV 4P'XX X1: FMTPT
017660
050024.
k ` 35 lSr4© 012.767. Nov. OBUFFER+12... FRS TFT	 7THIS IS SETTING POINTERS
o3?21
0500;20
36 ;FOIL THE PRINT ROUTINE
t. 37 ;WHICH PRINTS ONE LIME AT A TIMNE
" 38 10746 005OC7 CT.P PRTFLG
©27015








- iswi+i  L  ^_:.(	 t^.3 -=1. `_--	 .,	 ^	 La^^	 ^	 ^	 c. _ 
	 ,	 Y:ur.r.S	 i+^a^]	 e	 '	 :,w..^..^	 4..




•+t 	 r` y	 ri	
_"kfx
4	 -	 -	 1' Y{	 T1. W 'tY l°F,l-i J ;'















'^„	 ' >J00346 .
36 10410 01 702 NOV *PRCORoR2
060122
37 10414 004767 JSR PC, NORM 
!381 012702 MOV OPRMV, R2
060126 .
39 10424 004767 JSR PC,NORM
040326
40 10430 .012702 MOV 4PR02,R2i 060116.
41 10434 ` :004757 JSR PC, NORM
on©3r^;
42
43 THE ABOVE.WERE.TO NORMASLICE PLL THE TIME DEPENDET CRAP 	 IE X/MIN
44 10440.016745 NOV PRRR,-(TP)
047466
.
45 10444 004767.. JSR PC, IR
005202
46 10450 :012567 NOV (TP)+,PRRR
04745E
47 10454 012 567 NOV (TP)+, PRRR+2
047454
48 1046. 012?02 NOV #PRRR,R2
060132
49 10 464 004767 JSR PC, NORM
X00266:
, 55 10470 016745: NOV PR4t3L+2. -(TP)
047426
S6 10474:016745 MOV PRNL,-(TP)
•^	 .,
047412.
57 10500 010045 NOV R0, -- ( TP )
58 10512. 004767. JSR PC, IR
' 005144:
59 10506 075035 FDIV TPy
60 10510 012567 4101 CTP)+, PR14L
047376(31 10514 012567. NOV C TP) +, PRWL+2
047374.
63'10520 005767 TST PRSLOP WAS A CARDIAC OUTPUT MANEUVER DONE
047412.
64 10524 ON 1422 BED? ' DOBP





67 10536 016745 , NOV D.0047 +2, -(TP)
00x72 14 1	 CJ.
6E 10542 Q16745 MOV D.0047,	 (TP) C1007206:








NORMALIZATION OF PPF	 RT-11 MACRO VMO2--12.	 00:10:02 PAGE 31+ <
^. 047366
} 70 10552 010745 MOIL PRSLOP, - ; TP )
047360
71	 10550 075125 FMUL TP	 ;Q=V02/0.0047SLOP.
72 10560 075035 FDIV TP
73 IOSG2 612567 MQV (TP)+,PRODOT
647.354









SLOP 5UB$OUTIh1E5 RT-11 MACRO VMO2-'12	 00:10:02 PAGE 30+
39 10242 012602 MQV ( S1?) +, it2
40 10244 012601 MOV (sP)+,R1
41 10246 000207 RTS PC
^^+*-• —^_.- •--^•—°.
	 '.	 \^?s_.r^.^_e_s..riL,a.S^a.Li^,..c...^.^,.u....^. , ,.. _ _,_ 	 ,..	 .._I___.. <	 _,.^ _	 _	 _.__	 , .. ^. .^ .. ?	
Y	
tl^ fig-	








NORMALIZATION OF 1'DP	 PT-11 MCP.O VNBR--12	 00:10:02 PAGE 31
i .TITLE NOP,MRLIZATION OF PBF
3
4 ; ROUTINE To NOPMRL IZE OUTPUT'S AND SET UP FOR PRINT ROUTINE
5
6 010250 016700 WRITE:
	
MOV PRTIM2, R0047630
7 610254 616701 MOv PRTIM1,Rl
047622
8 010260 012703 MOv 1, R3
177777
9 010264 073003 ASHC R3,R0
10 10266 010145 MOP R1,-(TP)
11 10270 004767 JSR PC,IR	 ;FT.OnT THE NUMBER OF 80 MSEC
005356
12 : HACKS SINCE BOT
13 10274 016745 MOV TIHF0C+2,-(TP)0074GG
14 10300 016745 MOV TIMFAC,-(TP)
0074GO15 10304 075023 Fr-1UL TF
16 1030G 016745 MOV LSTTIM+2,-(TP)
027423
17^ 10312 016745 NOV LSTTIM,-(TP)
027412
18 14316 01G5G7 MOV 6 (TP) , LSTT111+2
000006
027466
19 10324 016567 Nov 4(TP),LSTTIM
000004
027376
20 10332 016567 Nov 6 ('I P) , PRT11,12
000006
047544
21 10346 OIG567 MOP 4(aP),PRT1111
00OA04
047534
22 10346 075015 FSUB TP	 :THIS IS DELTA TIME SINCE LAST PERIOD
23 :USED FOR NORMALIZING GAS 4^ALUES
24 ;THE ABOVE HS WAS TO TAKE D IFFEREh10E IN
25 ;CURRENT TI11E AND LAST TIME, THEN SAVE CURRENT
26 :TIME FOR USE NE,,-',T TI11E AS LAST TIME
27 10350 612504 MOP (TP)+,R4
28 10352 012503 110P (TP)+,R3
29 10.654 OIGYOO Nov PRHR+2, Rol	 ;JUST REMEMBERED TO SAVE 0 OF WORK LOAD SAMPLES
04 (^530
30 10360 016745 MOV PRHR,-(TP)
047`22
31 10364 004767 JSP, PC, IR	 :F%t]AT HUMBL2 OF TEATS Sit-ICE LAST REPORT
0052G2
32 10370 0125G7 MOV (TP ) +, PRHR
04751'
33 10374 A 125G? MOI-, (TP) +, I'RHP+2
047510
34 10400 012702 NOV #Fr;FIR, P?
0GO106















iZMF TI^^hI	 l' P13f-
1
=3"	 o:0	 G ER - 11 MAC	 VMd2 o6
1 :THESE ROUTINES MUST BE FILLED IN LATER
34
5	 011116 Ot"r^ 0f, IIVPTC : CLR	 DSCOUT




11	 111Ef3 OU!-A)6i7 Si-3VPEF: CLR	 DSFOUT
UC_'UaJ^








^.,	 -	 :.'i,.^ ' ^'R.9_A ^'T.^^.i1r?. 	 ' i^^' risyA	 • P' #	 ^.: ^ 	 S_	 _y:'	 4 .f	 ' 7	 ' 
	 ^	 `f t . 
	
^- . - i	 `s 	 _ 	
_,-	 n 	 h	 -	 .«^`7ay.i"a
	 `}	 A=L7 jai-?,a	 ...	
. 	
-	 r'aE 	 •n	 '1^77•rt''	
-.
RRR CUB IC SPLINE FIT
	 ET-11 MACRO i MUR-12	 09:10:02 PAGE 37
x^y
.TITLE CUBIC SPLINE FIT
4
t 3
' 4 ;ARRAY 2 0 02
5 ;ARRAY Y => CO2
G
7 01113G 00SOG7 SPLFIT: CLR SPLROS
046644
7 011142 012767 MOV 011000MPU
000001
a 02GGOP
9 011150 012705 CUFF IC; 	 MOP *TSTi„TP
FJ3? 112
10 11 154 0 10567 Mov TP, SAII'STKCM326
11
12 :SEPARPTE PRIP.5 FOR LATER USE13
14 11160 012700 CO:	 MOP 4rkV iAT, RO
02FJOGG
15 11164 012701 hloV
©SO466
16 11170 012702 MOP Oy, R2031SA6
17 11174 016?OS NOV [{PP III, P,3
026574
^i 10
1 g	 11200 Ft12021 Cl: .
	MOP (PIG) +1 (PD+
20 11202 012021 MCv (P.CI)+j (RD+
' 21 11204 012022 MoV (RQ)+, Q2)+









1CAI^i$ ^ ^14rd	 +r+r+o- ' iIww.ri	 - f+wMrri	 f^..^,1,	 .4 ^1	 ^	 ^ '	 ^w	 '^ 	 ^^
CUNIC SPLINE FIT RT--ll MACPt3 L'mm-ia 00:1.0:02 PAGE 35
1. ;COMPUTE S1
3 (111212 012700 MOV %,mu, Ru
037114
4 011216 010301 MOV' RO,R1
s
6 011220 ;J 1.0708 MW PR02, R2
046672
7 .011224 001007 BNE C3.
E	 .. * PRO2=1l
9 011226 016767 C2: MOV D1l1.85, 51
A0550
026466
10 11234.616767 MOV DM.BS+2,S 1+?
OQ547b
026462
11	 11242 0004207 BR C.
13 .11244 012702 C3' MOV ,OPRO2,i,2
060116
14 11257 712220 MOV (Ra)+: (pa)+
15 11252 012220 MOV (u2) +. (RO)+
16 11254 012220 14011 1827+, (RE17+
17 11F'% 012227 NOV (1^2}+, (P,Ei)+
10 .11260 07 5031 FD IV P. I.. ; R 1-? I RCO2/PR02
19
20 11202 G IG741 mop D11 1
.
 +2, -- ( R 1)
OFJ5444
21	 112GG.01G741 NOV W I,-Q 1?00543
22 11272 075021 FMUL ?;1	 . -,MULTIPLY BY -1
23
24 112 `x'4 012167 MOV (P,1)+.51
72642P
2; 11300 012167 1101-1 (Rl)+,S1+2
02G420
2G
27	 11304 0.16" Ell C4: MOV IMPAIR, I ; I=N
026461
20 11314 010103 MGv I. R3
29 113.1•-'	 162703 SUB ;rr', I;3 110 OF TIMES TO GO THROUGH LOOP
0p0002
30	 11316	 1C, 2'?01 SUB 12, I
0i^Q0Ei2
41	 11322 006301 AS  I:
32 11324 U06301 AbL I ; I = I*4
33	 11326 D 101014 M01l, I, Ih11
34. 113ZZO 1627 00 SUB 04, 11,11 ; IM1=1-47€3I^0R4  _.
35	 .
36 11334 010,004 MOv hill , R4
37 113,36 052704 ADD Z,.R 
030466
30 11342 075014 F'SUD P,4 ;Z(i4)=Z(14}-Z(H-1)
30
49 11344 010102 CS: NOV I, IP1
41	 1134b 010001 MOP itll, I
CUBIC SPLINE FIT
	 -R'T'-11 MACRO 3MO2-22	 00:10:02 PAGE 38+
42 11350 162700
	 SUB	 44, I111
600004
43
44 11354 010004 MOv IM1,R4
45 113513 062704 ADD #Z, R4030416
46 11322 075014 FSU13 124
47
48 11'364 012704 MOv #W15AR, R4
037114
49 1 1'5'70 010405 mop R4, R5
50 11372 016224 MOV `(IP1),(R4)+
0304GG
51 V,37G DIG224 MOv Z+2(2P1), (Re1)+
030470
52 L4@2 01G124 MOv Z(I),(34)+
0304GG
53 114OG U16124 MOV Z+2(I),(R4)+.6330470





1414 016224 MOv Z(IP1),(R4)+
03046656 11420 016224 mol-, Z-F2 (I g 1) , (R4) +030470




61 11426 012704 MOv 0W1 AR, R4
0,77114
62 11432 010405 Nov R4, R5
63 11434 016024 Mov Y(IM1),(R4)+
031306G4 11440 016024 MOV Y+2(IMI), (R4)4
031311
G5 11444 016124 MOW Y(I),(R4)+
031306
GG 11450 0113124 MOV Y+2(I),(R4)+
031310
G7 11454 0756 15 FSUB R5
60 11456 016445 MOv 2(R4),—(R5)
000002
G9 114G2 016445 MOV Q(R4),—(R5)
000000
70 11466 Ox5025 FMUL R5
71 11178 016745 Nov D3.0+2,—(R5)0635246
72 11474 016745 MOV D3.0.-- (R5)
005240
73 11500 075025 FMUI... R5
74 11502 6716145 Nov Z+2(I),-05)
030470
75 11506 016145 mom Z(I)1-(R5)
030466
76 11512 01'5035 FDIV 125
77






;i25 -> Y(I) -- Y(I--1)
;GET G
RS -> R5=i:G
; RS -> 3.0 :Ic R5
IAlME•4 = C3.0cG-CY(Il-Y(I-1]]/Z(I)
6wr^wf 6rrd	 MY^rd	 ow	 om	 BMW
CUB IO SM IHE TIT PT--11 NnCF.4 1?MO2 -12 00:10:62 PnGF 38d
79 11520 410405 MOV R4,R580 115R'2 01(3124 MOV Y( 1) , (P4)+031306
61	 11526 016124 MOV Y -12 (I 3 , (R4)+
U3'131092	 115:x? 016224 140V Y( IP 1) , (R4)+031 SSG
83 11536 016224 MOV Y+2 (lr 1) , (R4)
031311
84 11542 075015 FSUF1 R5 :R5 -? Y.(I+I) - Y ( D
05
86 11544 0107 45 MOV D i . 0 .22, - (R5 )
08520297	 11550 016745 Nov DI.0,.-(R5)
0051748(3 11554 162705 SUB 04, R5
000€)04
89 11560 M015 FSUD R5 ;R5 -? 1.8 - G
90 11562 016745 MOV. (R5)M6.0+2,-M
095154
91	 1 lbGG 016745 NOV D3.0,- (R5)
OP35146,
92 11572 075025 FMUL Its
93 11574 n75025 FMUL R5 'R5 1 . '	 -^ 1 sKL V (I h l) -Y C I) ^-> 30
94 11576 0.1,3245 MGV Z 2(I?1), - (R5)
030470
95 1160? 0.16245 1100 Z (I P 1) , - (R5 )
'030466
96 11GOG 075835 FD W R5 ; R5 =R5/z (IP 1)
9798 11610 812704 MOV 4 441')AR+4, R4
037120
99 11614 Q 16544 MOV 2(R5),-(R4) 
000002
100. 1620 011544 MOV Q5), - (R4)
101	 1622 075004 FflDD R4
102
103 1624 0124631 NOV (R4) +, `n'(I)07-2126
104 3 6311 012461 MGV (R4) +, X,-22 (I)
032 i3b
105
106 16034 000402 U .+G 
1037
	
1636.000167 C5A: imp C5
177502
108 16342 07730'3 SOB R3., C50
109 ;aiD OF DO LOW 3
1s E
1.11 ;DO LOOP 4
112 1644 012701 CG: MOV 44f I000004
113 1650 012702 mot" IP1
000010
114 1654 0167J3 Nov MNIPIRS
026114
115 16GO 162703 SUB 102; R3
T,
e.




' 116 1664 012704 C7: MOW 4W1LAR, R4
117
037114
1670 010405 MOP R4,R5
11S 1 6372 0.16124 MOO Z.0 I) , (R4)+
-' 030466s2
119 167G 016124 fOV Zi2(I3,tR4)+
030470
120 1702 016224 MOV 7—	 IP 1) . (R4) +} 03046E
121 1706 016224. MOP Z+2(IP1),(R4)
03047Q
a 122 1712 075005 FADD R5
123 1714 016224, MOP Z(IP1),(R4)+
0304GG
124 1720 016224 MOP Z+2(IP1. (R4)+ .
030470
125 1724 075035 FDIV R5
126 1725 012561 I'lov (R5)+, Z ( I1
03046E
127 1732 012501 MOP (R5)+,Z+2(I)
030470
128 1736 010261 MOP IP1, I
129 1740 062702 ADD —w4, IP 1
000004
130 .1744 077331 30B R3,C7




r"ri.	 u	 a	 '^s ^..fi i^; i^^s ^.^:r a:?	 .acai -^	 i. V	 im:. s	 1.111, k a: -.. i-ti
	
Z,7777 -. ,....	 . , ...	 ..... _ 'rte.:	 :^ ..... -
(I GET READY FOR DO LOOP 5
3 011752 010405 MOI,' R4 R5
.4 011754: 012701 MOV. 44,1
9 1 01.11770 016724 vlov I, (M) +
9 0.11 *(74 016724 MOV
in 1^2000 0750.R5 'Fr4UL R51 1	 12002 01612A
IS 12012 C FSUB R5
19 12034 QD37121
OE7 114
30 12104 0 12561
33 12114 012704 I'lov. owl"lu, R4
k .St	 ^; ^,	 , ^'i. S'^^• -.,^.y n. ^^.v ^.y^.^.^lsry^^i ,y^^u .^^^:.. t
	u^e e^^ Y^.'R".''-	 7 •-..	 L^ _	 ^'	 ^r 	 i^.
w	 i	 ,^	 ^.^^	 .^.
	 r	 n	 i	 if	 z.	 ^ t	 r-...	 }..	 S: J,, ; ^: .., _. ^.
_
_I P] _ ^ C	 i .w.	 • R .
CUMC .
 SPUME FIT ET-11 MRCRO VMO2--12 00:10:02 PAGE 39+^
34 121.20 010405 Tf1OV R4; R5
35 12122 016124 MOV Z(I), (R4)+
030466^.
36.12186 OIG124 MC)V Z+2(T). (R4)+
'.{ 030470
' 37 12 132 016724 MOV D 1. 0, (R4)+
004612
38 12136 016724 MW D1.0+2.CR4)
104510
39 12.142 075015 FSUB R5
40 12144 016745 MOV DM1+2,-(R5)R 004562
41 12150 016745 MOV DMI,-(R5)
004554
42 12154:075025 FMUL R5 :P5 -> -1,0(1.0-Z(2))
43 12156 116145 W+20),-Q5)
032750
44 121G2 016145 tgov W(l),-CR5)
032746
45 12166 075035 FDTV RS46 12170 012561 MOV (R5)+,W(I) ;Y(2)=-(1.0-Z(2))-/Y(2)
032746





-' ^ 	 -: . L^ ^' ' . }^.^..i ..	 ^ - - ^	 mow[	 i.^w...-x.1..	 - Mw-^M ^.	 ^.	 . Nw,W.M ,.	 ► xw^M	 . ^	 L^J^ -.	 ^+.^^!
N I 
Cad Ri ll III
.	 l	 p
CUBIC SPLINE FIT	 RT- 11 MRCRO VM0.2-12	 00:10:02 PRGE 40
1	 ',DO LOOP` .5
2 012200 -0167 93	 MOV	 HPA IR, R3
025570







MoV	 #' 10, I
000010





S 012220 012704 CB: . 	MOV	 irD3}S R, F4037114 ..
9 012224 0iO405..	 MOV	 R4, R5








13 1 2242 016124	 MoV	 Z+2 ( I) (R4) +
030470
14 12246 075025	 FMU7-	 R5
15 12290 016745	 idol%	 D2.0+2,...(R5)
004472.
1£ 1225.4 016745	 MoV
	





19 12262 012561 	 MOV
	
(R5) +, W G)
F132746
19 12 6 012561	 MW	 (R5)+,W+24.1) 	 ;Y(I)=1Z.(1)*Y(1--1)1+2.003275s^
20












24 12306 0161445	 MOV
	






26 12314 01GOAS	 MOV	 );+2(1111),-051 .
OZ2130






MOld	 :; t 1) , Q4) +
032126




31 12336 075015	 FSUB	 R5.





34 12350 075035	 FDIV	 R5.
- T	.f X	 ,v3, .11 +A`TY!^4 1'
	 IN^t, P ^	 _T{`v "4 i	 W17`7	 a	 Tlr!i	 ..	 w	 'l' ::YS	 ^^a'1	 ' r	 ,	 .,x,
1^I 	 .ter-.`1 Y	 _	 _	 ..._	 -
CUBIC SPLINE FIT RT-11 MOCRO VMO2--12	 00:17:02. PAGE 40+
3 1 ,2352 012561 MOV .(R5)	 X(1)
^ y^ ' 032126
36 12856: 012561 MOV (R5) +, 9+2 (T 3
11— 032130.730 12362 010405 M(7V R4, R5j 39 12364 016124 MOV W(i) , (R4) F
032746.
40 12370 016124 MOV W+2 (1), (R4) + .
— 032750 .
41 12374 016124 P90V Z M,, (. R4) +
030466o :42 12400. 016124 MOv Z+2 ( I) , (R4)
0304?0
43 12404 07503S.. . FD Ili R544 12406 012561 M0v	 —215)+,w(l)
032746
45 12412 012561 MOV	 : (R5) E, kJ+2tI)
032750
46
47 12416 010100' MOW . I, 11KI
48 12420 062701: nDD 04, 1
000004
4:3
50 12424 000402. BR .+6
51 12426 000167 COP: JMP CO
177566
52 12432 077303. SOB R3,C8A
53
54 , END OF DO .LOOFA 555
¢ 5G 12434 . 016703 MOU NPAIRIR3
025a^34 .
57 12440 006303" ASL R3
58 1244?. 006303 ASL R3





x CUVIC SPLINE FIT ET--11 MACRO VIYIO2-1'2 00:10.02 PAGE 41
1 ;DO LOOP 6
` 3 012454 016701 MOIL NPA IRa t025314
4 012460 010103 Mole I , R3
5 012462 162703 SUB. -2,R3 ;COUNTER
000002
G 012466 162701 SUES 02,I 
000862
7
a.012472 006301 ASL I9 012474 006301 nSL I
10 12476 010102 MOV I, IP1
11 12500 OC2702 ADD #4, I P 1
- 0at<3^t_t 4
12 'START LOOP
13 12504 012704 C9:	 MOP I EHKAR, R4
037114
14 12510 010405 MOV R41 P5




016124 MOV W+2(1), (R4)+
032750
17 12522 016224 MOV XC IP I), (M+032126
18 12526 016224 NOV. %122 IP1), (R4) +
19	 12532 €1175025 Fi+IUL R520 1.2534 016145 Mov `;-1.2(1),	 [R5)
.' 032130
21 12540 MG145 MOil, fSCI),—(R5)
032126'
22 12544 U75005 FADD R5
23 12546 012561 M0I-1 (R5)+,.`,(I)
032126
24 12552 012561: MUL, Qs)	 , X+21 (F )
032130
., 25
26 12556 010102 1>lOV 11 IP1
27 125G 162701 SUB
-4,?000004,
20 125G4 077331 COB R3, v9
29 s DONE LOOP 6
30 rC131 12566 016767 MO4' S 1,025131
017332
32 12574 016767 NOV S 1 i-2 ' }51.2 ; X (1) =51
025124
01732E "	 '
CUBIC SPt. IMS :,F I'T' 	 R T- I 1 MACRO VMe2-12 a0:10.,02 PAGE 42
.RESTORE STPTE OF NATURE
:. 3 012602 016705 010:	 MOV SAVSTK. TP
4 012606 000167 JMP EMOOP
1736?4
1 - -




R	 C I0!:;T(11uAPfF,C1U5) 	 ET-11 MRCRO[ VMO2 -, 12	 00-- 10-02 FAGS 43
.TITLE R ('INSTAHTANEOUS)
3 ;R = RESPIRATORY M ."CHANGE RATIO
4 .COMPUTE:PINST = (S-SF02-FCO2)/(1-SF02--FCO2)
5 . FC)R EACH POINT EXCEPT END PAIR
6 5-11FG(AB3) OF DERIVATIVE OF SAMPLED PAIR
0 01261, 1005.067 111SI (_0:	 CI'R C icolyiPU025IS4
9 01'2G 16 012700 ' RI HIM	 Nv'))W. 4xFVDAT, R0
02GQC1^^
10 ;RIMUILD Z
11 12622 016703 MOV MIRIR,P3
i2 12626 0 1270 1 MOV #Z' p 10.304GG
14 12632 01. 2021 `I%ING'I	 M01) (P@)+, (R1)+15 12631 012021 i9OV (R0)+, (Rl)+
16.1263G 0627001 ADD *4,R0
000904
17.. : 126.4-1 :377305 SOB R3, RINS1tS.
19 12644 012701 Nov 04, I
..	 b .. 06x:7004 -
20 .12GM 016703 mOV NPAIR.R3
.,,. ,)1:512(3 '
21 12650 IGP7nl SUR 02,P3
: t:1p 00f72f 22
23 ; AB^a i TME)
24 12660 0112700 R.IF;1 :	 1101) #WKAR+4, R0
12E1i./ 25 12(3634 01(3:02 moil, R0, R2
26''12160. El1612u 1"'OV XU )I (RED+Wa 126
27 12G72 0 16 11 0 MOV X+2(I), MO)+
032130
25 12GY6 016720 MOV DM1, (RO)+0041326
29 12702 01 x: 720 M:iV DMI+2, (M)-►
i70.4U24
U 1270E 075022 FMUL R2	 ;R2-7 ABS(SLOPE)
31 12'C10 011267 1100) (R2),1IKAR+4
.024204
32 127 t 4 a 1026? mov 2 (RE), WKAR+6
- 000G^c020242(30
33 1?722 01Gi-O s10V Z(I), (R0) }
34 12?26 61(120 MU101 Z^c(I), tiI;0) ►
35 1277 L q ^'5922 rAl11I P2	 ;R2 —? F02-+, S
3"J
37: 12734 MIG142 M0V Y+a(I),-(P2)
03 131E








- It)^,cF'.S^Iy^ .F ar C'^.	 ? 	 r^^	 ^ :.	 4.	 ^ R:-1 •^
}
..P4S^ifa^ i^ y^ ^_, ^
.^	
..






	 1 	 f	 ^^}	 ^.ej:r 5^r4 r Y a+ui s:	 f	 '',i	 d. ^....''	 &	 e.-	 =.w,?	 ^	 J, 	 'rtk (^._ 1•-'  	 r
R (1146TANTRNEOUS) 9T-11^ MACRO VMO2-- 12 08:10: 02 PAGE 43+
3J :12744 075 12 FSUL Rid ;R2 -> 9,*FO2	 FCO2
40 12746:012702 MCV #WmR, R2
037114
41 12752 01,4062 140V --(RO o M2)
` 42 .12756 004002 MOP -(R0);(R2) ;PUT SF02—FCO2 INTO WARM
43 12760.075012 PSUR R2
44 12762'016760 MOV D1.0,4(RO)
003762
i40^004
y 45 12770 0.16760 MQV D1.0+2,6(90)
003756
kIQQOQ6
46 12776 675010 FSUB' RCS ;RO -? 1-SF02-FCO2
47
'48 13000 016042 MOV 2(R0),-(R2)
000002
49 13004 011042. MOV (RO),--(R2)
50 13006 0756332 FD IV R2 ;R2 -> R V IST
+ 51 13010 012261 Nov (R2)+,W(I)
032746
52 13014 012261 MOV (122)+, W+2 (I ).
032750
53 13020 062701 ADIt 04, I0000£4
54 13024 077363 SOB R31 R 11.11
'	 ! 56
57 ;COMPUTE LINEAR REGRESSION OF PCO2 AS A FUNCTION OF RIHST
f	 i 58 STORE RPS(5LOM IN CSLOP
59
60 ARRAY. W —> RINST
61 2_}F02
G2 Y —> FC0
64 1.3026:004767 RIMLRG: JSR PC,CLRSUM ;CLEAR EX,EY,EXY,&;'2
003042
^. 65 13032 MOV *TSTK, TP
037112
66 ;IGNORE ENDPOINTS
67 1303G 016703 MOP HPA IRM} 024732
68 13042'162703 SUB *2,R300311002
69 13046 012701 MOV 04, I000004
70 130'3'2 016145 RINS: MOV 14+2(1),--(TP) ,RIHST
1:332750
71 13056 016145 MOP 41(I),-(TP)03274G
72 13062 916145 MOP Y+2(1)1--(TP)
031310
73 13066 016145 M0V Y(I),—(TP) ;FCO2
031306












^L"^Ty^_-- BLS	 t	 A ^ "1.`E. 
•.F	 ,	 ^_ .r
3^ .^_ i i'..
	 •	 , gal +'r	 •f
,^ 	 • 	 -	
1:a• T'.A\
	 ^,,j'9'6.'T1	 ^_	 V'v	 ^	 1. -, i	 ^___.. _ ""FT'"'	 R+'a•^ ^
i	 W	 {-1
p	 (ilia^f^l'{I'F?I^ il3 U`^) R,T-11 mpCRO VMO2-12 00:10:02 PAGE 43+
75 13H76 062701 ADD --4.1I
000@04
TG 13102 07731a SOB R3IpTH5
77 ;SUIVATIONS COMPLETED
78 13104 OR4767 .. JSR I'C. LS0 ;GET SLOPE HND INTERCEPT007,044
79 13110 €I12YOO I'1011, 011111CIR, r(i 	 .
OW 114R0 13114 010aOR MOIl, PO, R2
81 13110 012520 MOIL' (TP)+, (P,11)+
62 isiza 012520 Moll, fTP)+, (1;0) +83 13122 016720 1101" DMi, (R0)+003G02
34 13126 016720 MOO V11+2, (RO)+00 r`G a
95 13152 075022 FMUL R286 13134 QlG?20 Mott D713, (RO)+004430
87 13140 01GY20 MUl! D713+2, (RO)+
404426
88 13144.075022 FNUL R2
09 13146 012267 Moils (P?)+,(°SLOP
044710
go 1.3152 012267 1iGN' (F2) +, CSLOP+?
044706
91 13156 062705 ADD ,y, i'P ;SKIP INTERCEPTOP0004
32
.93 lsl^a2 ©4?,ei , 1:OUT-	 BIC 40100009 DRAS :CLEAR REOR FOR 0 BUTTON
100000
154EWO .
.94 13170 05RY67 BIS :40:DRAS ;INT END REO B
000040
154572










.N"'^^ _	 r^ 	 ^^'.?7 tae.	 3	 +	
-1	 5	 r	
-^.
MR55 SPEC HANDLER BT-11 MACRO VMO2-12	 00:10:02 PAGE 44




5 ; CALL JSR PC,GETGA5
6
7 WIPES OUT PEG ISTERS P.Q, R 1, R2, R3, R4
8 ; ASSUMES R5 IS A TEMP STACK POINTER
S RETURNS FRACTIONAL GAS VALUES FOR MT OUTPUTS AT TIME OF CALLING
1a STORES
11 , F02 IN F021
12 13202 037673 P022








22 13204 010046 t;ETGAS: MOY RH,-(SP)
23 13206 010146E NOV R1;-(SP)
24 13210 019246 P10V R2,-(SP)
25 1.212 010346 MOV R3,-(SP)26 13214 010446 P'l(JV R4,-(SP)
27 1'3216 OB4767 ,ISI; PC, SAMGAS
i. 000212
'	 E	 20 .13222 910204 NOV R2, R4	 ',GET  112, CO2 OUT OF FLOATS WHYd	
29 13224 010IU3 140V
36 1522G 010045 MOV R0,	 0-P)
31 15230 004767 JSR PC,IR	 ;FLOAT 02 COUNTS
i 00241G
' !	 32 13234 016745 NOV. 02CF2, -(TP)	 ; GET CONVERSION FACTORS
024414
3F 13249 016745 moil, 02CF1,--(TP)
024406
34 13244 075025 FMUL TP
35 13240 010345 mCV R3,-tTPi	 ,GET N2 COUNTS
36 13250 004767 asp, PC-IR	 ;FLOAT IT
37 1 3254 016745 MaV N2CF2,-(TP)	 ;CAL FACTOR,
024460
as 13260 0163745 MOV NRCF 1, - (TP)	 ;CAL FACTORl 024.372
35 132G4 075025 FMUL TP	 MULTIPLY
40 13266 010445 NOV B4,-(TP)	 ; Ccla
41 13270 0047G7 JSR PC, IR	 ; FLOAT IT
002356
42 13274 016745 NOV CO2CF2,-(TP)	 ;CO?- CAL FACTOR
024364
43 13300 OIG745 NOV CO2CFI,-(TP)	 *,DITTO
0243S6
44 1SSO4 075025 FMUL TP
45 13306 010504 NOV TP, R4	 : (,ET STACK POIKER




-	 i}^	 'M.fs	 M ^.^iy ^"Y	 r	 - :^^	 :L	 r.^.	 t.. 	 .F,^	 Ti^('7)	 't-vr[a "k ..^^r^	 ^J:; t 1'
	 ".'^`'f	 T	 :2.	 _






^	 ?	 V	 y
^^^_^ 'E'.?"O^	 ^	 i.,^ .,i	 nL	 F.,.. 3.^..:,► 	 nra..^i	
^sr.l	 i+^red	 ^ 7
(MASS SPr'	 WNDLER RT-11 . h'U1CP,4 KID?- 12 ©O: 10:M TAGS 44-1-
47 13314 016445 NOV 10Ep4),—(TP)
000010
40 13320 016445 MO1j 6 CR4) , - (TP )
000006
49 13324 016445 MOV 4(R4),-Cf?)
000004
50 13330 016445 t-10V 2 (R 1) , - (TP )
000002
51 1333A, 011445 NOV OR4,-(TP)
52 13336 075005 FADD TP
53 13340 075005 rADD TP ; SUPS OF 02, h12, CO2
54 13342.012501 MOV (TP)+,R1 :SAVE SUM
55 13344 012502 Mov (T P) +, R 2
56 13346 062 705 ADD 4r' 1777 74, TP ;RESTORE TP TO WHAT IT WAS
177774
57 13352 075035 FDIV TP
56 13354 012567 r1ol/. (TP)+,FCO21 :SAVE FCO2
024316
59 13360 012567 MOV (TP)+,FCO22
024314
60 13364 010245 MOV R2,--(TP)
61 13356 010115 MOV R 1, - (TP) ; PUT SUM BACK ON STACK
62 13370 075035 FDIV TPG9 13372 012567 MOV (TP)-f-, FN21
024274
64 13376 012567 110V (TP)+,F1122 :SAVE NITROGEN FRpc02427P
65 13402 010245 M01/ R2,—(TP)66 13404 010145 MOV R1,—(TP)
G7 13406 075-035 FDIV TP
68 13410 012567 MOV (TP)+,F021
0c2A 52
69 13414. 012567 MOV . (TP) +, F0?2
024250
70
71 15420 012604 1'10V . (SP) +, R4
72 13422 012603 MOV (SP)+,P,3
73.13124 012GO2 MOV (SP)+,P2
74 1342G 012601 MOV LSP)+,R1
756 13430 012600 NOV (SP. y,t?t3_
77






RT- II MACRO VMO2-12	 00:10:02 PAGE 45
i	 1	 ;	 SUBROUTINE SAMGAS
2CALLING SEQUENCE1, , s 
_.	 3	 JSR	 PC,SAMGAS
4
5	 :	 USES FROM RAM
G	 02CTRL
7	 :	 N2CTRL8	 :	 C2CTP,L
9	 MSMVRT .O-DONT INVERT
















25 13434 016737 SAMGAS NOV
023516
176770













32 13460 016737 GSRMN2: NOV
023474
176770





34 13474 001774	 BEG







40 13504 016737 GSAMC: NOV
023452
176770




































y }^ w^7	 ^w+r!w.^	 ^^g	 My
ON UM
MHSO SPEC MIDLER ET--11 MACRO t-IrIOR-12 00:10:02 PAGE 45+
' — 44 13524 01:3702 MO1.) 0#AD IH, R2 -,SAVE  SAMPLED CO2
176772.
45 IM30 0057G' TST MSI°II,'RT
.034146
41' 13534 002003 BGE SGLt'
47 135.	 aa5100 CON R0
40 13540 OU5101 COM P,1 : FOR MS WITH NEGATIVE OUTPUTS
4.9	 1',542.0©5102 CON
50




MASS S1-EC HRNl)tr7.2 RT-11 MACRO VMO2-12	 00:10.62 PAGE 46
1 ; SUBROUTIh1E CALMS
c 3 ; ENTER WITH JSR	 PC,CALMS
..; 4
". 5 ; THIAS ROUTINE READS THE MSTYPE,GETS APPROPRIATE
6 : GAINS,FULL SCALES,ETC. AND COMPUTES CALIBRATION
7 FACTORS FOR THE SIGNALS
S : THIS-ROUTINE DESTROYS RO, R1, R2, R3, R4
9 : IT TAKES CONTROL OF THE CLOCK AND RETORNS WITH
10 ; THE CLOCK SHUT OFF.
11
12 FOR READING MS TYPE IT LOOS AT DRAI BITS 3 AND 4
13
14
15 ;CURRENT ASIGNMENT IS FOR
16 : 0—SRI MEDSPECT
17 1 -WEST PERKIN ELMER
18 2—PE SKYLAB SN 9	 CLOSED LOOP
19 : 3-PE SKYLAB SH 9	 OPEN LOOP
20
21
22 .. ;ON RETURN
23 R0-0	 OK





30 13546 "010546 ,CALMS: MOV	 R5, — (SP)	 :SAVE R5
.	 ;. 31. 13550 013700 MOV	 94PGDRflI,RO
167774





4^76,1I0	 ;ROTATE THE MOTHER, RIGHT
s 35 (CORRECT FOR ROM COMPATIBILITY)
3G :13566 012703 MOV	 076, R3006076
37 13564 072003 ASH	 R3,R0
38 13566 016367 MOV	 OCTMS0(R0),O2CTRL017432
023392
39 1SS74 016067 MOV	 NCTMSO(R0),N2CTRL017442
028356
40 13602 01(:067 MOV	 CCTMSO(RO), C2CTRL017452
023352
41 13610 016067 MOV	 INVRT0(R0),MSNVRT
017462
024064
42 13616 016067 MOIL CAPDLY(R0),MSDLY
{ 0174720203'2






9' ..	 LASS SPEC HGHDLER 	 RT _ 11 MACRO V1102-12	 00:10:02. PAGE, 4G+
44 13630 016704	 MOV	 FVDATA, R4 .
00,3662


















G3	 . IF	 14IZF, L IMCLfy64
G5	 MOV	 ;,G2@, 0-#PCSB
y	 EG	 MOV	 X0400331 @4xPCSR
67	 CSRPT: BIT	 #200, G#PC5R
SE	 BEO	 CSRPT





72 13644 010024	 M0V	 R0,(R4)a
x	 73 13646 010124	 Nov	 R1, (R A+) r
74 13650 013224	 MOV	 R2, {F;4) E
w.	 75 13652 020267	 CLIP	 R2.COMS	 ;CO2 ABOVE CAL GAS LEVEL?003642
76 13656 003001	 BGT	 C5RPT1












BGE	 EI.PLV	 'BAD CAL GAS. NO
S4CO2.. M5 OFFOR ROOM AIR IN	 ^ t
-	 4
-'W g , -7Q-V	 'y';-- KJ'4 l-VW:
MASS SPEC Hl;tqDLER RT-11 MACRO VMO2-12 '10:02 PAGE 47
:ARR IVING  HERE, WE HAVE 25 02,N2,CO2 SAMPLES IN RnM STARTING ABOUT FCVDAT
4.
8 013672 012605 mw (SP)+'R5 :GET R5 BACK
9 013674 016700 mov FVDATA,E0 ;ADDRESS OF FIRST 02 SAMPLE003616
10 13700 016701 mov CGFO2,Rl
003576
11 13704 016702 MOV CGF02+2,R2 ;GET CAL GAS VALUES
003574
12 13710 004767 JSR PC,CGAVG
000140
13
14 13714 010067 mov. 110,02CF1023732
15 13720 010167 mov R1,02CF2
023730
16 13724 016700 mov FVDATA,RO
003566
17 13720 062700 ADD #2' Ro
000002
18 .13734 0167e1 mov.. C GFN2, Pt I003546
19 .13740 0I6702 MOV CGFH2+2,RE
003544




750 010067 mov Re,tl2CFI
023712
22 13754 010167 moi) R1,N2CF2
023700
23 13760 0I6700 mov FVDATA,R@
i 00353
24 13764 062700 ADD 04, RO
000304
25 13770 016701 Nov CGFCO2,R1003516
26 13774 016702 Moill CGFCOR+2,R2003514
RT 14000 604767 JSR PC,CGRVG
00005@
28 14004 010067 mov R0,CO2CF1
023G52
29 . 14010 010167 140V R1,CO2CF2023650
30 14014 005000 CLR R0
31 140I6 TYPE COKK
14016 012700 mov KOM, Ro
017620
14022 004767 JSR nPC,L.PTCO
001012






	 FI Y^	 ^-'	 i¢'^.,.ft.t	 ^	 -^^'•'	 .
- -	 t Y.s	 ^. _	 .	 r	 .	 ,.l:3 e^.
® wm M= ® YdJdaLL . iiliiiiYid ilea	 . f.p+.Lso3	 3rw^i:.. - Em wo
MRSS SPEC HG I-IDLER RT-11 MACRO . VMO2-12 00:10:02 PAGE . 47
34 .IF.: PF,L III CLK
} 33 14030 012700 ERRLV: MOV . ;Y-1,1;0
177777
36 14034 010 367 MOV RO, DUM
023134
37 14040. 912605 MOV (SP)+, R5
.39.f4042 TYPE CBDM
::14942 O 127001 MJV IhCBDM, R0
017636
1404b 0047G7 JSR :. PCAPTGO
MGM





44 .: AF NDF; LINCLK
45 UHLV: CLP, @4rPCSI2









'^	 r,r	 'r	 ry e  _ 	 ^	 .. ,.	 a 	 Cr:.y
RT.-11 MFICRO VMO2-- .12 00:10:x2 'PAGE 48
1:.'814954 81G704 CGAVG: NOV FVDATA,R4003436
'
2 014060 062704 ADD 0300, R4
°- 000300
3 b 14064 010245. MQV .R2`: -(TP) ; CRL GAS VALUE
r 4 014066 010145 R I.,. _ (TP)5 014070 .01GF 45 . MovMOB F760+2,-(TP)
003330
G 014674- aiG745 MOV F760,-(TP). ;ETP5
003322
7 014150 075025 FMUL TP{
8 814102 01204; 11011, ( R(l)	 (TP). ;A/D VALUE.









18. 14114 062700 CGMOR ADD 44,RF1
• 00F3004
19 14120 012045 MOP (R0) i, °(TP)
20	 14.122 004767 JSR PC,IR ;FLOAT NEXT VALUE
001524
y. 21	 1412E 075005 FADD TP
22 14130.177407 SOB R4,CGMOR sAVERAGE THE 25 VALUES
23 14132 016745 Moo; CFL 25-2, -- (TP):. 003272
.24 14136 0 i G 745 MOV. CFL25, - (TP)
00"64
25 .' 14142 075635 FD IV TP ; DIVIDE SUM BY 25
.26	 14144 075035 FDIV TP
27 14146 012500 MOV (TP)+,RO ;1 = AVG/(CALGAS*BTPS)
28.
29 14150 012501 MOV (TP)+,R1














.14 14154 010046 SP IRQ : ; MOV Rg,-CSP)15 14156 02026? CMP R.2, TRSH
17 14164 0327G7 131T 01 DRns
18 14172- 0014^52 BEG OPEN
19 14174 W02010 MOV R2,RO
22 1 ,112 0 G 100427 BMI LESS
w 17 GA 2
24 P121 r RR,VLAST
G 17,904
26 142-2C ffl^^4251 13R VPRTH
29 1 ,12,30 . PJ3V67'BELQW- BIT.
30 14223G 001010 BNE OPEN	 *LIES	 IT IS CLOSED
32 14*--46 0050G7
33 1.4252 016767 NOV WA ITT, WATCH
.34 142
.
GO 005002 OPEN: CLR R2
37 141266 M5267 LEM INC WATCH
88 14272 103407 IjMI VVRTN
39 14274 042767 BIC 4^1,DRAS
000001
153466
40 14902 00.5002 CLR R2




43 14312 012600 VVRTN: NOV (SP)+,RO




48 , SUBROUTINE VDELSU
49
50 14316 010046 VDELSU: NOV P,f9, -(SP)
51 14320 910146 NOV Ri,-(SP)
52 14322 012700 MOV 4tVLSTK,R0
033566
53 14326 010067 NOV R0,1"01.PTO
0176F0
54 14332 x10067 NOV RO,VOLPTI
017652
55 14336 066767 ADD VDEL,VOL:TI
017C'52
017644
56 14344 012700 MOV #VLSTKI,RO
034014
57 14350 162700 SUB #VLSTK,RO
033566
55 14354 006200 ASR R0
59 14:356 012701 MOV WLSTK,R1
033566
60 14362 005021 VDVR: CLR (R1)+
61
62 14364 077002 SOB R0, VDVR
63 14366 012767 NOV #OUADST,OUHDI
034"c24
017624
64 14374 012767 MOV 4P0lUADST, QURDO
0334224
017620
65 14402 012767 MOV 1`i,LSTCK
000001
017574
66 14410 012601 NOV (SP)+,R1
67 14412 012600 Mov (SP)+, RO
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t..'...-.!.	 4...a c.1	 L:...,.^ Jr..ml	 L ess	 f.+ere^
	 rm	 on	 ems-	 -
51' IROMETER C0ll-ITPOL RT-1 I MRCF.O V1102-12 	 00:10:e2 PAGE 50
PHASED-DELAY.TITLEi3
3
4 ;SUBROUTINE TO SAVE DELnYED VOLUME AND STUFF GAS FRACTIONS ON
5 ;STACK NOT SYSTEMS STACK
6 :ENTER WITH OUTPUT OF SPIRO IN R2
7 :AFTER GETGAS
8 :EXIT WITH 5PIRO, F112, P02, FCO2
PUT IN ALINE ON QUHDST
113
11 14416 010046 DELAY: MOV	 R0,--(SP)




13 14424 020027 CMP	 RO,#VLSTKI0,3401=4
14 144:3U 001002 BNE
	 AELAYI
15 14:432 012700 MOP
	
4flVLSTK, R00.33566
16 14436 010220 DELAYI: MOP	 R2,(RO)
17 14440 010067 MOP	 REI, VOLPTI
017544
1 G 14444 Cl 16'r013 MOP	 POLFTQ, R@01 f'S42
19 14450 020627 CMF	 R0, #VL5T451
A34014 cr20 : 14454 001002 BNE
	 DELAY2 n'y ^' 1 14456 €112700 MOP	 ,^I^LST4ti, R0
b335hG 2^ .
23 144UR 012002 DELAY2: MOV
	








27 14474 0057G7 '1ST	 LSTCK
017504
145U2 005267 BNC LTCKV it29. .
Oi7476 g
30 14506 000402 DR	 1^DI^4EW ^
' 31 14510 005067 DARN; Ci R ..	 LSTC4y
0 i'P470
32
33 14514 016700 NEWKW: MOV	 QUAD I, R0017 500
34 14523 €I20027 CMP	 R0,4C?UADS1
066732
35 14524 00'402 BLT	 DEL:AY3
30 14526	 I P,i{7J0770^Pyy MOV.	 4QUADST, ROUJ`• e24
37
i 38 14532 010220 DELAYS: MOVR2, (R0)+
39. 14534 016720 MOP	 FNc , (PEI)
023132
40 14540 016720 MOV	 FN2+2,(RO)+
023130
} 41 14544 016720 MOV .	 F02, (R0) +
PHA9 b--DtLWL	 RT-11 MACRO VMO2-1?
	
01D 10:02 PAGE 50+
-- .
023116
v ` :	 .422 14550 016720	 NOV	 F02+2, (R0)+
t	 02.3114
43 14554 016720	 NOV	 FCO2,(R0)+023116




moo	 R0. QUAD I
I	
46 14570 012608 LVLVLV: NOV	 (SP) RO













:^..	 r	 yr	 v,a.	 rp	
. ^^: -+-. -r
	
..
um cm 1 	 1 Em
REPORT ^T-'1 MnCRG VMO2-1z 	 00:10:02 PAGE 51
1	 .TITLE REPORT
2	 ;
3	 ;SUBROUTINE REPORT - OTR1




9 014574 012705 RPT:	 MOV	 #TSTK, TP
037112
la	 ;REPLHCES 2 MOVE 11STRUCTIONS
11	 (ROM CORRECTION AGAIN)
12 14600 000240	 NOP
13 14GU2 000240
	 HOP
14 11*04 000240	 HOP19 146OG 000240
	 HOP16 1 eib10 000240	 Hop
17 14612 000240	 HOP




21 14620 016700	 MOv	 DRAI, RB
153150
22 14G24 042700	 BIC	 4#177770.R0
177770




2G	 ;	 PRTBUF TITLE,2
27	 (FAKE MACRO, SO W7, CAN GET SUBJECT NUMBER OUT)




29 14 Q 017052
	 TITLE
30 14642 60000?	 2
31 14444 1101 67	 NOVB	 R0, BUFFERt40
022370
32 14650 0127130	 Nov 	 OBUFFER,R6
037200




3G	 ;MAKE SURE PRINTER IS DONE BEFORE LOADING "BUFFER"
37 14G60 132767 KTt;	 RITD	 !:LPEN,LPTSR0@0100
15306230 14666 001374
	 BHE	 KT1Y
3J	 ; MA15E SUITE TTY IS DONE




	 BNE	 .— G
42






REPORT BT-11 MACRO VMO2-12	 00:10:02 PAGE 51+
44 14704 017114	 MSGS
45 1470G 000016	 14.
46
47	 :NOW FILL IN NUMBERS

















	 ADD	 44, R4
000004
54 14736 012700	 MOI/	 4-rl,1Ze
000001
















62 14762	 TYPE	 BUFFER
14762 012700	 MOV	 #BUFFER,RO
037200




65 14772 132767 KT2: 	 BITH	 4^LPEII,LPTSR
000100
152750
66 15000 001374	 ENE	 KT2








70 15012 000207 RPT2:	 RTS	 PC
71 15014	 .EXIT
15014 104350	 EMT	 ^0350
72.








4 015016 004767 RPTSB:	 JSR PC,FORMAT
000066
5 015022 062704 ADD t4,R4000004C 015026 062767 ADD 424, r Li-32
000024
022142
7 015034 0770111 SOB R0, RPTSB
B 015036 6@0207 RTS PC
g
i0
11 :PRNEL PRINTER START ROUTINE
12
13	 15740 010067 LPTGO:	 MOV R0,PRTCO
02"G04
14 15041 4 02;2767 BIT #PR'1'BM, DRD I ; LPT SWITCH ON
00000 
152712
15 15952 001407 BEG LPTGOI
16 15054 152767 BISB #LPEN,LPTSR ;SET INTEN
000100
152666u. 17 15062 000240 NOP





20 15072 032767 LPTGOI: BIT 4TTYBM,DRBI -	 C;
000002 .
152664
21 15100 001402 BEO LPTG02 •^ -;


















REPORT RT 11 MACRO VMO2 -1? 	 00:10:02 PAGE 53
1	 ;SUBROUTINE FORMAT — INTERFACE BETWEEN REPORT AND
2	 PFMT (FLOAT T4 ASCII)

















12 15132 615746	 MOV	 FX,—(5P)002406

















19 15160 012603	 MOV	 (SP)+,R3
20 15162 012602	 Nov	 (SP)+,R2
21 15164 012601	 MOP	 (SP)+,R1
22 15166 012GOO	 MOP	 CSP)+.RO




27	 ;VFMT:ROUTIHE TO PROVIDE LIMITED F FORMAT CAPABILITIES.
28	 ;WILL PROVIDE FX.Y FORMAT
29	 ;	 X-NUMBER OF DIGITS TO PRING TO LEFT OF DECIMAL, ACCEPTABLE RANGE 1-5:
30	 ;	 MAXIMUM MAGNITUDE OF NUMBER 32767
31	 Y--NUMBF.P, OF DIGITS AFTER DECIMAL
	
RANGE 0 -4




36	 ;	 MOV ADD,--(5P)
	
PUSH STARTING ADDRESS
37	 j	 M0V	 Y,--(SP)	 PUSH Y OF FrC.Y
38	 MQV	 Y,-(SP) PUSH n OF FX.Y
39	 MOV	 FLOW,=(SP)	 PUSH LSW OF FLOAT














t 	 y _
	
F -2 11-WIT PT-11 MACRO VMO2- 12 	 00: 10:12 PAGE 54
01317" 016GOS FI`MT: 	 mov	 12 (SP) , R3	 ;GET STORAGE ADDRESS000912
2 015 17t, MG 59-1	 MOv	 c (Sr P.4	 ; GEYT ?w OF FX. Y0000OGOf3202 066403 ADD
4 015234 005203 INC
5 OIS20 011;366 MOV
66E012
^. 01` -- i:.' 1311`. ?66 TST
600002
7 015=1n oo,;015 DGT
E 015220 00 :1.952 LEQ9 01522? 61 3645 I`iOV6P, X004
10 15..26 013645 MOv
O 0002
11 ;5Z32 01674^ /5 r-10VN 22 G
12 15236 0.6745 MOv
0[,2270
13 15242 0"5025 FMUL
14 15ZI4 1t6743 MOVB
0)2254
15 15250 01040E BR
16
17
10.15252 116743 FMPLUS: MOVB
E62247
11 _5256 ( 16645 MOv(00004
20 15262 1 116645 MOV
100002
21 15266 112-500 FMMHNT. NOV
2? ?316^ r045 MOvJ 00 [JOL
23 15274 011045 MOV
24 152-76 01 6?45 Mov
002226
25 153-62 016745 MOV
002220
2G 15306 075015 FSUB
27 15310 010005 MOV
2G 15312 005765 TST
1!7774
29 153IE 002403 BLT
30 1532E 062705 ADDOr 11,04
31 153.` 000534 BR
3,2
33 1.532, 010500 FMMAN: M01^
34 1-5-33J 016045 MOV
000002
a5 15'63 1 X11 1045 MOv
'3 G 533 i 00-4,767 J5R
000404
3; 15 ,! ? 011500 MOV
35
R4, R3	 ; SU1"1 THEM
F3	 ;MAKE F3 POINT TO LAST BATE OF MANTISSA






	 :PUT FLOATING NUMBED ON STACK
FMFNI+2, - CTP )
FMFM1,-(TP)	 ;GET MINUS I ON STACK
TP
FMMINS,-(R3)	 ;PUSH MINUS SIGN ON OUTPUT AFTER MAKING THE NUMBED
FMMANT
FMSPC,-(R3)


















' r `	 ^}	 ^^:^"	 F a:-y; t	 Fi 
r	
"^	 fr '	 f 	 1	 '!^-.
	 n'r	 ?Sf1	 •.t4', ^' -4 ^'^`'









• -	 . G	 4f
413 15844 0047G? FMQK: JSR
	 PC, IR
000302
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fY, i^mil' MGM ^ ^Y^^qY^ - lid
? OPIIAT	 PIT–I I MRCIM VMO2-12 Oa: la-.02 PRIZE 55
r I AT '^HIS'POINT WE HAVE „ IN R4,FJXED MANTISSA IN R@
2 ;F7DDRLS5 or LSD IN R3.
3 SIGN IN 03)
4 ; (TP) , (TP-+-2)	 IS FRACTION WE WILL. OUTPUT LATER
5
G El 153-9? 010001 FMMDG:	 MOV ROI RI7 015954 005900 CLR p@8 L?IV 012, R@
9 L 15356 071@,37 1)1V @4'C 12, R@070716
10 I5SQa2 101327 31 ADD .	 .. 4130, R 1	 ;MAKE RE11R INDER A CHARACTER
000064
11 15366'11?3@2 MOVE (R3),R212 15370 110113 MJVA R1; (R3)13 157,72, 110243 MOVB R2,-(RS)
14 15374 0057G0 TST R0	 3IS	 IT 0.15 15	 ='O	 11101 ,1104 BRO FMLASP	 :YES
' 16 15400 U77414 IS R4, FM11DG
17
1@
19 ;GETTING HERE IS AN ERROR.
	
NOT ENOUGH X
20 154€2 OG2705 PDD 44,TP	 :CLEAN UP STAG;
n0000
21 15-106' FJ011503 En FNERRO
„ 22 15410 005704 r-MLASP: 'IaT R423 15,112' 001403 BEO FMF'IRAC
24
25 15414 116743 FN RA:	 MOVB FMSPC,–(F3)
0021 N5
26 15 ,120 077403 SOD FMFRA
28
29
30 15422 016601 FMFRRC: NOV 10(SP),R4	 :GET Y
^iF3r0@ 10 ^ '^
31 154?6 603003 RG T FFRCCT w.l
32 1 . W 130 DG2 05 ADD #4, TP r^
0^1^1Gd^,
3334 15=:34 410761437154OG 6137 ,15 BRFFnCC`1': NOV FTHROUFMF10i;+2,-(TPl d
@L1r^l_;f 6 ^
35 15 ; !2- Q 1 GV,45 Mov FI"1F 1 0K, - (TP ) ^
002070
16 15446 075tV-'5 FMUL T1°
57 15450 004767 JSR I'C, r I
	
; F I `,,, FRA04,10000
30 15454	 i2 =100 I'"OV (TP) •+', R8
39 15 0156	 F9ax,i;Ua PioV 12(SP),P3	 ;GET ADDRESS OF OUT
OLe?lc'
49 15-16?	 1lki?P3 MOVB FMD.OT, (R3)t j
41 154GG . 012`02 MOV #4, R2
F:10000^^
15472 810001 FMRPTR: NOV R0,R1
43. 1 4, 4 w5QC10 CLR R0
44 DIV . #712, R@
45 194-(G 0710:37
 D I V 04C 12, RQ
FFORMA' I2T--11 MgCRO VMO2-12 00-'10".M PAGE 55+
Q7^716




El 10145 mQV R 1, - (TP)
48 15510.077216 BOB R2, FMRPTR
49 15512 . 916600 Nov IO(SP),RO	 ,GET V
00FI0 10
53 15516 €31?702 mop #4, R2
090004
51
52 A5522012501 FMVRPT: NOV (TP)+,R1
53 15524 005300 DEC R0
54 15526 002401. RLT FLPND
55 15530 118123 MOVB R'_,(R3)+
56
57 15532 Q77205 FUND: SOB P2,FMVRPT
58 15534 011600 FTHROU: MOV (SP),R0
59 15536 062706 ADD 012,SP000012
60 15542 010016 MOV R0l(5P)




.65 15546 016GOO FM?R0. : NOV 12(SP),RO
000012.
66 15552.016601 MOV G(SP),R1
0009A6
67 1.5556 112740 MOVE #CHAR,-(R0)
000^1G0 .
68 15562 116740 ZLP: MOVB FM5PC,--(R0)
001737
.
69 15566 077103 SOB R1,ZLP
70 15570 016600 FMSZO: MOV 12(SP),R8
0000.12
?1 155?4 016601 MOV 10(SP),R1
000010.
72.15600 001755 BEQ FTHROU
?3 15602 116?20 MOVE FMDOT,(RO)+
0017.15
74 15G0G 112720 FMZOF: MOVE #CHAR,(R0)+
000069
75 15612 077103 SOB RI,FMZOF
76 1561 4 007747 BR FTHROU
77
7€l
79 15616 016600 PMRRRO: NOV 12(SP)IRO
000012
90 15622 016601. MOV G(SP),R1
060006
81 15626 160100 SUB R1,R0
82 15630 005380 DEC Rd
83 15632 OGGG01 ADD 1O(SP),R1
000010
864 ISG36 OG2701 ADD 02,R1
000002




w.	 _._	 - _
	
- _-	 .	 k	 ^Lm	 a.a...	 u	 ..	 l..
must	 look 10011	 Mimi NEW	 MIMI	 02:11	 C2:3	 C=	 omil
f
FQr,,NR-i'	 PT-11 MACRO VMO2 . 12 00:10:02 PAGE 55t
x 86 15!346 U Y 1113 SOB R 1. PMBRRR
y 07 15650 U00F31 B1'; PTIiROL)
IT,z^.,..^	
^,.., r ^,^y
R.-.., ..;, t ,`i ^	 .r +F'T", _5 .1,.;^ '^''^^,d'a fi	 ^..	 ,..	
.,	 t	 ^, tiq. a .z^ ^iltnM^^ qY	 ^	 Y	 ^^•	 'y^ -"r	 ^rw-^r>
IINTEG1 R. TO PEAL RT-11 MACRO VMO2 _ 12	 00:10 -13? PAGE 56
1 .TITLE INTEGER TO REAL
3 INTEGER TO REAL CONVERSION
' ARGUMENT .IS A FULL WORD ON THE TOP OF THE STACK.
6 CONVERT IT TO A REAL FORMAT AND RETURN IT AS THE
-	 4 ? TOP TWO WORDS ON THE STACK.P113,	 PPMP-11 USER'S MANUAL..
8
. 9 015652 010146 I R :	 MOV R 1, — (SP )
10 15654 010246 MOV R21—(.SP)
11 , 15656 805045 CLR --(TP) ;MAKE ROOM FOR RESULT
12 15660 016501 MOV. 2(TP),R1 ;GET INTEGER ARGUMENT000002
13 15664 003002 BGT POS
14 15666 001424 BEQ ZER
15 15670 005401 NEG R1 ;GET ABSOLUTE VALUE
to
17 15672 006145 PC$:	 POL —(TP) ;SAVE SIGN
18. 15674 012702 1'30V #220, R2 : GET MAX POSSIBLE Ee4P-h1
P08220
. 19 15700 105065 CLRB 4(TP) .CLEAR LOWEST ORDER FRAC.
000004
213
21 15'04 006101 NOM:	 ROL R1 ;LOOK FOR NORMAL BIT
22 15706 103402 BCS NOD ;JUMP.IF POUND
23 15710 005302 DEC R2 ;DECREASE EXPONENT
' 24 15712 000774 13P NOM ; TRY AGAINs	 , 25
3 26 15714 110165 NOD:	 MOjB R115(TP) ;SAVE LOW ORDER FRAC.000005
` 27 15720 105001 CLRB R1
28 15722 150201 BISB R2, R1 COMBINE EXP AND LOM ORDER FRAC
29 15724 000301 SWAB. R1
30 15726 00GO25 ROR (TP)+ ;GET SIGN
31 15730 006001 ROR ;INSERT SIGN IN RESULT32 15732 1.06065 RORB 3(,t
000003
33 15736 01011:5 MOV P1,0TP ;OUTPUT RESULT
34 15740 012602 ZER:	 MOP (SP)+,R235 15742'012601 MOV (SP)+,R1
36 15744 0002.07 RTS PC37
Orl
Enn ®. Pon L_-_
uw^r^n^i^ro^r.^i^fKS^IAO^
cm m
URL TO INTEGER R-'-11 MACRO VMO2-12 	 00:10:02 FARE 57
1 .TITLE REP.'- TO INTEGER
,i e
REAL OI ITO 111T£GER CONVERSION
4
5 ;	 ARGUMENT IS A:DOUBLE WORD REAL NUMBER ON THE
TOP OF THE STACK. TRUNCATE IT AND CONVERT IT





.10 15750 010246 MOV R2, -(S),')
11 15752 610346 MOv R3. - (5P )
12 15754 : 0050023 CLR R2 ;CLEAR, WORK SPACE
13 15756 005212 INC R2 ;SET UP NORMAL BIT
.14 15760 012501 110V (TP)+;R.1 ;GET REAL ARGUMENT
15 15762 006115: : ROL GTP :GET SIGN
16 15764 006101 ROI, R.1 ; AND
1? 15 G G 006145 ROL = t'IP) ;SAVE IT
IS 15770 110103. MQVB R1,R3 ;GET HIGH ORDER FRACTION
.19 15772 105001 CLRB R1
20 15774 0100301 %m R i ; GET E) ,TO NEH s
21 15?76 162701 SUB 4201,R1
P300201
22
?3 .IG002 002432 BLT ZERRI ;JUMP IF TOO SMALL
' 24 16004 OF)1410 . EEC? ONER I
25 16606 022?01 CMP #15—R1
a 000017
26 16012 032422 BLT OVRRI ;JUMP	 IF IT IS TOO BIG
t 27 160! 4 000303 SWAB P, ;FOR11 16 BITS OF HIGH ORDER FRACTION
28 16016 1W003 CLRB R3
29 1G020 15G50''3 BISB 3(TP),R3 9
30
...000003
.!31 16024 073201 SFTRI: ASHC Ri,R2 +	 `^
32 1GO26 005402 ONERI: . NEG R2 ;MAKL -
^433 16031=7 102411 BVS NGMR I ; Ji1MP IF POSS I BLF NEGMAX
34 . 16032 003012 BGT OVERI ;JUMP IF MORE THAN 15 BITS :'
35
3G 16034 006025 S+GHRI: ROR (TP)+ SIGN;GET
^b
37 16036 103401 BCS OUTRI :JUMP	 IF --
3A 160=40 005402. t IEG R2 : - RESULT C '"^-^
39 ,-^ tC
4th 16042 010215 OUTRI: MOV R2,0TP ;STORE INTEGER RESULT
41 1C'•044 012GO3 Nov (SP)+, R3 ^+
.42 IGA43 012602. MOV (SP)+,R2 -
43 16050 012601 MOV .(SP)+, R1
44 16052 060207 RTS PC
45
4O 16054 006OP5 HGMRI: ROR (TP)+
47 16056 103771 BCS OUTRI ;0K IF RESULT TO BE -
40 16060 005745 OVERT: TST -(TP) ;FAKE SIGN
49 1G062 000000 HALT
'b0 166G4 000401 BR ZERR I
5i IGOEG 003 .BYTE 3
t 52 16067 026 .BYTE 22.
I? 53 1GU70 005002 ZERRI: CLR R2 ;ANSWER IS ZERO
i 54 18072 000760 BE SGNRI
LEAST SQl1RRES ROUTINES ET-11 MACRO VMO2-12	 00:10:02 PAGE 58
1 .TITLE LEAST SQUARES ROUTINES
2 01GO74 010046 CLRSUM: MOV R0,-(aP)
3 316076 019146 MOV R11-(SP)
't 4. O IG 100 012700 MOV 4PEX, RO(537004
5 016104 012701 Nov #12,81000012G
7 016110 005020 CLRSUI: CLR (R0)+
S 016112 077102 SOP R1,CLRSUI
9 0,.8114 012601 MOV (SP)+,P1
`.^ 10	 16116 012G00 MOV (SP)+,RO








` 19	 161.22 004767 $TPS: JSR PC,IR
177524
20 16126 016745 MO1/ SLV+2,-(TP)
000534
21	 16132 016745 MOV SLV,-(TP)
000526
22	 16136 075025 FMUL TP
'` 23	 1G140 016745 MOV BTPSF+2.-(TP)y
3^J8626
24 16144 016745 MdV BTPSF,—(TP)000620
25 1G150 075025 FMUL TP




irr^d..	 ® 4 -	 ^ ^ ^ !	 .' i	 ww.^I	 k "....:, i	 ^s..:.^	 ^	 ^	 S^rJ	 ^	 R^a:^..J	 ^	 ^	 ®	 ®	 irwR














(dl)-'h:;3rtowgt7 9100-1291	92 9E SGwc



















(di)-.2+;;3AokiS1 Z9I02m29T OT di'I{1w,3S20G1W002910 G
i^29r2O
di) -`2.3(lowSt72910t7'T910 8 5290eU
(diJ-`2+2'.3r10wSt729T00.19TO 2 29k^LL T
III 'OdaSI,1^92tr00t7_`3,910	9 Di7902.0




9+dL `tr+d.L	3dpIS 2+d? `dLHI IIISW2IEiL3^II
G9 39bd 20:01:00
	dI-Eew4 oa-obw II-.€a SaIdT_Lnoa s aunofi Lsd3a
1	i. r1tua 1^
LEAST SCUPRES ROUTINES RT-11 MACRO VMOR-12 	 00:10:02 PAGE 59+
020452
39 16334 016745	 MOV	 EX,-(TP)
0"2+0444





41 16350 075025	 FMUL	 TP
42 16352 075015	 FSUB	 TP
43 16354 010145	 MOV	 R1,-(TP)
44 16356 010015	 MOV	 R0,-(TP)





(SP) +, R 1
47 16364 012GOO	 NOV
	
(SP)+,R0








12	 167•;: U G 10046 SQ111 . 1: 110 11, R , - (Sp)
-	 -
013 163r2 01050 MOVf93Lj TP, RO2(R^7).-(TPl14 16371 01F.,O45
tJUC30071
15	 16400 Q1104.n MOM (R0) , ^-(TP)ca(R41)—i.TP)1G	 16402 01613-1!1 t'10V ,
cluouu'
17 1 ,x400 U16045 mOV 4(PO),—(TP)000004
lE 16412 075025 FIIUL1''i0V
TPE.`t Q, — (TP)13 16414 016745












,	 .,22	 1" 4' i,	 1256-
23	 1G-132. 0125 x_'? MOV (TP) F, EXV+2
W07130
24 1 i'1oV {; i Rfl l ! — (TP l
Lit^ijlJLtt;.
25 1641? 016045 TiC31" 4(F0),—(TP)  0000034
21-)	 IC446 01; 6045 NOV Fo1l-(TP) 95
u6utluri




29	 16 1 (1 016745
FMUL
1400
TPE ;2 s 2, - (TP) C^
'^0?t'1u36
30	 164':,4 016^ry ', 745 VII)V E2.- [TP) ^ Or,






33	 1 G476 1 i29G7 MG7V (TP)  f, E,'.2+2
wl.o 20
3 %1	 l0 .1:i"?	 '' 16	 45 t i;V E.'.N2 	 (TP)
^`[" I.IYi^, [+'(! '^ 41.1
?^^	 1F51^	 0' ,,I_ l I."i Ft ,1)17 TP(TP)	 £'ta7	 16tj1`i	 i;E:	 o-17 ML'
..027F1
3 s	 165?t3 01''5GY Mop ( TP ) +, EY+2
Lz"R5T SQUnr-M FOUTINnS BT- 11 Etq,GRO VMQ2-12	 00:10:02 PAGE 60
1	 ;COLLING ORDER:Mov	 7^f (TP)P10V	 X,
t1QV	 ^'s2! -tTP)
5	 h10V,', -(TP)
;nETURNS WITH TF RESTORED TO VALUE PRIOR
;'"Q PLOC Ih1G THE -.AND  Y VALUES ON THE S'TAC}i
^'Ywi
'UPN^^	 -	 e	 ^	 a	 _^ r	 {	 -	 ^^	 ^-1r'	 .^^	 ^ .-	 :•'__^.+^t.	 .r,s:.	
^' - .i	 f rY {'^'- :9T
4	 I	 A
LEAST SQUARES VOUTINES R'T'-11 MACRO VMO2--12 	 00:10:02 PAGE 60+
39 1G524 01$745 mov EX+2,-(TP)
.020256
40 1G530 016745 MOV E$,-(TP)
020250
41 16534 075005 FADD TP
42 16536 012567 vlov (TP)+, E7;
020232
43 16542 012561 mov ('TP)'F, DON-2
020240
44 16546 005267 INC NFL
020252.
45 16552 012600. Mov (5P)-h, I;n





1 .TITLE TEXT SUFFER, LOAD
2 ;
3 : SUBROUTIHE BlIFL.OD
4 ; CWLLING SEQUENCE
5 ; JSR R5,BUFLOD
6 ;AL ADDP, OF MSG
7 DUMBER OF LINES
8
9 016555 011046 BUFLOD: MOV Rol-(5P)
10 16560 01014G 1100 P,1, --(SP)
11 IGSGP 0102 6 MoV P2,-(SP)
12 165G4 010346 MOV R31-iSR)
1R 16566 010446 MOP P41 - i 5P)
14
15 16570 a1270U MCiV #LUFFER, 1?0
037200
16 16574 012501 NOV (1%51 +, R 1
17 1657G 012732 MOV ,,4@,R2
000040
18 IGG02 012703 MOV 19. , R3
000023
1^ 166@0 012504 MOV (t5)j.R4
20
21 16610 112120 BUF1: MOVE tR1	 ', (F`3).^
22 16612 001401 BEG BL'F2
23 16614 077303 SOB R.3, BUF 1
24
25 16616 005300 BUF2: DEC PIG
26 16620 000240 MOP
27 16622 110220 HOVB R2,(R@)+
28 16624 077302 SOB R3, YOF2+4
29
30 1062G 1127x0 MOV13 IM-1, (RO)+
61x1_ 000
31 16632 112703 MOVB ar 19 .. P3
000023
32 IGG3G 677414 SOB R4, BLII°1
33 16640 112720 MOVE -1,(RO)+
177777
34
35 1GG44 012604 MOIf (SP) +,R4
36 16646 012603 MW (SP)+, 113
37 1GG50 012602 MOV (SP)+,R2
33 16652 012601 MOV (SP)+,Ri
39 16654 012600 MOV (SP) +, R0
40














RT-11 MACBO VMOR--12	 00:10:02 PAGE 61
g.
f^,1
VARIABLE DATR RT-11 MACRO PMO2-12 	 00:10:02 PAGE 62
1	 .TITLE VARIABLE DATA
3
	




6	 ;VARIABLE DATA SECTION
7	 ;TO BE LOCATED SOMEWHERE IN RAM
8
B 020000 000000 EOB:	 .WORD 0
10 20002 000000 FVADR: .WORD 0










	 Y:	 .BLKW	 280.
15 32126	 X:	 .BLKW	 200:
16 32746
	 W:	 .BLKW 206.
17
18
10	 ;STACK TO HOLD VOLUMES FOR LATER FN2 PHASING
20 33566	 VLSTK: :BLKW 75.
21 34014 000000 VLSTKI: .WORD
	 0
22 34016 000000 RVPTR:	 WORD 0
23
24 34020 000000 LOCMYV: .WORD 0	 ;ADDR+2 OF LOC WITHIN FVDAT OF MAXVL
25	 ;TWO DUMMY WORDS FOR PROM COMPATIBILITY
26 34022 000000	 .WORD 0
27 34024 000000	 .14ORD 0
28
20 3402G 000000 VLAST: .WORD 0 	 ;MAX SPIRO SAMPLE
30 34030 000000 VWATCH: .WORD 0
31
32 34032 806000 TCHT: 	 . WORD 0
33 34034 000000 TEMP: 	 .FLT2 0
3403E 000800









36 34046 000000 L1.2:WORD 0
37	 ;DUMMY TO REPLACE OHEH
38 34050 041710	 .FLT2	 100.
34052 000000
39 34054 030000 BRCNT: .LJORD 0	 ;BREATH COUNT IN N2 WO
40 34056 000000 VPREV: . WORD 0
41 34060 000000 MAXVL: .WORD 0
42 34062 000000 MA XFN: .FLT2	 0
34864 000000
43 34066 000000 VSIIM: 	 .FLT2 0	 ;SUM OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VOL SAMPLES (L)
34070 000080







VAR IRHLE DATA RT 11 MACRO VMO2-12 00:10:02 PAGE 63
1 034076.000000 OUTAR.	 .FLT2 0 ;FEV1
034100.000001
2 034102 000000 .FLT2 A ;FVC.
034104 0000003 00-4106 0000RO .FLT2 0 ;MMFR
034110 0000004 034112 0008 00 . FLT2 0 : MEF1
0x4114 000000
5 ,WASHOUT VALUES
G 034116 00 000 ,FLTS . 0 ;MAX. FH2 AT END OF FIRST EXXALATION
034t20 000008





8 034126 000008 .PLT. 0 ;SLOPE OF LINEAR REGRESSION LINE .
U34130 000000
S 034132 000000 ,PLT2 10 ;INTERCEPT OF LIN REG LINEX134134 060000
is s4m c00000 , rLT2 . 0 : SLOPE OF ALVEOLAR PLRTEAU IN %L34140 ,00o.000
11 34142 000000 .FLT2 0 ;CLOSING VOLUME
34144 000070 _ -
12. 34144 000000 . FLT2 A ;RESIDUAL VOLUME
34150 000000
13 34152 000000 .FLT2 0 ;VA/RV
34154 000000
14 34156 OP3000a ;FLTP- 0 ;FEV1/FVC x,341^Q a0C^00d
15 34102 000000" -FLT2 0 1FVC/VC x
34164 000001
16 34166 000006 .FLT?. 0 :CV/VC P,
34170; f1F10000
17 34172 000000 .FLT2 0 •,RV+VC
,34174 OOBFI30
10.3417E 000000 .FLT2 a :(RV+CV)/TLC
:3400 ^F10Q00
19
VRIiIABLE ])R'TA	 RT-11 11FICRO VNEIF--12	 00:10:02 PAGE 65
1 034202 001000 CLKFLG: . WORD	 0
2 034204 000000 LSTCN: .WORD 0
3 03426G 000000 SAVSTK: -WORD 0
"•
	
	 4 034210 000000 VOLPTI: .WORD 	 0
5 034212 000000 VOLPTO: .WORD 0
7	 6 034214 000074 VDEL:
	 .WORD	 G0.	 ;NQ. OF SAMPLES TO DELAY
7 03421G 000000 MSDLY: .WORD 	 0
0 034220 000000 QUADI
	
.WORD 0
9 034222 000000 QUADO: .WORD 0
10
^..	 11	 ; CIRCULAR BUFFER WITH VOLUME, F02, FCO2
12
13 34224 QUADST: .BLKW 675.
14 36732 QUADS1. ..BLKW S.
15 3675" 000000 QUADHOD: .WORD 0
16
17 ;CURRENT PHASED VOLUMES AND GASES
18
19 36756 000000 WWV: .WORD 0
20 36760 000000 WWH: .FLT2 0
36762 000000
21 36764 000000 WWO: .FLT2 0
36766 000000
22 SG770 000000 WWC: .FLT2 0
36772 000000
23 36774 000000 SBCLR: .WORD 0
24 36776 000000 SBFLAG: .WORD 0
25 37000 000000 ALTFLG: .WORD 0
' 26 37002 00J006 WTHRSH: 6
27 37004 000000 E.;: .FLT2 0. SUM OF X VALUES37006 0€0000
28 37010 000000 EY: .FLT2 0. .;SUM OF Y VALUES
37012 000000
n- :.7014 000000 EXY: .FLT2 0. ;SUM OF	 f;{^I^Y)	 VAALUES
3701G 000000
i 30 370213 000800 E?;2: . FLT2 0. ; SUM OF (XA X)	 VALUES
37022 000000
' 31 37024 000000 NFL: .FLT2 0.
,•,: 37026 00000.0
32 ; ;TACK USED BY TP
33 .1ILKW 25.
34 37112 TSTK: .BLKW I
35
36 37114 WKAR: .BLKW 15.
37 37152 000000 PP.LO: ,WORD 0




42 37156 000000 02CTRL: ,WORD 0
43 371GO 000000 N2CTRL: .WORD 0
44 37162 000000 C2CTP,L: .WORD 0
454
{ 4T 37164 000000.RAD: .WORD 0
48 3716G 000000 LSTAD: .WORD 0




















i.^d4	 F.W.rr^  ^^	 ^	 iw:ti^J • -^,	 ^	 ^	 b^G,sdl	 ^	 ^	 ^ -	 ^	 6w++^	 F.^.^1	 yirw^ll
VAP`InBLE PPTR RT-11 MACRO vM32--12 00; 10: Ptr' PRGE 65+
r.
50 .37172 000000 TTYCNT:	 . WOP.1)	 0 ; COUNT DOJ,lVl FROM 5














Q^	 1^...-.1	 1...x...1 ©	 ^	 ^ - ^ ^	 1.eerd	 ^	 isrrsdl
VRFlPrj .E nATR ET-11 MRCP,O VMr-- 1 2	 170: 10: 0 ` '2 PRGE 67
637176 000000 FLM2: .FJORD 0
,. 2
3 037200 BUFFER: .BLIQ 295.
4 037647
	 377 . BYTE -1
5 EVEN
F 7 037650 000006 PRTGO: .!JOj^D 00
9 037652 000000 02CF 1: HOP$ 0
10 37654 000006 02CF2: NORD a
it.
12 376`;2 p Q00F3P3 [•{2CF 1 : , Ld^P,D 4
1'3 37660 000080 tl2CF2: ,WORD 0
14
15 37662 000000 CO2CFi: .WORD 0
1G 37664 000000 CO2CF2: .'vlL?PD 0
17
I i8 37666 FO2:
19 376GG 000000 F021: .MORD 0
20 3FG70 00[ PqO P022: . WORD 0
21
22 37672 R12:
F 2" 37672 000€300 FF121: . WORD 0
24 37674 000000 F1122: .WORD 0
25
26 37676 FCO2:
27 37676 0000A0 FCt721: .HOPI; 0 Q '=J
. 28 37700 000000 FCO22: WORD 0
20 r4 J
30 37702 u00000 MSIIV1'T: . WORD 0 13"
32 . ROC I I AIR VALUES ^
33 37704 000000 RAF02: FLT2 0
-'_
37706 000000 i^
:34 37710 000000 RAFM2: .FLT2 0 ^^a+ 37712 000000
35 37714 000000 RAFCO2: FL'i2 037716 00000
36 G37 3 Y20 000{301'11 NMI; . WORD 0
38 37722 000000 51: .FLT2 0 a
.37724 060000





RAM VARIABLRS RT-11 MACRO VMOE-12	 00:10:02 PRGE 68
1	 .TITLE RAM VRRIAELES
2
.3 037730 000000 LSTTIM: .FLT2	 0037732 000600
4 037734 000000 OUTWFG: .WORD 0
5 037736 000000 BPCNT: .WORD 0
6 037740 000000 CRAT: .FLT2 0 ;CO2 RATIO	 RAFCO2/RAFH2
037742 000000
70.037744 000000 DRAT: .FLT2 0 ;02 RATIO = RAF02/RAFN2
037746 000000
9 037750 000000 SPLFLG: ,WORD 0
18 37752 000000 OCOMPUT: .WORD 0
11 37754 000000 EOTPFG: .WORD 0
12 37756 000000 EOTCT: .WORD 0
13 37760 000000 WORD 0 ;0 NO COMPUTATIONS WAITING 1 OW
14 377G2 000000 PROGET: WORD 0 ;POINTS TO NEXT PROTOCOL STEP
15 :37764 000000 DSFOUT: .WORD 0 :NONZERO IS DATA 5YS OUTPUT REG FOR PSF
16 3776G 000000 DSCOUT: .WORD 0 ;NONZERO IS PTC ODDS OUTPUT PEOUEST
17
IS 37770 000000 PRTFLG: .WORD 0 iPRINTER ROST FLAG
19 337772 000000 PINTCT: .WORD 0 ;COUNTS DOWN FROM 4 TO SAY 40 MSEC ELAPSED
20 37774 000000NPAIR: .WORD 0
21
22
23	 .;LOCATE IN 12-1645
24	 060000	 :=60000
25




27 60004 000000 PTSTUFF: .WORD 0	 ;WHERE TO STUFF THE PTC. GAS DATA
28 60006 000000 SPLROS: .WORD. Ef ;SPLINE FIT REQUEST
29.60010 000000 SEC5CT: .WORD 0 ;5 SECOND COUNTER FOR PTC
30 60012 000000 SEC15C: .WORD 0 015 SEC COUNTER FOR PTC
31 601014 8e0000 PSVHR: .WORM 0
'32 600116 000000.PSVWL: WORD 033 60020 000600 PSVGS: .WORD 0
34 60022.000000 PRDNCT: ,WORD 0




1w+ . ® Lrrrud ^. Fxiaaeel..	 ..-TiSSi^	 -	 iFaM;e^t	 sm	 ow




a ;THESE MUST BE CONTIGUOUS; THEY GET CLEARED IN A CROUP
4
5 O ;0026 000x100 TIM1= . WET) 0 ; LSW OF TIME
C 060030 000000 TIM2: .WORD 0 :MSW OF TIME
Y 0G0032 000000 CHRr: . WORD 0 :BUMPED BY HR INTERRUPT.
8 06M54 000000 SWL : . NOR  0 ;1a0. OF SAMPLES FOR WORKLOAD
9 OC&II0 ` 6 A00000 CWL: :WORD 0
10 6004U 600€000 . WORD 0
11 600142 0010000 CO2: . FLT2 0 ;CURRENT OXYGEN
50044 000000
12 60046 000000 CCO2: .FLT2 0. ;CURRENT CO2r. 64^05E1 000000
13 601052 000000 CMV: .FLT2 0 ;CURRENT MINUTE VOLUME61 054 000000 .	 .
14 60056 000000 CRR: .FLT2 0
60060 000000
15
16 61062 000000 CSLOP : . FLT2 6. ; CARD I nC OUTPUT SLOP
60064.000000
17 60066 .come CODOT: .FLT2 0
6UON 000000
10 60072 000000 CSBr FLT2 b
60074 000000
1^9 60076 0019090 CDBF ; FLT2 0Goloo 000060
21
,;. 22 ;STORAGE AREA FOR PREVI OUS 1 ,1IHUTE'S DATA
23
24 601102 000000 PRTIMI: .WORD 0
25 60104 0000001 PRT I112: . WORD 0
26 603108 00100001 PFHR: . FLT2 0
601iQ 000000
27 .60112 000000 PRWL: .FLT2 0
60114 000000 .
^O 60110 0@00QO PR02: JLT2 6
G0120 000000
29 60122 A000,00 PRCOR: . FLT2 0
.60.124 000000
30 G0126 00030180 PRMV: . FLT2 Q
60130 000010
31 600'32 00110001. PPr,R- .FLT2 Q
.60134 0100000
3?
33 GO I'Z6 000000 PPSLOP : . FLT2 0
60140 000000
4 6n i e..2 600080 FF.ODOT: . FLT2 0G0144 00003030
35 GO 14C tie®00]0 PRSBP: .FLT2 0
60 150r  000000
3Q 60152 nfl01300 PEDBP :. . FLT2 0^.. 60.154 000000 .






j BUFFER AREAS RT-11 MACRO VMO2-12 00:10:02 PAGE 70
1
2 ;WORKING AREA FOR PTC
3 ;THIS	 IS A C014TINUOUS BLOCK TO PTENL:
4 060160 006000 PTCTI: ,WORD 0
5 060162 000000 PTH5: .WORD 0
6 060164 000000 PTH10: .WORD 0
7 060166 000000 PTH15: .WORD 0
8 060170 000000 PTW5: .WORD 09 060172 0008WO PTW10: .WORD 0
10 60174 000000 PTW15: .WORD 0
11	 60176 PTGAS: .BLKW 80. ;STORED AS 00 MSEC HACK, 	 INTEGER 02
' 12 ;INTEGER CO2,	 INTEGER MV FOR EACH BREATH
13 ;REMAINDER OF WORDS 0
.. 14
15 60436 PTCHDR: .BLKW 9,
16
17 ;BUFFER AREAS FOR PTC FOR TRANSMISSION
18
19 60460 000000 BPTCT: .WORD 0
20 60462 000000 BPTH5: .WORD 0
21 68464 000000 BPTH10: .WORD 3
22 60466 000000 EPTH15: .WORD 0
23 60470 000000 BM-15: .WORD 0
24 60472 000000 EPTW10: .WORD 0
25 60474 000000 BPTW15: .WORD 0
26 60476 BPTGAS: .BLKW 80.
27 60736 000000 PTEND: .WORD 0
2B 60740 000000 PTHRCT: .WORD 0
29 60742 000000 BRTHO: .FLT2 0
60744 000000
^. 30 60746 000000 BRTHC: .FLT2 0
60750 000000
31 60752 000000 BRTHV: .FLT2 0
60754 000000
32 60756 000000 OFLAG: .WORD 0 ; —1 => Q MANEUVER TRIGGERED BUT NOT YET INIT.
t 33 0 =,` 0 MANEUVER? TONE OR HOT `,'ET TRIGGERED









BUrFER AREA'S	 RT-11 I*IRCRO vmG — 12	 00:10:02 PAGE 71
1
2 F3G0r G0 000006 NUMLFT: . WORD	 0
3 060762 0001700 °riDNPT: . WORD 	 0
4 000764 000000 FMTPT: .WORD 0
5 060766 600000 FFSTPT: .WORD 0
6
7 060770	 HOLES: .BLY,14	 10.




10 61020 000000	 .HOP.D	 0
11 G1022 Ef1peeo	 . WORD	 0
12 61024	 WOPBFR: .PLKB	 6
13 G10:x2	 040	 .DVIE	 40
14 610=;3	 040	 .BYTF	 40









13 61044 000900	 WORM	 0
19 61046 000000	 .WORD	 0




24	 . BT.1 l•1	 2000.
25 70712	 5TAC}	 BT-13J	 1
26 711714 000000 XBUF• I: . Wul:D	 O
27 70716 U€I0000 C 12: 	 WOPr,	 0
28
29
;60	 UR760	 7 X3760







,,—P—LF JIAPICATOR FOP? PRINTER
FOIR, c FORHilT CONSTAHT
.o




^.:.^.^^^ ^	 -5	 ^	 .^n;,i 3:	 ^t	 '	 ^	 ..^	 ^^	
•,	 jai-iif
	 ^	 ^':.iimi.a: _e.w-^...
	 "'4	 ...	 _	 •:	 ....	 . .,	 _. .. _^ ..	 ..	 ^__ ..,	 a ..,.•.	 •;^^.. ^..i ...u.w ;^.1.-S: .J_:.a +s_-1i- ^.wA ^wf-•...w.•c
CONSTANTS	 HT-II MRCRO VMO2-12	 00:10:02 PRGE 72
I	 .TITLE CONSTANTS
2
3	 ;CONTINUE WHERE PROGRAM ROM LEFT OFF




8	 :CONSTANTS SECTION - TO BE PLACED IN PROM
9
10 16664 036207 SLV:
	
.FLT2 0.004126	 :SP UOMETER VALVE CORRESP. TO LITERS/VOLTS
16666 031546
11 16670 040231 D1.2: 	 .FLTZ
	
1.2	 ;1.2L BTPS IN SPTROMETER A/D COUNTS
16672 114632
12 16674 037514 D0.2: 	 .FLT2	 0,2	 :0.2L BTPS IN SPIROMETER A/D COUNTS
16676 146315
13
14 16700 037GG3 D.35: 	 .FLT2	 0.35
16702 031463
15 16?04 04004G D.65:	 .FLT2	 0.65.
16706 663146
16 I67 10 043273 D6000: ,FLT2	 6000.
16712 100000
17 16714 0430'?3 D,38001: . FLTR	 3000.
16716 100080




21 16724 000001 XBLIF 12: . WORD 	 1
22 IG726 177777 MINI: 	 .WORD	 -123 16730 140200 DM1: 	 .FLT2	 --1.0
16732 0100000




25 lG740 0140500 D3.0: 	 .FLT2	 3.0
16742 000000









29	 ;ROOPI AIR CONSTANTS
30 16754 037502 D.19: 	 .FLT2 ' 0.19
16736 107534
31 1C760 036643 D.02:
	 .FLT2	 6.012
16762 153412






34 W70 040213 BTPSF: .FLT2	 1.086
1677: 081014
77,
Q© 4^.^ ^ ^ iii ^	 ^	 vl ier..^.r^ beq.m^ Inrlr=0+r ^ ^ ® ^ >1^alif
CONS'll 11 ITS	 RT-1 1 .4°1;CRt7 1 ,11102-12	 00.,10:02 PAGE 73
1	 i31C7F 102 BADAIR: .ASCII	 /BAD ROOM AIR/
li 1677= 101











2 017011 103 .AGC.IL'	 /COPPECT SITUOTION/0 . ' 012 117'
0 	 ,7 sj1' 122





1:1 IM: 1 12s
017022 111
!31 i F^?3 1 L c:
017A	 ,' 1?`I
017025 101
01f	 Ii :l 124
01 02' 111
fj i7QbE1 1 1 ^
l^il Q^1 116
017t^^,^ 00^
3	 01 II LI '5:3 1P2 .ASCII	 1PERI ll R f.lOM 01R
01;'al34 105
01F0 3 ^.-j 1e?
Y111' 123G 125
f^1ri^;5;' 116
Ei 1 fs41 1^2
vi rQ4, 117
A17044 115
01701 S r140f] 17x3 I I S i o i
@1704— 11 1
X11 IT FK„ l 1,'.2
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t	 I .1.	 1.	 !. I	 ^'
rr
-II	 1	 , 1 II- f:j
' 11	 1	 .I l i-;
I	 ^i'	 I 113E ^ .
i ^' 1' •,?
13
	
' I ' 1 1;
iaili
E 113 . f1`.r 	I t irks.
11	 1••,-' 11;1	 '
I
'y	 ^
IY 1 ,	 `I k^+^
I 1	
., s^i11J
iL'+	 1.'l l.., LLI+;,
_
.II'+	 I? "I'I:t•'1 /!^'Cf^ ,
' ¢ ^^ ILL if
II	 l^ 1:^
• t 	 i s 11: . I•I :I . i r.,
^1 1 .'t'.' I I1'•.
I 1	 .'lt .. lt: ',' y
I i r' t :. 1  ^."^ ,
I" P-17 L:.'.:1 rr
17: 1-1 III•
1 l rc'
i w^-+	 11•v:...	 • I, , . F7 j i.. I ""CC/TLC"'







BLOOD FI.	 •F?:T rT= 11 MACRn VIln2-12	 00: 10:02 PAGE 75
I . TITLE j;I,QfjP FL OW TEXT
2	 I"s l ..' •i? 12-1 TC' ;T 111: ,'T i HE_
U11.'^'s^ 111
• U11...34 11`[
01 1 .° S l(I--
01 i "36 00.
3 01 FiSf.I2 .`MEAPT RATE,*
ri V17240 11i5
01 l ,	 '•41 101
'	 11l7:^^1^ 12W
j 0 l	 :-14 040(1 1 1 2-15 122
0 l	 -16 I lD I
!I 172-17 1 w -1
u l 7215tl I A5
It Ir"a1 1,11lo
0_ 17,," 4_ 1.'i .ArCI^ 'v14FE1 LOAD/
0	 ^ J3 1	 1,"
o 1 1 c'' 1 ^1 l "'





r 017", , 3
5 U1-,	 1
000
117 .ASCIZ /02 CONSUMPTION/
1•II F2135 062Ij• r) +^
1
Ij I'21.11
1'J's ^ ^ Ofi L l 21; r
-
1 7 .E-11 117
Ul7.?71 116 -
0I T :'73 125
017474 115 , tY011 ._r5 1201
124r Gll i'1 1,
0137 .:1 ' 7 I11
©I 7 ^[I►i 117 j
C17 ,011 116 O
ri Ina I.-, olsh O '-
6 U_ I ; :073 1013 . ASC I Z /CO2 PRODUCTION/
01	 JIJ^ 111 '^
0 1 i _. ij 5 FXI
11 L a' 51 '11, 04 1
1117^1371' L^E1
4117',: l i.l 122_
0017,11 111
'^ tli^ al' II"I	 1 '
k7!71•I ill,}
cl l'r' y 1`i 124
017^l la 1!1 ,
{' £tlE	 !r 117






rL'nP 1'Llrt •! Tr',I' RT-I1
-	 -	
-	




MPr F.'] L'11 1]t^-12 	 00:10:02 PAGE 76
1	 Dl1	 115 .ASCIZ /MINUTE VOLUME/
D 1'3213	 111
G11 =24	 111
01 7K7 5	 125
01732 93 	124
0 173 ,17	 105







2 0173411	 122 .ASCIZ /RES RATE/
01 -341	 105
1317342 	12301 ,x 34 .3	 01 117
1.11 1 344	 122
u_ 17345	 101
01"13 4 . .1	 1 L14
L 173-17	 L05
0173513	 000
3 A17351	 106 .A5Cl z /F PCO2 SLOPE/	 -




j l 	 011 356	 062
Fl 1? 357	 040
01730.0	 123 10173 131	 114
0173 =•2	 117
01 ,363	 120
u 11 J1J4	 105
ry1117	 0065	 A333
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Yi+^^Ylli tT.a9^.w.	 ••iY _ _
CONSTANTS
	 RT-11 MACRO VMO2-12
I














017422 04247G F7GO: .FLT2 7G0.
017424 100000
5
G 01742E 0 41 aLO CFL25: .FLT2 25.
017430 000000
T
8 017432 OWN 4t:WO: .1•V1l D 001030
5 0INS 1 001020 .1'II=up 00 1020
11 1,"-4:0.J'	 U. -I 1( 1 -0 .111:i►:D 001020
1 i	 17 : WU 1:11_ lilt+^ . }a^]i^la 0U tk 20
13	 1 '44,' (10047-0 NCTHSO: .1a0FD 000433
1 4 17444 Oiln420 1.1t 1I:I 1 000420
15	 174 . 1 13	 1:0134; IJ .1 OP11 Offi-112015 0450 UO3420 .WED OU0420
17
18 1745d 0M I-4 11) CCTPISU: . MIXE D 0111410
1'=)	 17_^-154	 (101-lau .1401:1? 001420
20	 1 r	 4c 1}	 Oil 14. JU . WORD 0.91 X120
21	 174 ,61+ 	 01.1 1420 . WC-iRD OU 1420
23	 1"1 4G? r101HIL10 110-TTU: .tai RD 0
?4	 1 74,, -4 011001.10 . la!Ir" D 0
25	 17 .46 13	 00i 11_11_10 .1,0r^	 13 0
2G 17470	 1777-,0 . WORD 177770
27 17 472 II00030 CAPDLY: .I•	 RI1 24.	 :NUMBER OF 20 IISEC HUNKS TO DELAY VOLUME
2A 17-474 0000-10 .110D1:I, 32.	 -
`^1	 174.'L. ;O	 1 ;G . H RD 30.
;1j 17500 000042 .1.11:11;11 34.	 -
31
321750; U T40 CGF02: .FLT2 A.14G4
.	
17504
33	 17006 040116 CGFH2: . FL T2 0.0056
17 511	 I1 i^71^' 15 1'	 -
34 17512 A57104 CGFCO2: . FLT2 0.046
;17514 HOW
35 175W W1J1jf;; FVDATA: .I•	 ED • FWDAT
3G 10020 000400 CO2TRS: .114101) =0
3
38
39 17522	 052 FI •
 AST: . ASCII 11.;11
40 11 523	 056 FNDOT: . ASCII " . 11
41 IT524	 0^ 5 F111 ,111IS: .HS ,-- II x^n
142	 17525	 04iJ FMC: . HSL 1 I ,1	 11
4S . EVEI 1
44 17526 044000 F327GO: . FLT2 32768.
t7530 000000
45	 17632	 1402110 F11F1'41: .FLT2 -1
1 7 53 4 000000
4G 17536 047434 FHF IOK: . FLT2 10000.
17540 040000
47
48 17542 WOW FY: 2




1101OCRs NOUN lowl: moll	 long	acme	 IC21	 ^^.!"^ 001	 licit	 1111	 moll	 NINO	 viol
^
f,
cul15T 1 T-- l .l
a
4 .1071 :0^ I'11,92--12	 00:10:02 PAGE 8
4,'
` 1 .m• -J' 13 14MAT RUT"1'ON ??:^/
f.^l; `•!^	 1101A
lJ1^^ii7	 4!;!I1'{ .. 	 111 7551	 - 1 i'`i
01 ^ ^'.:2	 it 1U
JlP.,^";	 it
Lt l i*`-5..4 	 12.15
X11; 55`.;	 1? 4








	 !.l7r0.1i- ` L -, 3	 0	 7





	 3r7 .BYTE —1
3 . RVE14
4 0 17570 042462 DT 13: . FLTZ 713.
l 17572 040 1031[1




J KGG: . ASC IZ /ABORT -- RESTART;''
' >
017 s7sIo 117
0i 	 += 0 1 1221












01761 1 12017610 1011
rtr' 1 i'la 4'+ 1 e201761-4 12e1_
0111 ,	 I 5 000
0 U 17C. l G 377
















0176; '3 040 
017G24 1113
€i l'f;25 1 17







4 017635 V7 .BYTE -1
5 .EVEN
6 01-636 102 CBDN: .ASCIZ /BAD MS CAL—REDO/
G 1 iba7 1^^ 1











104 ^eft01 ?c;53 j011 654 117 ^, C-1017655 000




I 1 Tf ]E sF ARE ROM FORMATS FOR DATA OUTPUT
2 0171 •,1;1t Wool r,KW .WORD 1 ;TIMF>4
HE Y
4 b1u1?11 i1 '•
'




0 ;WL ytt 1
	
1 ',r 1.1	 11
^„
r	 0 V 1''1','	 W "'06 , I•tiif. !!, j 11:4 
1
-I1i',	 i'-i	 II,11111L't't' Hi W D
ill; 1.i:,
	
1s, ,.'1IU1 .I'+ 1i•. T1 1
ILI	 IC,;.'t	 iit:(11i[!`_° , 1.t1r;:;. , ;1^(1L} 5'
i 1	 1'^ 1 Lt.'
1?	 1 ^	 , 1 J_I	 i ^i 1i .1	 u 1 ,1^11•^F'Tt I ; M6' ^'
1 ••.	 I I	 11;•,	 :II 1r :I'IYI	 '. ,1!l 11•'^l ,,j ^7
, P R
.••3	 11'1	 111	 t117	 :,1.1,1 .I'iill'11 U
1`^,	 11	 .' I '	 l i:'^ t ! 'tl'..
IG	 1.'x"1
. I'1 1.l1a a SLOPE
17	 17 ,'1+: ;	 (tiltlki l f^= II!'1'.Fl
.lt^:11 1 ;CARDIAC OUTPUT 'Y1;:I	 1772I_t	 i:i#1:C11i;
19 17722 0 "000 6 .111 I RD 3
A	 170 4
 








	 IV,  ^_ a
	





21	 1''.';.l	 Cl. {11: 1 1:,11 r1,,:
I,'	 Y1_1 	 lunlilnn
2U	 11 , - , i)	 11-I• , , - (. D^1e.-?G7: .1'1..12 .:.i27 G7.
17r	 E	 1 -,7000
27	 1 .	 - 1 !	 0.1A1 tit t rTPDF: .FLT2
c
0.91
17'	 1 4 6	 17220.
*8	 1	 , ' n! ^.F,s tft:, DO.002 : . FLT2 0.002
1n n 11 1115.let	 1,,..1







naml lone	 11101 191MIN on ON 10111
BEEN loom loom some Inc=a WE 11211
Val L r . 11 ; •:.	 - l'CF. C'i'1:	 xr-11 t'If1 1no I-INO2"-I2	 Oki: 10:02 PAGE F
1 r r _I l i 1141111: 1
3u I s &O 113605 OCTE'S : 002 0.027 : C MANUEVER CO2 THRESHHOLD
1776a 02Y403 19"j^I 1074 "To TIi •IFHr : FLT2	 . 00 1335	 W o OF MIN /80MSECI C e	 .^ _^-^ .1 r ^
32 17770 0W425 i •1LFHC:	 .FLT2	 .1464833?
33 17174 110011OU 1,10170	 XLT2	 0.
y 1i 1	 !'^1 Uwlu lu
3`J
,;1, .:^rt1:•r	 ^--1^1:	 ^t^	 r?1^1•I
'd,' !1-IUIt[lU .=• 1111_it11J	 .
IJ
1 0.0U_, ' 1rFl or: FL v2 	 057 056	 :50-250 RANGE	 MM/CT
^(L1 171t^	 1 ^ ;..,.fir
"
:1.:3 4173f.'E14 041°_111:1 SD.P0FF:	 .rL1',:	 50.
41:1'_!!1." 111 !1 >t11 U
41 4U_:s^  10 U .,1 0 71 11. 2 11IIPFAC : 	 . F LT2	 .040828
:1E 112 1012+:
1 42 4001 4 u41 ! 4-11-! IWOFF: , FL •12	 nib.






R^!gR"+a'Y^' 'Yil(`.^^/4.N'w^,w	 ^.^.'+.c'^...	 ^ 	 i	 ^ .	 . ^.}N_ N•Mw K	 `.T i	 i'W'	 gym+ :Y' .. ::---.n.T•^ '^.5.!
'ROM COP15I'Aj g TS-1"EF. PTC	 ET-11 MACRO VMO2-12 	 00:10:02 PAGE 61
1 ;THIS IS THE FUNCTIONAL PROTOCOL
2	 , EVEIl
3 04COPO 002T34 PROTO: . WORD
	 1500.
4 041022 00000 l 	. 10RD	 1
5 0400-1 4f_i2; 34
	 .WORD	 1500.	 ;REPETITIONS OF TIME 1N NUMBER OF 40 MSEC
6 0=1OU26 00 iu0 I	 . WOR D 	 1	 :HUNKS, 0-• EOT? , THEN NUMBER OF D/A
7 0400 SO 00.1''734	 . WORD	 1500.	 ; CONVERTER COUNTS. + 110 Q REQUEST
8 040032 1?7777	 -1	 REQUESTED Q MANEUVER1 040034 11027 34	 . H o . RU	 1500.
10 4 00%3 13 i toorlo I	 .1.10pD	 1
11 -100- !o 0 02-1 -s - 	 .1•1!E ll	 1500.
12 4OL14 20 iT7'.'77	 . irll!EI1	 -1
14	 . BLI iW	 7 1.	 •
IJ
16
17 40264 000000 I)DI D:	 . H iRD	 0	 : DUMMY TO KNOW WHERE £1'ID OF PROGRAM IS
15
IS, 40,?GG 00003b TRCR:	 .1.11_+F:D	 35	 : A/D CHANNEL 6, GAIN 1
20 40270 000046 THRSH: .1 .10ED	 46	 :120 MV THRESHHOLD FOR SPIROMETER
21
??	 054050	 . =51050
3 54050 0-1171(:: 0HEH:	 . FLT2	 100.
5.11)52 1-100000 	 t
24












I11^	 111	 - ' .- 1^	 II  	.  ^ •	
., .:^ .. •'^ 
M^I
P
i 1' - FZ F", PTr, 11'-11	 r'ifaCl?0 VMO2-12 DF3:1Q:02 PAGE Afflik
#- >=ii:lr_th 1 r lore.! i c, AMPT 0607 G2 AD 114	 = 176772
ADISF•: 01.14', ,-4 ADSR	 = 1"FG770 ALTFLG 037000
AF'IIMI 0sJ-3-'6 4 B02540 ARI134 fjOG?1G
'Brr1DA 1? 011:77-1 DEG i [1 A•10774 BELOW 014230
bPCI 1T 0-..7736 DrTC'r. [iGGAGO >:PTGOS 0G0476
LPtH 10 W-.( -7.4 UJITH 1 5 Of-04GG BPTH5 060462
I t;T11 110 t GU472 DPTI.11:5 0 1313474 'D`11,15 0G0470
D— PC1. 1T '015.1034 L'1,111r"., 0007,16 BRTHO 060742
',. I;I: [1 .11' 0:01 f 52 ; TL O rP f 0220ci PTFS 01G 122
ETPSF t ilh77*. 0 PLIFFEp 07,7200 r1.IFLOD 016556
P0 
	
i G I^,r3111 L'11^ ,! 01^:,61G e CALMS 01 ?FMG
Cr^iPDL% k Ui7 •t72 CHFl. 017t330 CCO2. PiG0046
07TI-E-o) (111"'152 CDRP 0600176 CFL25 017412GCGFH2 [ 17500
r_ ,FC,2 , 1 5'502 cG 1 1"R 0 14114 MiR - 00	 30
z:1 1r 6,00'32 CLEAR [.1-1057 0 CLI"FLG 034202
r	 l.i:f.,1t7' 31>at164 i^LP^Ll1'1 r11i;07z1 CLESU1 016110
CLR I 0-111157-1 CLE2. NNW GLlti3 041000
CLP4 0-1Iir14 CHV 000052 CCI;r•1 017620
CO2 CC12CF1 07-17 362 CO2CFR A37664CC12':'I%S U1" 520 CODOT 060OGG CrAT . 037740
G F:R riGi rs l5r C13DP G°3ra072 CSLOP 060062
CSrI'T 0l'36"15 C.Sr'PT1 0M3G2 CUBIC 0711150
5_.1.11 0131110 011160 111 01120C-C10 1317G02 C12 @70716 C2 0112267
- L.?rvTFiL 1.13i 1Gw C'3 0111244 -	 C4 Q11304
-A C5 0 115 4 C5A 011636 CG 0116-14C7 0 l W-64 CS 012220 08A 012426G^r 01,E 0 DI I	 = 17^^7 30 DAC2	 = 176762
NIRI I 01-I S 10- DEPF11C 0=111 01.0 DBFOFF oeluo I el
' irl^liD. Ci-11sc^,-1 DELAY 014416 DELAYI !7141-1,6
DELA's'2 0 144 2 DELI IY3 0 14 532 ol, 95 010734
LIN 1 0 i C,.` "0 r"O IP 0100 ') I?2 DOPEY 00040
' DvWT 00^,674 DRAI.	 = 167774 DRAG	 = 167772
DROS	 - lr;, DR P1 I	 = 1677G4 DHO . = 167702
-. DIES	 = lG7 60. DSCOUT 03.77GG DSFOUT Br',77G4
DU I-11 - U3,11Y201^ 	 D• UM - U,^7 174
	





^. D. OP 0 1 1:.1 CID D-M 0161 64 D. 19 016754D. 3s 01GVu0 D.135 01GTA4 DO.002 017750
;^0.2 r i iC^67 'I D 1.0 016750 D1. 2 0 i Gs370
D2.0 . ff 1 1-E-7-4-4 113. Ci 81617.40 D3000 U l G714
i2 ?6i' 0 i 77-W Dr;,f1n11 u1+3710 11713 017570
Ii;	 . 01-0734 RG 0004GG E•HDT1 000412Ei11M t,r:ri1:11.1 Ellt`WII/ 005726, E013 U200a0
E4E 1 1:^i i ;1 ^^U F• OT 0" ;-1t,2 EOTCT 037756
FiiMn^i; 75r5 F'n7r:ry F F'1=:Lb' 1^, 403.0r7(G }^i;± ?;^) 0 =70h04A
Ei .1 000 V^`^J4 J Z- 1I L•rr,"t,^4T 7. I	 1 0370 1 4
E"'2 1.1.:e1320 EY 03,fluir1 FCO2 03707 G
F'" 1 	 i F( 022 U,3•r FOU FTFH 0151 7'
	 '
FFPCI'T ri I=i-1-^:, FF.1.12 o	 I7 r3"3—r FL OW oa223^.,
FLF'l ILI U I'_-`=+' FI•li:,iT 01752? F111POT 0 1 7 523
F	 + F1 EP1 1 0 01 br. I i HE RRR 015642 F1•IFI•I1 X117532
FH RH C1 154 14 F1'1FRW,' U 15422 RIF IOK 01 VS-313
F I ILf1'^1' r1 15-110 FI'IFIA11 01532E FI°11.WIT 0 152G
F111-1111'5 FF11 IDG 015352 Fr;v1S 0 15;5,14
I F11PLUS G I r, ;"i:' FIRPTR 015472 FHSPC 017525
FI. 1'3ZU FtI55i 0 Fl•k•f'PT 0007:G4 F-r1VRF'T 015522
0
cl
lROM COHSTAIITS-PBF, FTC RT-1 1 MACRO VMO2 --12 00 : 1 Q : 82 PAGE 81-1
SYMBOL TA .t
^'	 '06 012612FMZOF I FMZRO 015546 FMSHQ
FM2 017672 FH21 037672 FH22 037674
FC►PHAT 015110 F02 037066 F021 03760-3
FC-22 0737670 FRSTPT 0607GG FRSTI 006750
FTHE:1`1U 015534 FVHDR 00002 Frc 001=11GO
FIT HIT 00030 FVC I"1 005036 FPC 11.12 005OGG
FVCHT 02[11)04 17VI AT 0200OG FVDATA 017 5I G
FK 01T5g4 F`r' 017542 F327GO 0 1752G
WAD 017 422 GC1:C 1713512 GI-11.11 01'AD-3
1;010 A11442 GIHAI = 167774 GETGAS 013204
G u;0G i !3U475-1 GI':CST 001232 GS IT: 013504
GSAI 012 01 _- 1^•	  ,E.1 l L	 i^	 to 1HL l i	 17_	 000 ^^ f ^ W13 4_I1a 1 662
X 35111 1±[1_1716 GAP I.1DY26 CALP I W IT 160
GSLI'LL' 11101 16. HOLES 060 770 m!	 Wtn. nu 1
IW 0117576 II•ll	 - ?3:1111700 UnTTH 005102
IHTRW 005766 IIHTT0 01742 117F 007 1144
It" 007 626 01	 =WOOOUO2 IR 01,1052
KTl 01-I1660 UP 014772 I.T3 3%j%
LESS 01=4261,, LINCLK- tJOODUI LO MXV U340 20
U&P 0002113 LPEH	 = 000100 LPT	 = 167Z53
LPTGO 0!:040 LPTG01 A 1507 2 LP'I' 0 01510.
LPTIt1	 = 107754 LPTSR = 167750 LSO O 1 31"
L ,`TAD 051166 LSTCK 034204 Ls,ro C117: Ili	 •,3
LaTT101 0377:;11 U Thl OU35613 L.f'LI'LV -j1-1`51::1
LI• P UU5102 LL'R I us_1522-1 L1 T2 NOW
LOW Q4044 L1.2 03-I1346 I•It?T I 0	 062
MAWL 0x-10R 1.111111 0110TY 1•P51_ I 041374.1
QISDL`1' 0342116 11 S ":, u F,'1 14 I•F31,1 0175-N3
M=t11'PT 037i'1?2 HC'TI.1160 17017442 1i UM 13707130
11E1ItIEW 01-It1 .1 H FL 03'11324 II1^t`1RI 111131154
I K IR P 009744 I11=UR 002GPG 1Ir7KHV ttti66OG
"co 015714 1110F IN 006562 HOFSHV 0106620
W; 015104 1oppo 010202 "OPEOB 003256
H IFICM 01075G IOSD OU2702 11 1 1_: 1111 UO27PO
11Y PL BOG550 iI1gTUD 007172 110YET MIES5 4
I1 1-11ll-t `x' 00703C H IRIT 00 574 1001 R 0131360
MCI 17 P05630 III IGI 005522 I1P1^ 11? :0 `'.'774
HsUM n34072 "UMLFT 0 1sU'N 1111 I BLD 01,3720
H&W 037656 IQCF•2 037660 11. 3:TR, L 0	 1E:a3
ODD5 =	 1 1 7752 O THSO 011432 "1EIi 054050
01EF 1 1)11:.026 OPEN li 1-121;13 01P.HT is ;•774.1
OUTHR 1_a_ITRI 01'3042 t31_ITI.IFG 0377x4
01TE1 'A1=F1 O 7652 "12CF2 03.1-,5 4
02CTEL 00 156 PI,FIHT 005236 PBF1 D 040 156
PEL' UU527 G PC	 -x'000007 PC BFCL 01: 6424
PrBFCL 00442 VFT 000724 PETER 001202
PFTE1 001 150 PI'TFL' 0011364 PFI'I T 001110
11 f TWO 0A 1032 PF f i 0131_175` PFT2 013137,1G
PIHTCT 03=2 PrIAI BOA652 PHIAII COU700
F05 91'-6r'2 PEADD 060024 PRCO2 060122
I RDBP 050 152 PED ICT 0 130022 PF:I l I 017154
1'5:115: 0a11 10 1J PE ItIT 000500 ; L•1L 1 C137152
PE W 411_•0126. PPOFTC 010141: PR 1 + ET 037762
PRII IID 11111320 PE01717 04OU20 PRID2 011;;17116
P E _ UC 1T U00142 PFTR 0 1 '. 0 132 PRSPP 060140
PRSLQP ;tx A ING PRUM - BUI1001 F'RTEOL 000522
PETERM Ll 0552 PHTI'LG 037i'i A PRTGO 037013
Lo
[1102– 12 	 00:10:11'' PFIGE	 +
PFTIP1e.' U 1:10104 PPTL 0100514
Md. O'1I;0111 2. PSI'GS OG002-10
PSI '{•IL 06001 G PTGDF 00 121G
PTI-E, 0I,1:114 PTCHDR OG!7.13
FR 1-;11 001 3 1 G PTI: ST (10 13V
1' TC11 I M- 0 i GO PTC 1 001240
PTE111? 0E073 13 PTGRS 060176
I'TH1Ct OC. G I G4 PTH15 0601GG
1''15'41lt 0 1a0i3U^ PTI.110 0430172
PTI , 1''r 04;Iit I To OCOMPU 1137752
1.1F1.11 1. 0G0,1'C 1; OMAN 000434
001'101 034220 ::11JI-010 OM 754IillFlT}ST n 7,-1.'_'r fiL1411^'i1 01a 1^,	 ,2
I:iI!til it 14 1.1? PII11 li12	 0
kill j3G1 10 RI-Id 001—:232-
POUT 1] 13162 RPT 014574
1%I''C1 01•.1700 RPT2 015012
RO - 011171]00 111.1 =1000001
R:3 =NOCIEW:013 R4 =P.0000104
SOPK AS 0113434 S 4-1 1'E4 1 007012
511 0OZ4:00 S CLR 0343774
ID P' it 040600 SDPO	 F 0.10004
SEC'19C 000912 SEC5CT	 060010
SGLI' lj I ;,:i-44 SGIIR I 016034
51 E1`PTC Of 1116 SLV 01 Gt; 1 4
SI':ICR 0407717 SPh41 0,.1431110
SPlal_' 01102_4 SPRC4 0411.1-10
SPLF I'I 0 11136 SPLFLG 00 1 I `A.
SPLIT 001--54-150 STOCK M 07 12
Ji?DF 01j"44 STPTP1 00 1.'.2 ]G
SHL S 1 O	 722
TE' 1 °I1' 01401	 ;4 M TII'1	 017232
'CI1'll' 144:. n 1 7764 TJH! 011;0026
TITLEL 017052 '1'P =S6101100015
'1511' 0371 I P TTL 0E15146
1" , 07,I1T [0371 i ' TT`I'E+]I. 001154
I'^iL 034040 1•'%.431.1P 0015+34
VY I ELSU 01 01311; WDI R 014362
VLSTK IJ._,356.6 I, L5TK 1 034014
VOLPTO	 043=1212 VPREV 034056
1'THRSF1 017574 141-12TH 014S12
1 .1 0,32746 0133313p2
I•I.^Rfl C103 _1 24 FIFIPST	 01334,32
HLI.k !31:15:1=1 I•ILF11C 017770
H1,1A,ILIt	011112 1.11 ? 013?.356
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+	 STPTP 1 10-•34	 23-40
R + Suq•II l 1	 • 13-10	 43-74	 66- 120
SWIL	 21-50*
TCI IT	 13-14a;	 14- ISM	 10-G7	 2+3-29*	 62-32#
TEI. P	 62 -a7#
+	 TE;:TIM 23-1 l 	 75-2#
THRSH	 4St-- l5	 81- 20#	 "mod
T I I'll	 21--t,,I:	 21 •-G2	 21-104	 23-174;	29-5	 69-5#
T 1 1 , 12	 21-2ry	 2 1 -39	 21-105	 23--18+;	29-4	 69-6#
ti	 TII•IFAC 31-13	 31--14	 00-31411
TITLE	 51-29	 74-3#
MIR	 20-23	 20-39	 21- 11 	 81-19#k
TSTK	 8--13	 12•-5	 13-2	 17-2	 23--4	 37-9	 43-65	 +	 Id
51-9	 G5-34#	 -	 y	
-
^,	 TTL	 20-65#
TTYPI .1	 2-47#	 5'-20	 r'-^a
TTYCIIT
	
8-20:4,	 20 -55*+;	 20-5G	 20-59*:	 65-50*	 fG	 -
TTY!~ f;+L 20 -G3	 20-67#
TTYGO	 -.8-9*	 20-G2	 20-64	 20-G5* 20-75* 24-47	 51 -40
51--G8	 52-22* 65-49#
VAL	 G2-34#
1.1Ci MP	 11 -29	 12-5#
VDEL	 13---_1:1.	 13_-54'	 23-6-+:	 .49-55	 65-G#
VDELSU 13-6	 213-1 s+	 49-50#;•
VLAST
	
I:-13-+ : 	12-22	 13-17*	 49-20	 49-24* 49-32* 62-29#
VLSTI:	 49-52	 49-57 	 49-59	 50-15	 50-21	 62-20*
VL' TI; I 49-5G	 5tij- 13	 50-19	 62--21#
VOLPTI 49-54v	 ai+-55*..	 50--12	 50-17>I;	 G5-4#
VOL PTO 49-511: 50-18	 50-24*; 65-50
}}.	 VPREV	 1 -1	 14-49	 14-50y:	 15--1	 15-17*	 23--3211	26•-9	 .
,:.+J —C.J'	 2(7 -58:1:	 29-2 :1:	 63 2-40#
1	 I1SUh1	 14-59	 14 — G ib	 14--65*	 14-•G ia-t	 15-28	 15-29	 15-32,1.-
15-33*	 1G-21*	 1+3-224;	 18-101	 18-102	 62-43#
VTHRSH 49 - 21	 70-5#
i	 VVRTN	 49-2G	 49-35	 49-38	 49--43#
r ry" WATCH 49-23n: 49--33* 45-37* 62-3a#
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WA1TT 11-7:h 13-3,1, 23-5* 49-23
WARM 14-8G 14-89#
14F I RST 15--19 '16-2 1 #14h'nR
	
-, 12-7 12-15 12-27 12-34
' 12-87 12-103,9 12-108,9 12-139
12-161 14-5G 14-G1 14-79
17-7 17-21 17-34 18-34
19-6 15--29 19-37 19-42












-01 5 17-G I 17- C-2, #




I11 r) I HT 20-10 20-150
WOMON 14-2# 14-3 14-44 14-89
i4cuDrR 15-10 71-16#




HWC 21 26-22 2G-4G 2G-47
141•11 . 1 1,4-9:1; .14-10,9 14-30 14-31
14-81' 27-G 27-7 27-31
WG10 26-30 2G-31 26-41 2G-42
27-37 65-21#WWV 14-8,1: 14-13 14.29 14-32
25-8 26-54 2G-58 65-19#X 36-103* 38-104,9 39-11 39-1239-28 39-3>3i9 39-31* t10-26
40-35.* 413-3>3 %, 40-59,1: 40-GO,941-21 41-211: 41-24* 4 i -31,9
62-15#XBUF 1--24# 6 -29 ! ic 7-18 K 20-64*
.;BUFF 20--GB 20-7110 20--74* 71-26#
XBUF12 72-21#
XCSR 1-23# 1-24 20-GO
76x1 32-34 80 -2#
Y 37-i6 38-63 3B-64 38-65
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Z 37-15 3u-3i	 30-45 33-50 38-51 38-52 30-53
38-55 38-%	 38-74 33--75 38-94 38-95 38-118
38-119 38-120	 38-121 38--123 38-124 38-12G'1: 30-127*
39-3 39-7	 39-35 39-36, 40-12 40-13 40.23
CEO--24 40-41	 40--42 a3-12 43-33 X13-34 62-13*
ZER 56-14 56-34*
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